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Abstract
Observations revealed temperature higher than a million degrees kelvin in the solar corona. This is
unexpected, as the photospheric temperatures are only around 6,000K. The heating mechanism of
the upper-atmosphere is not understood yet, although the key element is most likely related with
the conversion of the magnetic energy into thermal and kinetic energies at the chromospheric and
transition region height. These two layers are located in between the photosphere and the corona,
where the temperature rapidly rises.
Filamentary structures seen in these two regions implies that the dynamic is dominated by the
magnetic eld: low plasma β (gas/magnetic pressure ratio) holds there, and indicates that the
magnetic eld might be a key component of the heating mechanism in the upper solar atmosphere.
However, direct measurements of the weak chromospheric and transition region magnetic elds
are extremely dicult, as the Zeeman eect is usually unobservable due to the Doppler width
of the line being larger than the Zeeman splitting. Yet, the less-explored Hanle eect can be
used, as it changes the polarization emitted from scattering processes in the presence of magnetic
eld regardless of the line Doppler width. Recent progress in the theoretical eld and numerical
simulations enable to diagnose the weak magnetic eld in the upper atmosphere via the analysis of
the polarization from the Hanle eect, which pushed the need for new instrumentation to measure
the magnetic eld in the upper solar atmosphere.
With this background, the Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha SpectroPolarimeter (CLASP) was
proposed as a sounding rocket experiment designed to measure the linear polarization of the hydrogen Lyman-alpha line (121.6nm). The line is emitted in the upper-chromosphere and transition
region, and the Hanle eect is expected to operate in the core of this spectral line for magnetic
eld between 10 to 250 Gauss. Detecting its polarization signature requires an instrumentation
with an unprecedentedly high polarization sensitivity of 0.1% in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
range. A dedicated design of the instrument and its experimental verication was crucial to ensure
the scientic success of the project. However, developing a space instrument for VUV also comes
with a lot of technical diculties: tests and calibrations under vacuum condition, molecular contamination requiring careful baking of the instrumental parts to avoid outgasing under vacuum,
robust optics able to survive launch vibration, etc. For these reasons, the development of CLASP
was unique and very challenging.
The novel experimental solutions developed to ensure the required optical and polarimetric
performances of the instrument are presented in this work:

• Telescope optical alignment: The telescope is a classical two-mirror Cassegrain design, and
adjusting not only the tilt but also the despace and the decenter of the secondary mirror
with respect to the primary is crucial to ensure the image quality. To avoid experiment
under vacuum, the telescope was aligned by measuring its wavefront error using a visiblelight laser interferometer in a double-pass conguration, even with the primary mirror's cold
mirror coating of narrow passband Ly-α lter reecting less than 0.1% of visible-light. The
secondary mirror was adjusted by shimming to remove coma and defocus aberration at the
center of the eld of view. The alignment was successfully performed, reaching better than
required spatial resolution.
• Spectro-polarimeter optical alignment: The spectro-polarimeter is a inverse-Wadsworth mounting design, where a reecting grating separates the light from the slit into two channels, for

each of which a camera mirror re-image the slit onto a CCD detector. Adjusting the grating
and camera mirrors' tilts is required to meet the spatial and spectral resolution requirement.
A unique alignment procedure was developed for spectro-polarimeter optical alignment to
minimize the experiment under vacuum. The camera mirrors were aligned in visible-light
(He-Ne 632.8nm) by using a custom-made grating of same diraction angle as the ight
Lyman-α grating by tuning its ruling density for the He-Ne wavelength. The camera mirrors
were successfully aligned by diagnosing the observed spot shape on the CCD with optical
simulation performed prior to the alignment experiment. The visible-light grating was then
replaced by the Lyman-α grating, and only its tilts, as well as the CCD focus positions were
adjusted under vacuum by injecting VUV lights from a Deuterium lamp. Optical simulations were used to provide quantitative comparison for the alignment under vacuum, and
the spectro-polarimeter was successfully aligned within the required spatial and spectral
resolution.

• Telescope focus position adjustment: The telescope focus position was adjusted to the
spectro-polarimeter slit plane using a conguration in which white-light source was placed
in the back of the slit to introduce the light into the slit and in which a at mirror located in
front of the telescope aperture, reecting the light back into the telescope and slit-jaw optics.
By inducing a small tilt on the at mirror, the image of the reected slit was observed by
the slit-jaw optics and the width of the slit image provided indication on the focus position
of the telescope. Several measurements for dierent shim thickness inserted between the
telescope and the spectro-polarimeter parts successfully determined the best focus position
of the telescope onto the slit.
• Optical checks though the tests: Two measurement methods were designed to conrm the
telescope focus position and the spectro-polarimeter optical performances during the integration of the instrument. Measurements were performed before and after the various vibration
tests performed prior to launch and also after shipments from the dierent locations from
Japan to USA. Results from every measurements performed showed that changes of the optical performances were within the requirement, ensuring the healthiness of the instrument
until launch.
• Polarization calibration: An unprecedentedly precise polarization calibration of the spectropolarimeter was performed at Lyman-α to estimate the articial polarization created by crosstalks between the dierent Stokes parameters and to achieve the required 0.1% polarization
accuracy in VUV for the rst time ever. A Lyman-α light-source with linear polarizers able
to provide a known polarized input under vacuum was designed. Long exposures (i.e. 15
minutes) on each of the polarization states were required to achieve the needed accuracy
due to the weak intensity of the Lyman-α light-source. Two dierent methods were used to
change the polarization input to the spectro-polarimeter: the direct method in which the
entire light-source was rotated, and the waveplate method in which a half-waveplate with
rotating motor was installed after the light-source. The interpretation of the polarization
measured was complex, as the multiple eects of CLASP rotating half-waveplate (e.g. drift
of polarization angle over time due to non-uniformity of rotation speed), the Lyman-α lightsource (i.e. illumination angle creating a polarization gradient along the slit and o-axis
illumination creating a shift of polarization input) and half-waveplate used for the calibration
(i.e. retardance changing the input to the spectro-polarimeter) were quantied and taken

into account. By combining both methods and removing the previously cited artefacts,
the response matrix of the spectro-polarimeter, composed of the spurious polarization, the
scale factor and the azimuth error terms, was successfully determined within the required
tolerances.
The integration and tests resulted in CLASP instrument satisfying all of its scientic requirements, and the payload was successfully launched on September 3rd , 2015. The preliminary results
from the limb observation conrmed the scattering polarization in the Lyman-α line for the rst
time and the disc center observation were analysed to conrm the pre-ight polarization calibration. Polarization signals created by the local anisotropy of the solar atmosphere were detected
even at disc center. Therefore, a statistical approach was adopted to cancel out the solar uctuations by summing pixel spatially along the slit. This method revealed a spurious polarization
level smaller than the measurement from the pre-ight calibration, determined with a 3-σ . Further investigations were conducted to understand the origin of the discrepancy on the spurious
polarization estimated pre-ight and in-ight. As a result, it turned out that the inuence of the
cross-talks from the incoming linear polarization to the measured intensity was underestimated
during the pre-ight calibration. These terms of the response matrix were thought to only imply
an additional error on the other matrix elements, but actually produced a similar eect as of the
spurious polarization terms in case of a highly polarized incoming light such as the pre-ight calibration. Hence, a new method was developed to estimate these two additional terms, alongside
with the spurious polarization, scale factor and azimuth error terms of the response matrix, from
the measurements recorded during the pre-ight polarization calibration. The results indicated a
much smaller spurious polarization level compared to the previous estimation, which was consistent
with the in-ight calibration. However, this new method could not reach the required accuracy on
the spurious polarization terms, due to the limitation of the pre-ight calibration measurements.
The combined results of the pre-ight polarization calibration response matrix and the spurious
polarization derived during the in-ight polarization calibration provided a complete response matrix of the instrument, which ensured the required 0.1% polarization accuracy. In addition, the
ight observations were used to conrm the achieved spatial and spectral resolutions, which is
consistent with the expected resolutions from the optical alignment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 The solar chromosphere
The Sun's surface" is called the photosphere and is the observational limit of the Sun's interior.
Below this layer, as the density increases, the optical depth becomes too large for the photons to
directly escape into space. However, the photosphere is not a layer xed at a given height: the
various emission lines from the atomic elements are forming at dierent optical depth and with
dierent optical thickness and the temperature and the density change locally in both space and
height. In this region, temperature ranges from 6,500K at the deepest observable depth to a minimum around 4000K ([1],[2]). The solar atmosphere starts from the photosphere, and extends in
outer space with the solar corona. Spectroscopic observations of the corona performed during solar
eclipses revealed emission lines produced by temperatures higher than 1MK ([3], [4]). Utraviolet
(UV) observations from space instruments (e.g. Skylab [5]) also conrmed this temperature increase in the solar atmosphere, and theoretical models of the solar atmosphere (e.g. VAL models,
[6], [7]) were developed to picture the stratication of the atmosphere above the photosphere, with
the chromosphere, the transition region and the corona (shown in Figure 1.1). The density rapidly
decrease above the photosphere, dropping by six orders of magnitude in the chromosphere and the
temperature decreases from the photospheric temperature to the temperature minimum, before
rising again to around 10,000K. A rapid rise in temperature occurs in the transition region, from
the chromospheric temperature to more than one million degrees in the corona. This increase in
temperature is counter-intuitive, as the temperature should be expected to decrease radially from
the center of the Sun. This is one of the major unexplained phenomenon in solar physics, called
coronal heating problem.
The region from the chromosphere to the corona is also dominated by the magnetic energy: as
the density decrease with height, the ratio between gas pressure and magnetic pressure or plasma
β becomes smaller than unity (see Figure 1.1). In this regime, the plasma motion is driven by the
magnetic forces. This results in a very dynamic layer, and in structures such as coronal loop where
the plasma motion follows the magnetic eld lines.
Magnetic reconnections can occur when magnetic eld lines collide" ([10]), reconguring
rapidly the magnetic eld organization and transferring the magnetic energy into thermal and
kinetic energy of the plasma. This mechanism is thought to be a major magnetic energy release
mechanism of solar ares of solar ares ([11]), which are the most energetic events of the solar
atmosphere in which the plasma is heated to more than ten millions of kelvins. Small scale re3
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of the temperature (red), density (green) and plasma β (blue) as a function
of height in the solar atmosphere. Figure adapted from [8] and [9]

connection processes in the solar upper-chromosphere and transition region are a candidate of
the heating problem ([12],[13]). Another possible theory is the heating by magneto-hydrodynamic
(MHD) waves propagating upward from the photosphere. Such propagating waves were observed
in the structure of the solar atmosphere, as in spicules ([14]), and could carry energy from the photosphere to the corona. The magnetic eld in the solar upper-atmosphere is one of the important
physical quantities to fully understand these MHD waves.
Both theories are related to the chromospheric and transition region magnetic elds, making
it a crucial quantity to probe in order to confront observation and theory.

1.2 Magnetic eld measurement through polarimetric
measurements
The polarization is the two-dimensional oscillations of the light-wave electric eld in the plan
perpendicular to its direction of propagation, and can be describe using the Stokes formalism.
Stokes parameters are convenient quantities for describing the polarization of the light and are
shown in Figure 1.2. In simple words, the Stokes parameter I describes the total intensity of
the optical beam; the second parameter Q describes the preponderance of LHP (horizontally
linearly polarized) light over LVP (vertically linearly polarized) light; the third parameter U the
preponderance of L+45P (+45◦ linearly polarized) light over L−45P (−45◦ linearly polarized) light
and, nally, V the preponderance of RCP (right-handed circularly polarized) light over LCP (left4
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handed circularly polarized) light. These four parameters can completely dene any polarization
states of a light-wave.

Figure 1.2: Denition of the Stokes parameter I , Q, U and V . The blue arrows symbolize the
amplitude (i.e. modulus) of the electric eld vector along the given arrow. For Stokes V , it
symbolize the left-handed and right-handed amplitude of the electric eld.
In the framework of quantum mechanic, the quantum states of an electron inside an atom
are restrained to particular transition depending on the dierent energy levels of the atom. The
quantum state of the electron is determined by the four quantum numbers: n (principal quantum
number), l (azimuthal quantum number), m (magnetic quantum number) and s (spin quantum
number). The quantum number l and s are coupled to form the total angular momentum number J
(i.e. spin-orbit interaction), with a degenerated magnetic quantum number M with values ranging
from −J to J . In the presence of a magnetic eld, the magnetic sublevels of quantum numbers M
split, with a separation equal to µB BM gJ where µB is the Bohr magneton and gJ is the Lande
factor. In a case where J = 1, the magnetic sublevel with M equal ±1 happen to emit and absorb
only circularly polarized light along the quantization axis of the atom (i.e. taken here as the
direction of the magnetic eld). This is known as the longitudinal Zeeman eect, and is used for
magnetic eld diagnostic in the strong magnetic eld of the photosphere along the line-of-sight by
measuring the Zeeman splitting of the circular polarization components. If the atoms is observed
from a direction perpendicular to the quantization axis, the polarization emitted by the M = ±1
components is seen as linear polarization, at 90◦ from the linear polarization emitted by the M = 0
component. This conguration is referred as the transverse Zeeman eect. Figure 1.3 summarizes
the two possible congurations of the Zeeman eect.
However, the Zeeman eect is only easily observable if the magnetic eld is strong enough to
split the polarized components with a larger separation than the line Doppler width (i.e. broadening
of the line due to the temperature). It is otherwise complicated to measure the weak polarization
amplitude (i.e. weak eld regime). This limitation makes the Zeeman eect of little interest to
investigate the weak magnetic eld in the hot upper-chromosphere and transition region. Nevertheless, the less-explored Hanle eect ([15]) can be used, as it changes the polarization emitted
5
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Figure 1.3: Explanation of the Zeeman eect. Top-left shows the three possible orbitals (π , σ +
and σ − ) of an electron in a J = 1 level due to magnetic sublevel splitting by the action of the
magnetic eld (top-right). Bottom-left shows the resulting polarization as seen along the magnetic
eld axis (longitudinal Zeeman eect) and bottom-right shows the polarization at 90◦ from the
magnetic eld axis (transverse Zeeman eect).
from scattering processes in the presence of magnetic eld regardless of the line Doppler width. In
a presence of a magnetic eld, the Hanle eect aects the quantum coherences between the magnetic sublevels pertaining to each J-levels. For a given J-level, the population of each magnetic
sublevels is given by the density matrix hJ, M 0 |ρ|J, M i = ρJ (M, M 0 ). For example, if considering a
two-level atom with a lower-level Jl = 0 and an upper-level Ju = 1, M for the upper-level can only
take three discrete values: +1, 0 and −1. Hence, the density matrix for this upper-level is a 3x3
matrix as shown in Equation (1.1). The diagonal terms of this matrix represent the population
of each magnetic sublevels, and the non-diagonal terms are the quantum coherences between the
magnetic sublevels.


ρ(+1, +1) ρ(0, +1) ρ(−1, +1)
ρ(0, 0)
ρ(−1, 0) 
ρJu =1 (M, M 0 ) =  ρ(+1, 0)
(1.1)
ρ(+1, −1) ρ(0, −1) ρ(−1, −1)
Two concepts are important to understand the origin of atomic polarization and the Hanle
eect: selective absorption/emission and quantum coherence.

• Selective absorption/emission: As mention previously, the M = ±1 magnetic sublevels of a
Ju = 1 level can only absorb and emit perfectly circular polarization along the quantization
axis of the atom (i.e. Stokes V equal to ±1). On the other hand, the magnetic sublevel M = 0
6
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absorbs and emits linearly polarized light along the quantization axis. These selection rules
for absorption and emission can creates selective absorption and selective emission which lead
to atomic population imbalance. In a presence of a perfectly isotropic illumination (i.e. equal
in all directions), the density matrix is simply unity: the atomic populations are equal in all
three levels. However, in a presence of an anisotropic illumination, these selection rules are
important. Two extreme cases are presented as an example: an unidirection radiation eld
along the quantization axis of the atoms and an omnidirectional radiation eld contained
in the plane perpendicular to the quantization axis of the atoms, as shown in Figure 1.4.
The incident radiation eld is assumed to be unpolarized and with axial symmetry along the
quantization axis of the atoms. In the rst case, the unpolarized light can be considered as a
sum of perfectly circular polarization to the left and to the right. Only the magnetic sublevels
M = ±1 can absorb light from the radiation eld, which depopulate the M = 0 magnetic
sublevel. In the second case, the radiation eld can be considered as a sum of perfectly
polarized light along and perpendicular to the quantization axis. In this case, the m = 0
magnetic sublevel can absorb half of the radiation (i.e. along the quantization axis) whereas
the M = ±1 magnetic sublevels can only absorb a quarter of the radiation each, creating
a depopulation of the M ± 1 magnetic sublevels. This process of atomic levels population
and depopulation by the radiation eld is referred as repopulation pumping and creates
atomic population imbalance, resulting in a net emission or absorption of the polarization
signal. The anisotropy of the radiation eld depends on various parameters: the cosine of
the heliocentric angle µ at which the observation are made but also the wavelength (i.e.
depending the amount of limb darkening or brightening) and the local topology of the solar
atmosphere (i.e. temperature and density).

• Quantum coherence : Non-zero quantum coherences exist when the wave function presents a
well dened phase relationship between the pure quantum states |J, M i and |J, M 0 i. In the
absence of magnetic elds, all coherences are zero if the quantization axis of total angular
momentum is chosen along the symmetry axis of the pumping radiation beam. Non-zero
quantum coherences appear in the presence of an inclined magnetic eld with respect to the
symmetry axis of the radiation eld.
The Hanle eect is the action of the magnetic eld onto the quantum coherence of the magnetic
sublevels. To discuss the Hanle eect, the density matrix has to be expressed in the magnetic
eld reference frame : two rotations of the density matrix are required in the classical |J, M i
representation. Alternatively, the multipole components (ρK
Q ) can be used, which has the advantage
of only required one rotation. Equation (1.2) shows the conversion from the classical representation
to the multipole components representation, where the matrix is the Wigner 3-j symbols.


X
√
J
J
K
J−M
K
0
ρQ (J) =
(−1)
2K + 1
(1.2)
0 −Q ρJ (M, M )
M
M
0
MM

The K and Q of the multipole components representation are indices which depends on the
initial J and M indices. The ρK
Q with Q = 0 are real numbers composed of linear combination
of the population of the various magnetic sublevels M , whereas the ρK
Q with Q 6= 0 are complex
numbers given by linear combination of the quantum coherences between those sublevels. In this
representation, the Hanle eect can be simply expressed as shown in Equation (1.3), where Γu =
8.79 × 106 BgJu /Aul with the magnetic eld B , the Lande factor of the level gJu and the Einstein
7
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Figure 1.4: Explanation of the atomic population imbalance by selective absorption due to radiative
pumping. Left shows the case for an unidirection radiation eld along the quantization axis of the
atoms. Note that, given enough time, the upper level with Mu will be completely depopulated.
Right shows the case for an omnidirectional radiation eld contained in the plane perpendicular
to the quantization axis of the atoms. The incident radiation eld is assumed to be unpolarized
and with axial symmetry along the quantization axis of the atoms.

K
coecient of the transition upper-lower level Aul . The [ρK
Q ]B=0 are the ρQ elements for a nonmagnetic case dened in a reference frame where the quantization axis is aligned with the magnetic
eld vector. Equation (1.3) summarizes the action of the Hanle eect, clearly showing that the
population imbalances (i.e. ρK
Q with Q = 0) are unaected, whereas the quantum coherences (i.e.
K
ρQ with Q 6= 0) are reduced and dephased compared to the non-magnetic case.

ρK
Q (Ju ) =

1
[ρK ]B=0
1 + iQΓu Q

(1.3)

The previously given explanations on the atomic polarization and the Hanle eect were presented for the purpose of the introduction. More rigorous explanations can be found in ([16]) and
([17]). Recent progress in numerical simulations enabled possible diagnostics of the solar polarization via the Hanle eect ([18], [19]). Hanle eect diagnostics has been applied to prominences and
coronal elds in the visible and the near infrared via the polarimetric observations. For example,
the Helium multiplet at 1083nm was successfully used to derive the magnetic elds in prominences
and spicules ([20], [21]). Yet, no instrument was capable of performing polarimetric observation of
the upper-chromosphere and transition region in the Quiet Sun region of the solar disk, therefore
pushing the need for new instrumentation.
8
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1.3 Motivation for new instrumentation
1.3.1 The Lyman-α line
The Lyman-α line (121.56nm) is emitted by the transition from the rst excited level to the
ground-level of the hydrogen atom. Due to the abundance of hydrogen in the solar atmosphere
(92% of the Sun composition) and its transition from the rst excited level to the ground level,
the Lyman-α line is the strongest emission line of the solar spectra. The core of the line is emitted
from the lower transition region, whereas the wings are formed more deeply in the chromosphere
due to radiative transfer processes, as shown in Figure 1.5. Therefore, this line is suitable for
investigating the lower transition region and the upper-chromosphere.

Figure 1.5: Temperature versus height in the chromosphere and transition region, showing the
formation heigh of the Lyman-α line core and wings. Figure from [7].
The Lyman-α wavelength is located in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region of the spectrum
and is absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere. As the VUV's wavelengths are absorbed by Earth's
9
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atomsphere, observation of the Sun in this wavelength range is extremely hard. Only few previous missions successfully observed the intensity prole of the Lyman-α line: for example the
Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation spectrograph (SUMER, onboard the SOHO
spacecraft, [22]) or the Orbiting Solar Observatory 8 LPSP instrument (OSO8 spacecraft, [23]).
An example of the Lyman-α intensity is presented in Figure 1.6, showing the self-reversed prole
of the line. The Very high Angular resolution Ultraviolet Telescope sounding rocket (VAULT,
[24]) also provided intensity images of the lower transition region and upper-chromosphere around
121.6nm and with a subarsecond spatial resolution (0.5”) during its several ights from 1999 to
2014. This instrument revealed an inhomogeneous layer composed of dark regions and mossy
bright patches with lamentary thread-like structures (∼1”width, ∼10”length) in the Quiet Sun,
as shown in Figure 1.7. These thread-like structures were supposed to be supported by the local
magnetic eld, but no instrument was capable to provide the magnetic eld informations.

Figure 1.6: Intensity prole of the Lyman-α line observed by the OSO8 spacecraft. The intensity
decrease in the line-center is due to geocoronal absorption. Vertical line shows the position of the
center, peak and wings as in Figure 1.5. Prole from [23].
Recent theoretical investigations ([19], [25], [26], [27]) revealed that one of the upper level
of the Lyman-α transition (2p3/2 , see Figure 1.8) can produce scattering polarization in the line
core due to population imbalances and quantum coherences between its magnetic sublevels. The
investigations also revealed a critical Hanle eld BH =∼50G for this Lyman-α transition, providing
sensitivity to the magnetic eld strength and orientation between 10G and 250G, as shown in
Figure 1.9. Such range of magnetic eld strength is expected in the Quiet Sun regions, meaning
the linear polarization of the Lyman-α line can be used to determine the magnetic eld strength
and orientation in the lower transition region and upper-chromosphere.
10
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Figure 1.7: Lyman-α observation from the VAULT sounding rocket.

Figure 1.8: Grotrian diagram of the hydrogen model atom. The components of Lyman-α are
indicated along with their Einstein Au coecient (in s−1 ). The grey arrows connecting the nestructure levels of n = 2 indicate the weakly inelastic depolarizing transitions due to proton and
electron collisions. Figure taken from [27]

However, polarimetric observations in VUV are even harder to achieve than photometry. Measuring polarization requires additional optical elements such as linear retarder (i.e. waveplate) and
a high-throughput is also required to ensure the polarization accuracy of the measurement. Only
few materials can provide acceptable transmittance (e.g. MgF2 ) and reectivity (e.g. multilayer
coatings). For these reasons, only few missions attempted polarimetry in the VUV. Two examples
are the UltraViolet SpectroPolarimeter (UVSP, onboard the SMM spacecraft,[28]) and the Solar
Ultraviolet Magnetograph Investigation sounding rocket experiment (SUMI, [29]). The UVSP instrument measured between 175nm to 360nm in the holographic grating's rst order and between
115nm to 180nm in the grating's second order, but only reached a polarization accuracy just below
11
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Figure 1.9: Theoretical estimation of the Q/I and U/I line-core signals in Ly-α (for a line-of-sight
with µ = 0.3) produced by scattering processes in the solar transition region, taking into account
the Hanle eect of a 20G horizontal magnetic eld. The various proles correspond to the indicated
values of the magnetic eld azimuth (χB ), measured with respect to the X-axis of the reference
system (where the X-axis is the projection of the line-of-sight onto the solar surface plane and the
Z-axis is the local vertical). The positive reference for Stokes Q is parallel to the nearest limb (i.e.
parallel to the Y-axis). Figure taken from [19].
1% in the CIV line at 155nm, giving estimation of magnetic eld in sunspot and no conclusive
results in the Quiet Sun ([30], [31]). The SUMI sounding rocket experiment was designed to simultaneously measure the polarization emitted by the CIV and MgII lines at 155nm and 280nm,
respectively. The instrument ew twice, in 2010 and 2012, but only provided mitigated results
due to technical failures: mirrors holding screws broke due to higher than expected G-force and a
malfunction of the waveplate's rotating mechanism occurred during the rst ight ([32]). A drift of
the pointing due to a thermal deformation of the secondary mirror's holder degraded the quality of
the data recorded during the second ight, which are still being analysed. Concerning the Lymanα line, only one instrument attempted slitless polarimetric observation onboard a Soviet satellite
Intercosmos, but was unsuccessful as molecular contamination drastically reduced its throughput
([33]).
Hence, an international collaboration lead by the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
(Mitaka, Japan) and NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (Huntsville, USA) proposed the Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha SpectroPolarimeter (CLASP, [34], [35]) as a new instrument to investigate the linear polarization of the Lyman-α line created by scattering processes in the upperchromosphere and lower transition region with a 0.1% polarization sensitivity, as a tool to unveil
the magnetic eld vector via the Hanle eect.

1.3.2 Design
Based on the simulations of polarization proles shown in Figure 1.9 and previous observations of
the Lyman-α intensity from Figure 1.7, the scientic requirements for the instrument were dened
as shown in Table 1.1
The instrument was designed to full the scientic requirements from Table 1.1, also taking
into account the limitation of the rocket payload (e.g. size, weight). The optical layout is presented
12
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Table 1.1: Scientic requirements, from [36]
Observable

Requirement

Polarization sensitivity

0.1% (line core), 0.5% (line wings)

Spectral resolution

0.01nm

Spectral window

>±0.05nm

Spatial resolution

<10”

in Figure 1.10 and is composed of a classical two-mirrors Cassegrain telescope with φ = 270mm
aperture that focuses the light onto a 400” long and 1.45” wide slit. The light transmitted by
the slit propagates inside an inverse Wadsworth mounting spectrograph: the diraction grating
selects the Lyman-α wavelength, which is reected toward two channels (diraction order ±1).
O-axis parabolic mirrors on each channel re-image the slit onto the two CCD cameras. The
untransmitted light by the slit is reected to a slit-jaw optics system with Lyman-α lter, to
obtain context images. Polarimetry is ensured by a continuously-rotating half-waveplate located
prior to the slit, and by a polarization analyzer just before the cameras on each channel. These two
polarization analyzers are rotated by 90◦ from each other, allowing simultaneous measurements of
the two orthogonal states of polarization, perpendicular to the slit for channel 1 and parallel to it
for channel 2. The optics and instrument's structures were designed and assembled by the National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan, whereas the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center provided
the CCDs cameras, the cooling system and the rocket. The spectro-polarimeter's grating was
provided by the Institut d'Astrophysique Spatiale in Paris. The specications of the instrument
are summarized in Table 1.2.
Telescope
Secondary Mirror

Primary Mirror

Slitjaw
Optics

Slitjaw Off-axis parabolic
camera mirror
Camera

Spherical
Constant-Line-Space Spectrograph
Grating
Camera

Channel 1
Spectrograph
Slit

Aperture stop
(Entrance pupil)

X
Y

Z

Light trap for 0th order
diffracted beam

Rotating
Waveplate

Channel 2

Polarimeter

Polarization
Analyzer

Figure 1.10: CLASP optical design from [36]
Many aspects of the design were improved compared to the predeceasing instruments, based
on the technical issues they experienced. A cold mirror" coating (i.e. narrow band ltering coating) was applied on the primary mirror to reduce the heat-load on the other optical elements.
The structure of the instrument was also realized in an ultra-low-expansion super-invar material
to avoid the thermal deformation seen in SUMI. Additionally, the polarization modulation was
13
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Table 1.2: Summary of the instrument specications
Telescope
Entrance pupil

φ270

Eective focal length

2614 mm

F number

9.68

Plate scale at slit

1.03 arcsec/13.0

mm

µm

Primary mirror
Conic constant

Paraboloid (K=−1)

Clear aperture

φ282

Curvature radius

2054.5 mm

mm

Surface gure (RMS)

24 nm (Fabrication)

Coating

Narrow band lter (cold mirror")
Secondary mirror

Conic constant

Hyperboloid (K=−5.27)

Clear aperture

φ111

Curvature radius

1243.0 mm

mm

Surface gure (RMS)

24 nm (Fabrication)

Magnication

2.54

Coating

Al+MgF2
Slit-jaw

Magnication

1

Filter

Narrow band Lyman-α

Plate scale at slit

1.03 arcsec/13.0

µm

Spectro-polarimeter
Magnication

0.93

Width

18.4 µm (=

Length

5.1 mm (=

Distance to grating

905.7 mm

Groove density

3000 grooves/mm

Slit
1.45 arcsec)
400 arcsec)

Grating

Line spacing

Constant

Conic surface

Spherical (K=0)

Curvature radius

1749.3 mm

O-axis Parabolic Camera Mirror
Conic surface

Paraboloid (K=−1)

O-axis value

180.0 mm

Curvature radius

1655.0 mm

Distance to CCD

827.5 mm
Polarization analyzer

Coating

Multilayer SiO2 +MgF2
CCD cameras

14

CCD Pixel size

13.0 µm

Spatial plate scale

1.11 arcsec/13.0

Spectral plate scale

0.0048 nm/13.0

µm
µm
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ensured by a continuous-rotation mechanism to avoid the dead time between exposures which can
occur with a xed-step mechanism when changing the waveplate angular orientation, as used by
SUMI. High-reectivity Lyman-α coatings were developed ([37]) to ensure the highest throughput
possible at the observing wavelength. The contamination by outgasing of the instrument when
under vacuum condition was monitored at all stages of the development, and a careful baking of
every equipment was performed to avoid possible degradation of the instrument's throughput, as
experienced by [33]. An axisymmetric telescope design was selected to minimize the instrumental
polarization. Similarly, the spectro-polarimeter was designed with a minimum number of optical
surfaces, and the two channels allowed for simultaneous observation of the two orthogonal polarization states to minimize possible instrumental cross-talks. Finally, the electronics were greatly
improved compared to previous missions: low read-out noise CCD detectors were specially developed by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, and cooled down to −20◦ C. These cameras allowed
the modulation of the polarization to be accomplished in a short time (i.e. 1.2s) with fast and
low-noise exposure (i.e. 300ms) which reduced the polarization errors due to intensity variation
of the Sun and jitter/drift of the telescope pointing, therefore improving the overall polarization
sensitivity of the instrument.
The requirements for the alignment of the instrument in term of RMS (i.e. root mean square)
spot radius at the edge of the slit were set based on the design and are shown in Table 1.3.
Considering the plate scale at the spectro-polarimeter's cameras, the spatial and spectral resolution
at the edge of the slit can be derived as twice the RMS spot radius, and is shown in Table 1.4.
Note that only the spectro-polarimeter's RMS spot radius aects the spectral resolution. The
achievable polarization sensitivity was also determined by considering the possible contribution
from photon noise, read-out noise of the CCD, uctuation of the exposure time and jitter of the
rocket pointing, as shown by [38].
Table 1.3: RMS spot radius requirement at the edge of the eld of view and the edge of the slit
for the telescope, spectro-polarimeter and slit-jaw imager.
RMS spot radius

Note

Telescope

13.0 µm

Edge of the SJ FOV (±264”,±264”)

Spectro-polarimeter

13.5 µm

Edge of the slit (±200”,0”)

Slit-jaw

18.7 µm

Telescope + Spectro-polarimeter

18.1 µm

Telescope + Slit-jaw

22.8 µm

Edge of the SJ FOV (±264”,±264”)
p
(13.0 × 0.93)2 + (13.5)2
p
(13.0)2 + (18.7)2

1.3.3 Polarimetry
Polarimetric capabilities at Lyman-α are the uniqueness of the instrument and therefore the polarimetry performed by CLASP is presented in more details hereafter. The Stokes formalism is
used to describe the polarization state of the light and is dened with respect to the coordinate
system of the instrument, as shown in Figure 1.11. The +Q direction is dened along the slit
(X-axis), and the +U clock-wise as seen from the entrance aperture.
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Table 1.4: Instrumental requirement at the edge of the slit, derived from the design.
Observable

Design

Polarization sensitivity

<0.039% (spurious polarization)

Spectral resolution

0.010 nm

Spatial resolution

3.1” (spectro-polarimeter) and 3.6” (slit-jaw)

Figure 1.11: Coordinate system used for to describe the polarization states, as seen from the
entrance aperture of the instrument.

The incoming polarization signal is modulated using a rotating half-waveplate and two linear
polarization analyzers, one on each channel (see Figure 1.10). The half-waveplate is located inside
the Polarization Modulation Unit (PMU, [39]), which ensures a continuous and homogeneous
rotation of the waveplate. The PMU sends the rst trigger for exposure to the spectro-polarimeter
cameras when the principal-axis of the PMU half-waveplate crosses the +Q direction, and then
sends the following triggers every 300ms. The cameras take the exposure between two triggers.
During each exposure, the PMU half-waveplate angle rotates by 22.5◦ . The exposure taken between
the rst and the second trigger is called D1 , the exposure taken between the second and the third
trigger is called D2 , etc. The cycle is repeated after one full PMU rotation (4.8s, 16 exposures
per PMU rotation). The linear polarization analyzers are at mirrors with high-reection coating
optimized for Lyman-α (SiO2 +MgF2 multilayer coating based on the design by [40], see [37]) set
at Brewster's angle. The combination of the rotating half-waveplate and the polarization analyzers
results in a modulation of the incoming Q and U signals, as shown in Figure 1.12 for channel 2
(opposite sign for channel 1).
The incoming polarization signal can be retrieved by combining several consecutive exposures
containing the modulated intensity, using the demodulation scheme shown in Equation (1.4) for
16
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Figure 1.12: Modulation coecient for Stokes Q (red) and Stokes U (blue) as a function of the
PMU half-waveplate angle for channel 2.
channel 2, where Di is the measured intensity taken in the ith exposure for a given PMU rotation.
This equation is derived from the expression of the Mueller matrix (see Appendix A) considering
an ideal linear retarder and a prefect polarizer. For channel 1, a minus sign has to be applied due
to the dierent orientation of the polarization analyzer. In these equations, I 0 , Q0 and U 0 refer to
the demodulated Stokes parameters I , Q and U , the apostrophe indicating the output parameters.

Q0
π
=
0
I
2

D1 − D2 − D3 + D4
D1 + D2 + D3 + D4

!

π
U0
=
0
I
2

D1 + D2 − D3 − D4
D1 + D2 + D3 + D4

!

(1.4)

The demodulation scheme from Equation (1.4) is derived for a perfect polarization modulation
where the retardance δ of the PMU half-waveplate equals 180◦ . Investigation were conducted
to develop a high-quality MgF2 half-waveplate for the instrument ([41]), and its retardance was
carefully measured at a synchrotron facilities for the Lyman-α wavelength : δ = 178.8◦ ± 1.3◦ .
In addition, it is important to notice that the demodulation scheme presented for U 0 /I 0 does
not minimize the spurious polarization cause by the dI/dt if the intensity of the observed source
uctuates during the modulation. This might occur during the ight observation (solar origin,
e.g. dynamic event, but also instrumental origin, e.g. pointing jitter and drift) and therefore
the baseline for the ight demodulation of U 0 /I 0 is to use a similar scheme as for Q0 /I 0 but with
shifted exposures instead, as D2 −D3 −D4 +D5 for channel 2. However, in this case, Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0
are no longer derived from the same exposures. The demodulation scheme used to retrieve the
polarization signal in the following work is discussed in more details in Chapter 6 and in Chapter 8.
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1.4 Contribution of the thesis to the CLASP project
The personal contribution of the author to the overall CLASP project (from the Japanese side only,
not including participation from the other international collaborators) is shown in Figure 1.13. This
includes the work presented in this thesis, which mainly focuses on the novel instrumentation methods developed for the optical alignment of the telescope and spectro-polarimeter, as well as the
unprecedented polarization calibration performed under vacuum at Lyman-α. The thesis is structured in six chapters, each of which are covering a particular aspect of the instrument development
realized during the three years period of the PhD course and highlighted in Figure 1.13. The last
chapters of the thesis covers the analysis of the ight data recorded at disc center, to provide a
conrmation of the achieved spatial and spectral resolutions, as well as an in-ight polarization calibration of the instrument. This was compared to the pre-ight polarization calibration to provide
a complete picture of the instrument's polarimetric capabilities. In addition, some contribution to
co-author publications ([37] and [39]) were not included in the thesis.

Figure 1.13: Summary of CLASP project action-items for the Japanese-side, as dened by the
Japanese Principal Investigator (R.Kano). Red indicates the involvement of the author.
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Chapter 2

Optical alignment of the telescope
assembly
2.1 Introduction
Aligning the optical surfaces of the telescope is crucial to ensure the spatial resolution of the
spectro-polarimeter and slit-jaw imager. Misalignments of the secondary mirror with respect to
the primary mirror, namely tilt, decenter or despace, induce optical aberrations in the telescope's
wavefront error (WFE), degrading the image quality. For a classical Cassegrain telescope, tilts of
the secondary mirror mainly create coma aberrations, and the despace of the secondary mirror
induces defocus. The purpose of the telescope alignment was to remove the coma and defocus
aberrations at the center of the eld of view (FOV), by adjusting the secondary mirror's tilt and
despace.

Figure 2.1: Conceptual drawing of the telescope assembly, with the distances between the optical
elements and the coordinate system used for the alignment.
Figure 2.1 shows the coordinate system used in the alignment experiment and the distances
between the various optical elements. In such conguration, tilt of the secondary mirror refers to
a tilt around the X-axis or around the Y-axis, decenter corresponds to a positional shift of the
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secondary mirror along the X-axis or the Y-axis, and nally despace refers to a positional shift of
the secondary mirror along the Z-axis.
Note that the telescope alignment only aimed to adjust the secondary mirror tilts and despace
with respect to the primary mirror. The holding mechanism of the primary mirror was not designed
for tilt and/or position adjustment. On the other hand, the holder for the secondary mirror was
attached to the telescope structure by three screws, allowing tilt and/or despace adjustment by
shimming at the basis of the screws. Decenter adjustment was not considered for the secondary
mirror: its position was ensured with an alignment pin inserted through the central hole of the
holder. Because the secondary mirror decenter was not adjusted, a perfect compensation for the
possible tilt of the primary mirror could not be achieved. Removing coma and defocus aberrations
at the center of the eld of view by only adjusting the secondary mirror tilts and despace was
possible, but the trade-o to pay was a tilt of both the entrance-axis and the exit-axis. These axes
are dened with respect to the mechanical-axis of the instrument, as shown in Figure 2.2. Both
the entrance-axis and the exit-axis coincide with the mechanical-axis in a ideally aligned telescope.
Adjusting the tilt of the secondary mirror induces a shift of the exit pupil, therefore tilting the
entrance-axis and the exit-axis with respect to the mechanical-axis. A large tilt of the exit-axis
can be problematic, as it can shift the illumination of the telescope onto the spectro-polarimeter's
grating outside of its clear aperture.

Figure 2.2: Drawing showing the entrance and the exit pupil of the telescope assembly. The
entrance-axis is the axis passing by the center of the entrance pupil and the center of the eld of
view (slit). The exit-axis is the axis passing by the center of the exit pupil and the center of the
slit. Both axis are dened with respect to the mechanical-axis.

2.2 Tolerance
Tolerance for the telescope alignment were determined during the design of the assembly, to ensure
the 13 µm RMS spot radius required from the scientic requirement (i.e. corresponding to 1.03”
in radius at the slit), at the edge of the eld of view. The tolerance brake down into the three
main contributions : defocus, low-order aberrations and high-order aberrations (i.e. astigmatism,
surface gure error...), as shown in Table 2.1. For the high-order aberrations, the RMS spot radius
requirement of 5.9 µm was converted to the telescope WFE using the Marechal criterion. This RMS
spot radius only for the high-order aberrations correspond to 0.47” resolution. For this resolution
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Table 2.1: Tolerance break-down for the telescope RMS spot radius at the edge of the FOV.
RMS spot radius

Note

Telescope

13.0 µm

13.0 =

−Defocus

9.2 µm

Defocus aberrations

−Low-order aberrations

7.1 µm

Residual alignment error (Coma)

−High-order aberrations

5.9 µm

Surface gure deformation/roughness

√

9.22 + 7.12 + 5.92

of 0.47”, the diraction limit formula gives 1.22λd /D=0.47”×2. The Marechal criterion provides
an estimation of the wavefront error for the diraction limit as λd /14, as same unit as λd , resulting
in a 72nm RMS WFE for the high-order aberrations.
The quality of the mirrors was controlled by measuring their surface gures, which are shown in
Figure 2.3 for their respective clear aperture. The RMS error of the surface gure for the primary
mirror was 16.3 nm, and 9.2 nm for the secondary mirror. These values for the mirror's surface
gure quality are within the requirements, shown in Table 1.2 from Section 1.3.2.

Figure 2.3: Surface gures of the primary mirror (left) and secondary mirror (right).
These measurements were included in the optical simulations, to estimate the WFE of the
telescope and its Point Spread Function (PSF) at the center of the eld of view, as shown in
Figure 2.4. One can see that the diraction is dominant against the surface gure deformation
at the He-Ne wavelength, and oppositely at Lyman-α. RMS spot radius for the PSF at Lyman-α
was estimated at 6.2 µm. Although the actual orientation of the secondary mirror with respect
to the primary mirror was unknown (rotation around the Z-axis), the estimated WFE gave an
approximation of the WFE measured after the alignment of the secondary mirror, assuming the
surface gure errors are the main contributors for the high-order aberrations. The optical simulations were also used to derive the relationship between the secondary mirror misalignments and
the WFE. The aberrations were estimated using the Zernike polynomials (see Appendix B), by
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Table 2.2: Tolerance of the secondary mirror in term of WFE aberrations and achievable mechanical
accuracy.
Design tolerance

Mechanical pitch

Aberration coecient pitch

Tilt X (coma Y)

±1.40

1.50

0.05 λ

Tilt Y (coma X)

±1.40

0.60

0.02 λ

Despace (defocus)

±0.1 mm

10 µm

0.08 λ

tting the 37th rst polynomials onto the WFE and extracting the coecients (i.e. amplitudes)
of each aberration. In the following, the aberration coecients are described in unit of λ, with
λ being the He-Ne wavelength: 632.8nm. The three following equations were obtained from the
optical simulation:
Coma X(λ) = −0.032 × M2 Y-tilt (arcmin)
Coma Y(λ) = −0.032 × M2 X-tilt (arcmin)

(2.1)

Defocus (λ) = 7.86 × M2 despace (mm)

Figure 2.4: Left: estimated WFE from the simulation for a given orientation of the primary
and secondary mirrors, including the surface gure errors. Middle: corresponding estimated PSF
of the telescope at the center of the eld of view at the He-Ne wavelength (632.8nm). Right:
corresponding estimated PSF of the telescope at the center of the eld of view at the Lyman-α
wavelength (121.6nm). RMS spot radius for the PSF at Lyman-α was estimated at 6.2 µm.
The requirements were translated to the mechanical tolerance and the pitch of the secondary
mirror tilt and despace was determined considering the minimum shim thickness available (10 µm),
the design of the secondary mirror holder and using the previously introduced relationships linking
the misalignments to the optical aberrations. These items are summarized in Table 2.2.
The tolerance on the tilt of the exit-axis were determined considering the exit pupil position
and the corresponding illumination footprint onto the spectro-polarimeter's grating, as shown in
Figure 2.5. Based on the conguration, the clearance for the illumination footprint on the grating
is ±4.1mm.
From this, ±1.1mm were allocated for the decenter of the exit pupil position and the slit, which
correspond to ±1.72mm at the exit pupil (i.e. 1.42mm for the decenter of the exit pupil position,
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0.3mm for the decenter of the slit). Hence, a ±1.72mm tolerance on the exit-pupil position is
required to ensure the illumination footprint of the telescope to be within the clear aperture of the
grating. This requirement is equivalent to a ±40 tolerance on the exit-axis.

Figure 2.5: Relation between the telescope exit pupil and the illumination footprint on the spectropolarimeter's grating.

2.3 Wavefront error measurement
Measuring the telescope WFE was required to estimate the defocus and coma aberrations. For
this purpose, the telescope was installed in a double-pass conguration, as shown in the left part of
Figure 2.7. A laser interferometer (He-Ne, 632.8nm) was set up to illuminate the telescope focus
position with a F/7.2 lens, slightly larger angle than the telescope F/9.68. A large at mirror
(φ=600mm, 15 nm rms WFE) was positioned in front of the telescope entrance aperture, reecting
the laser beam inside the telescope and to the interferometer. Interference fringes were observed
even though the narrow band lter coating applied on the primary mirror only reected ∼3.5% of
visible-light on each reection (see Figure 2.6).
To estimate the WFE at the center of the slit, the laser interferometer was aligned to this exact
location using a mirror-target (i.e. mirror with coated and un-coated concentric rings, shown in
the right part of Figure 2.7). This mirror-target was attached on the back-surface of the telescope
assembly, with a jig composed of a 3-leg spider and a cylinder. This jig purpose was to position
the mirror-target at the position of the slit (310 mm from the back-surface of the primary mirror,
see Figure 2.1).
The mirror-target surface had to be adjusted parallel to the back surface of the primary mirror.
The tilt of the back-surface was measured using a theodolite: the mirror-target was attached to
the spider jig without the cylinder jigs, and its tilt was measured for three dierent orientations,
rotating the spider jig by 120◦ each. The average of these three measurements provided the tilt
of the back-surface, as shown in Table 2.3 (in the reference frame of the theodolite). Then, the
mirror-target was installed on top of the cylinder jig, positioning it at the slit position, and the base
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Figure 2.6: Reectivity of the narrow band lter coating applied on the primary mirror, measured
as a function of wavelength at a 3◦ angle of incidence. Dashed line shows the simulated reectivity.
Figure from [37].
Table 2.3: Alignment of the mirror target with respect to the telescope back-surface.
Measurement

Angle around X

Angle around Y

Spider only at 0◦

+0◦ 00 00”

90◦ 040 17”

Spider only at 120◦

+0◦ 00 00”

90◦ 040 13”

Spider only at 240◦

−0◦ 00 05”

90◦ 040 21”

Telescope back-surface tilt (average)

−0◦ 00 01”

90◦ 040 17”

Cylinder+spider at 0◦

−0◦ 00 11”

90◦ 070 01”

Cylinder+spider+shim at 0◦

−0◦ 00 10”

90◦ 040 49”

Dierence with average

−0◦ 00 09”

00◦ 000 32”

of the spider jig was shimmed to minimize the dierence between the mirror-target tilt and the
telescope back-surface tilt. As a result, the mirror-target was aligned to the telescope back-surface
with a 30” accuracy.
Using the coated area at the center of the mirror target, null-fringes (i.e. a single large interference fringe covering the entire detector, which indicate an alignment without tilt and defocus)
were obtained by adjusting the position of the laser interferometer with the 6-axis table. This
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Figure 2.7: Left: The double-pass conguration, with the large at mirror (1), the secondary mirror
(2), the primary mirror (3), the mirror-target attached to its jig (4) and the laser interferometer
on the 6-axis table (5). Right: Close-up to the mirror target, attached to the back-surface of the
telescope assembly.

ensured the alignment of the interferometer beam to the center of the slit. Then, the mirror-target
was removed and the tilt of the large at mirror was adjusted to reect the laser beam exactly to
the interferometer and obtain null-fringes, therefore aligning the entire double-pass conguration.
The phase carried method ([42]) was used to retrieve the wavefront error directly from the
fringes pattern. A known tilt was introduced in the interference fringes by tilting the interferometer's reference sphere in the diagonal directions (i.e. (+X ,+Y ) and (−X ,−Y ) tilts). Left panel
of Figure 2.8 shows an example of measured interference fringes with induced-tilt. The purpose
of this induced-tilt was to carry the WFE frequencies away from the aperture frequencies from
the telescope. The frequencies contained in the fringes were obtained using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, and the result is shown in the middle panel of Figure 2.8. The star-like
shape in the frequency domain are the frequencies from the telescope aperture and spider, and the
WFE frequencies were carried away by the frequency of the induced-tilt, shown inside the white
box. Note that these frequencies are also present in the negative part of the frequency domain,
by symmetry. The phase could be then retrieved by applying an inverse-FFT on the extracted
WFE frequencies only, and is shown in the right panel of Figure 2.8. The phase was aected by a
2π -uncertainty, creating discontinuities, and was corrected using a custom-made software. The raw
WFE was obtained after correcting the phase, and divided by two to account for the double-pass
conguration.
Zernike polynomials were tted (up to the 37th ) onto the raw WFE to extract the optical
aberrations. Figure B.1 shown in Appendix B shows the rst eight Zernike polynomials, which
are the most important for the telescope alignment. Piston, tilt X and tilt Y are the lowest order
aberrations coming from the residual misalignment between the interferometer and the telescope.
These were always removed from the raw WFE. Defocus is the aberration related to the secondary
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Figure 2.8: Process to retrieve the WFE from the fringes: left panel shows the interference fringes
with high-tilt. Middle panel shows the image in frequencies domain after FFT: the white box
is centred around the maximum of frequency (frequency of the high-tilt). Right panel shows the
phase, retrieve with a inverse-FFT on the white box frequencies, uncorrected for the 2π uncertainty.
mirror despace, as explained previously. Coma X and Y are dened as the low-order aberrations
in the previously described tolerance, and are linked to the secondary mirror tilt. Finally, the
astigmatism 0◦ and astigmatism 45◦ are the rst aberrations of the high-order aberrations tolerance, and were not adjusted. All aberrations with superior Zernike order representing possible
spherical aberration or higher order comas and astigmatisms were also included in the high-order
aberrations tolerance.

2.4 Telescope optical axis alignment to the center of the slit
Each WFE measurement was recorded with the same procedure: ten images of the interference
fringes were recorded for a positive-tilt, and ten images for a negative-tilt of the reference sphere
(i.e. (+X ,+Y ) and (−X ,−Y ) tilts of the interferometer's lens, respectively). Taking images with
both positive and negative tilts was important to cancel out possible optical aberrations from the
reference sphere and interferometer optics, by averaging the measurements recorded on both the
tilts. Each fringe image was carefully checked to conrm its quality, as the recording software
sometimes produced glitches in the images. The previously described method was applied on all
twenty images to retrieve the raw WFEs. The nal raw WFE for the measurement was then
computed as the average of all twenty raw WFEs.
Numerous WFE measurements were performed during the alignment experiment and are summarized in Table 2.4. The rst WFE measurement revealed a large coma aberrations (0.7λ) in the
X-direction, which was the direction of gravity in this conguration. Two other measurements were
performed after rotating the telescope assembly by 120◦ and 240◦ (due to the 3-points attachment
of the telescope structure) to estimate if the coma aberrations were due to gravity, but it appeared
to be independent of the telescope orientation.
The observed coma aberrations was larger than the expected stroke for the secondary mirror
possible tilt, and was traced back to an error in the secondary mirror position. The secondary
mirror position was xed mechanically using a mechanical pin coming through a socket placed on
the telescope structure. The position of this socket was adjusted to compensate a 1.4 mm shift
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Table 2.4: Summary of the measurements performed during the telescope optical alignment.
Telescope

M2

M2 shims

Socket

Note

orientation

orientation

(tilt X/Y)

orientation

120◦

120◦

Nominal

Initial position

First measurement

240◦

120◦

Nominal

Initial position

Check gravity

0◦

120◦

Nominal

Initial position

Check gravity

0◦

120◦

Nominal

180◦

Check socket orientation

0◦

240◦

Nominal

Initial position

Check M2 orientation

0◦

0◦

Nominal

Initial position

Check M2 orientation

0◦

0◦

Nominal

180◦

M2 and socket orientation

0◦

0◦

−3.40 /+3.40

180◦

First shimming

0◦

0◦

+3.40 /−3.40

180◦

Corrected shimming

0◦

0◦

+3.40 /−3.40

180◦

Check gravity

120◦

0◦

+3.40 /−3.40

180◦

Check gravity

240◦

0◦

+3.40 /−3.40

180◦

Check gravity

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

Adjusted shimming

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

Flight screws

120◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

Check gravity

240◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

with ight screws
Check gravity
with ight screws

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:0mm / Y:0mm

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:+2.5mm Y:0mm

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:−2.5mm Y:0mm

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:0mm Y:+2.5mm

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:0mm Y:−2.5mm

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:0mm Y:−2.5mm
(2nd measurement)

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:0mm Y:0mm
(2nd measurement)

0◦

0◦

+4.70 /−5.30

180◦

X:+2.5mm Y:0mm
(2nd measurement)
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of the secondary mirror position with respect to the primary mirror, given by a 3D measurement
of the telescope structure. This socket was installed with the wrong orientation, which shifted
the position of the secondary mirror by 2.8 mm instead of correcting it, and was the cause of
the large coma aberrations observed in the WFE. After correcting the socket orientation and
readjusting the secondary mirror position with the pin, measurements with dierent the orientation
of the secondary mirror around the Z-axis were conducted. The secondary mirror's holder allowed
for three dierent orientations (0◦ , 120◦ and 240◦ ), and these measurements were performed to
determine which orientation of the mirror minimizes the WFE deformations (i.e. orientation of the
secondary mirror surface gure to best cancel out the primary mirror surface gure deformations.).
The socket and secondary mirror orientation were xed, and the measured WFE only presented
a ∼0.11λ aberration for both coma X and coma Y. The coma and defocus aberrations were then
reduced by two consecutive shimmings, and the ight screws were installed and torqued. The
telescope was rotated three times to observe the eect of gravity onto the nal WFE. Figure 2.9
shows the measured nal WFE for the three orientations of the telescope, and Table 2.5 reports
the aberration coecients extracted from the Zernike polynomials tting. The Peak-to-Valley (i.e.
dierence between maximum and minimum surface gure deformation) can easily be calculated
from the WFE scaling, showing similar values between the WFE measured and the expected
WFE from Figure 2.4. The zero-G WFE was also included, calculated as the average of the WFEs
measured at the three orientations of the telescope. The coma aberrations were successfully reduced
to around 0.01λ by adjusting the secondary mirror tilt. The residual coma aberrations were smaller
than the tolerance. The defocus aberration still remained around 0.18λ even after adjustment,
as precise measurement of the eect of the shimming was dicult due to the larger uncertainty.
However, as the nal focus adjustment were performed when the telescope part was attached to the
spectro-polarimeter part, with a stroke of ±0.5mm between both parts. This stokes correspond to a
defocus aberration of ±0.50λ. The remaining defocus aberration measured in the WFE was below
this stroke, and was therefore nally removed when the telescope was attached to the spectropolarimeter. The eect of gravity on the WFE was measured to be smaller than the precision
achievable for the coma aberrations, and of the same order for the astigmatism aberrations. Hence,
given this approximation, measurements performed for any telescope orientation were used. The
error on the aberration coecients was derived as the standard deviation from the aberration
coecients extracted on the twenty WFEs extracted (i.e. the ten with positive-tilt and the ten
with negative-tilt) from each measurements, and is also presented in Table 2.5. A larger uncertainty
on the defocus aberration was measured, and can be understood as the air uctuation could easily
aect the optical path length of the laser between two measurements, aecting the observed defocus
aberration.
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Table 2.5: Aberrations from the Zernike tting on the nal WFE measurements.
Defocus

Astigma-

Astigma-

-tism 0◦

-tism 45◦

Coma X

Coma Y

RMS WFE
w/o defocus

0◦

0.15λ

-0.03λ

-0.13λ

0.01λ

-0.01λ

46.9nm

120◦

0.21λ

-0.07λ

-0.02λ

0.01λ

0.00λ

42.2nm

240◦

0.13λ

-0.09λ

-0.09λ

0.02λ

-0.01λ

45.3nm

Zero-G

0.18λ

-0.07λ

-0.08λ

0.02λ

-0.01λ

41.4nm

Error (1σ )

0.10λ

0.04λ

0.04λ

0.03λ

0.03λ

-

Figure 2.9: WFE measured after nal alignment on the secondary mirror, displaying from left to
right the zero-G WFE (computed as the average of the three positions), WFE taken with telescope
at 0◦ , WFE taken with telescope at 120◦ and WFE taken with telescope at 240◦ . The black arrows
shows the direction of the gravity on each measurements.
The spot shape at the center of the slit could be estimated from the measured zero-G WFE.
The derivative in X and Y directions of the WFE provided the X and Y angles across the WFE
surface, which would deect a collimated ray coming through the telescope (i.e. one ray per WFE
pixel). The spot shown in Figure 2.10 was obtained by multiplying the X and Y derivatives with
the telescope focal length (2614 mm). The resulting RMS spot radius at the center of the slit was
estimated at 6.6 µm using Equation (2.2). In this equation, xi and yi are the (x, y) coordinate of
the ith ray, and n is the total number of rays. This RMS spot radius was smaller than the 9.2 µm
RMS
spot radius of the combined low-order and high-order aberrations from the tolerance (i.e.
√
7.12 + 5.92 in Table 2.1).
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Figure 2.10: Spot shape at the center of the FOV, estimated using the derivative of the zero-G
WFE from Figure 2.9.
The experimental alignment of the telescope successfully reduced the coma aberrations at the
center of the slit to values comparable to the achievable accuracy. The resulting RMS WFE and
RMS spot radius recorded at the center of the FOV were both smaller than the tolerance.

2.5 Conrmation of optical performance across the FOV
Using the 6-axis table, the position of the interferometer was adjusted to measure the WFE at
various locations of the FOV. The alignment to the laser perpendicularly to the slit surface was
controlled using the mirror target, and measurements were performed at ve positions: (0”,0”) i.e.
center of the slit, (+200”,0”) i.e. top of the slit, (−200”,0”) i.e. bottom of the slit, (0”,+200”)
and (0”,−200”). From simulations, the coma aberrations are expected to be aected by a ±0.05λ
shift at the edge of the eld of view (±200”), which is comparable to the achievable accuracy.
Note that coma X is aected when moving in the Y-direction and coma Y in the X-direction. The
extracted aberration coecients for these ve measurements are presented in Table 2.6, as well as
the corresponding RMS spot radius derived from the WFE without defocus with the previously
described method.
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Table 2.6: Aberration coecients from the Zernike tting, RMS WFE without defocus and corresponding RMS spot radius for the ve measurements at across the FOV.
X

Y

Defocus

Astigma-tism

0◦

Astigma-tism

Coma X

Coma Y

45◦

RMS WFE

RMS

without

spot

defocus

radius

0”

0”

0.16λ

-0.04λ

-0.13λ

0.01λ

-0.01λ

40.0nm

6.8µm

+200

0”

0.21λ

0.00λ

-0.13λ

0.04λ

0.03λ

39.7nm

7.0µm

−200”

0”

0.11λ

-0.05λ

-0.06λ

-0.03λ

-0.07λ

36.7nm

7.4µm

0”

+200”

0.20λ

-0.02λ

-0.12λ

-0.02λ

-0.03λ

45.6nm

8.0µm

0”

−200”

0.14λ

0.00λ

-0.10λ

0.08λ

-0.03λ

30.3nm

7.0µm

Table 2.6 clearly shows a smaller RMS WFE even with comas at the edge of the FOV when
compared to the RMS WFE tolerance for high-order aberrations and high-order plus low-order
aberrations combined from Table 2.2, respectively. The RMS spot radius for the perfectly aligned
telescope (i.e. defocus aberration removed) was also two third smaller than the tolerance. As
previously mentioned, the remaining defocus aberration in the telescope WFE was corrected later
in the development of the instrument, when the telescope was aligned with the spectro-polarimeter
(see Chapter 4).

2.6 Tilt of the entrance-axis and shift of the exit pupil
The telescope's entrance-axis was measured after the optical alignment, using theodolites. The
double-pass conguration was perfectly aligned by adjusting the large at mirror to obtain nullfringes with the interferometer, aligned to the center of the slit. Theodolites were used to measure
the tilt angle of the large at mirror (representing the entrance-axis of the telescope) with respect
to the tilt angle of the mirror-target (i.e. mechanical-axis of the instrument). Three measurements
were performed, which are reported in Table 2.7. Although no tolerance was required on the tilt
of the entrance-axis since the Sun sensor was nally aligned to the entrance-axis, a ±40 indicative
tolerance (i.e. same as for the exit-axis) can be given for comparison.
Table 2.7: Tilt of the entrance-axis with respect to the mechanical axis, after adjustment of the
secondary mirror.
Entrance-axis

Measurement #1

Measurement #2

Measurement #3

Average

X-tilt

−10 43”

−10 05”

−10 06”

−10 18”

Y-tilt

+10 03”

+10 08”

+00 55”

+10 02”

The position of the exit pupil is directly linked to the exit-axis tilt, and was also measured
experimentally. A theodolite was aligned to the center of the mirror-target (i.e. aligned with the
mechanical-axis) and used to measure the edges of the aperture's central obscuration through the
telescope double reection. The entrance aperture was illuminated using white-light, to help the
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Table 2.8: Measured shift of the telescope exit pupil with respect to the mechanical axis, after
adjustment of the secondary mirror.
Exit pupil

Measurement #1

Measurement #2

Average

Tolerance

X-position

+498 µm

+551 µm

+525 µm

±1720 µm

Y-position

−771 µm

−849 µm

−810 µm

±1720 µm

observation due to the attenuation after refection by the primary mirror. The observed aperture
was the exit pupil. Using the distance between the theodolite to the mirror target, and the distance
between the telescope's focus position to the exit pupil, the shift of the exit pupil was determined.
Two measurements were performed and are shown in Table 2.8. Both the measurements are below
the ±1.72 mm tolerance.

2.7 Conclusion on the telescope optical alignment
The coma aberrations were successfully removed from the telescope WFE at the center of the FOV
by adjusting the tilt of the secondary mirror, ensuring the telescope assembly optical alignment.
The resulting WFE and image quality were almost twice better than the allocated tolerance,
which should full the scientic requirement on the spatial resolution for both the slit-jaw and the
spectro-polarimeters. In addition, the shift of the exit pupil position introduced by the adjustment
on the secondary mirror were conrmed to be within the tolerance.
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Chapter 3

Optical alignment of the
spectro-polarimeter
3.1 Introduction and alignment procedure
The spectro-polarimeter includes the optical elements located after the slit, which are the diraction grating and the two channels, each of which is composed of an o-axis parabolic mirror, a polarization analyzer and a CCD camera ([34],[43], [35]). Figure 3.1 presents the spectro-polarimeter
design with its coordinate system.

Figure 3.1: Drawing of the spectro-polarimeter, with the optical elements and the coordinate
system dened. The mechanical-axis is dened by the axis perpendicular to the spectro-polarimeter
interface plate and passing by the center of the slit.
The optics create an image of the slit onto the two cameras: misalignment of any of the optical
elements would induce optical aberrations, blurring the formed image and therefore degrading the
spectro-polarimeter performances. Hence, an optical alignment of each element was required to
ensure the spectropolarimeter spatial and spectral resolutions. The spectro-polarimeter presents
six degrees of freedom which aect the image quality: tilts of the grating around the X-axis, Y-axis
and Z-axis, tilts of the o-axis parabolic mirrors (also referred as M3s) around the X-axis and the
Y-axis, and position of the cameras along the Z-axis to adjust the image focus. Note that the
X-position and the Y-position of the cameras was not directly adjusted: a custom shim plate was
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prepared after the alignment to position the cameras in their optimal X/Y/Z position (i.e. image
of the center of the slit close the the X/Y center of the CCD detector, and best focus position
along the Z-axis). A rotary stage was used to adjust the grating Z-tilt and a translation stage for
the camera position. On the other hand, the tilts around the X-axis and the Y-axis for both the
grating and the M3s are adjusted by inserting shims at the base of their respective holders.
A custom alignment procedure for the optical alignment of the spectro-polarimeter was developed, as shown in Figure 3.2. At rst, the alignment of the grating X-tilt and Y-tilt could be fairly
simply performed with a theodolite, using the zeroth-order light reected by the grating. The
theodolite had to be aligned with respect to the spectro-polarimeter mechanical axis, represented
using a mirror-target (i.e. similar as for the optical alignment of the telescope, see Chapter 2)
attached on the spectro-polarimeter's interface plate. A theodolite was used to check the alignment between the mirror-target and the grating holder before installing the grating. After aligning
the theodolite to the mirror-target, the grating X-tilt and Y-tilt were measured and the center
of curvature of the grating was adjusted with respect to the mechanical axis. However, aligning
the other degrees of freedom required to input light into the optical system and to measure the
resulting image quality on the cameras. The alignment of the ight grating (i.e. Lyman-α grating) had to be conducted at Lyman-α, which implies aligning the spectro-polarimeter's optics by
shimming under vacuum condition. The solution to minimize the activities under vacuum was to
align the M3s in visible-light (VL) at rst, using a custom-designed alignment grating with similar
specications (curvature radius, clear aperture, size) as the ight Lyman-α grating but with ruling
density tuned for the wavelength of the He-Ne laser (632.8nm). Therefore, the alignment grating
provided the same diraction angle as for the ight grating at Lyman-α, but at in visible-light.
This alignment grating replaced the ight grating, with its tilts around the X-axis and the Y-axis
aligned in a similar fashion using a theodolite. The alignment grating Z-tilt and M3s X-tilt and
Y-tilt were then aligned by checking the image quality using a He-Ne laser. After xing the tilts of
the M3s mirrors, this alignment grating was replaced by the Lyman-α grating, and only the Z-tilt
of the Lyman-α grating, as well as the Z-position for the cameras were adjusted under vacuum
condition using motorized rotary and translation stages, respectively.
A point-like object was required to estimate the image quality of the spectro-polarimeter during
the alignment of the grating Z-tilt, M3s X-tilt, M3s Y-tilt and camera Z-position. For this purpose,
the slit (5 mm by 18.4 µm rectangle) was not adequate and a pinhole array (PHA) was used instead,
i.e. ve 10 µm diameter pinholes located along a line 1.25 mm apart from each other. Each pinhole
provided a point-like" object for the spectro-polarimeter, imaged onto the cameras. The tolerance
on each degree of freedom was determined from design to meet the required image quality of 13.5 µm
RMS spot radius at the edge of the slit, and is summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Alignment ow for the alignment of the spectro-polarimeter.

Table 3.1: Tolerance and pitch of each optical element to be aligned in the spectro-polarimeter.
Tolerance

Pitch

Adjustment method

Grating X-tilt

±1.50

±0.60

Shims

Grating Y-tilt

±2.90

±1.20

Shims

Grating Z-tilt

±7.50

±3.00

Rotary stage

M3 X-tilt

±2.70

±1.00

Shims

M3 Y-tilt

±7.80

±1.00

Shims

CCD Z-position

±220 µm

±90 µm

Translation stage
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3.2 Alignment in visible-light
3.2.1 Initial preparation for the visible-light alignment
3.2.1.1 Setup conguration and jigs
The spectro-polarimeter's interface-plate was attached to a custom-made dolly for the purpose of
the alignment in visible-light, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Experimental conguration for the alignment in visible-light, with the spectropolarimeter attached to the dolly (left) by its interface plate. In this picture, the alignment
grating was attached to the structure but not the M3s yet.
The alignment grating and M3s were attached to the spectro-polarimeter structure with their
nominal shims. The nominal shims positioned the optical elements to their expected position
from the optical design (i.e. reference tilt (X,Y)=(0”,0”)). Commercial CCD cameras with 4.4 µm
pixels were used instead of the ight camera (13 µm pixel) during the visible-light alignment to
improve the accuracy of the spot measurement. Non-ight holders were designed to connect these
cameras to the translation stages. In addition, a non-ight holder was also prepared to house the
pinhole-array and attached it at the slit location. Figure 3.4 shows a picture of these two holders
used for the visible-light alignment.
The distance between the central position of the CCD detectors and the central pinhole arrays
to their respective holder's alignment pins was precisely measured using a laser-microscope and
adjust to be within a ±100 µm tolerance from their design value. The alignment pins were used to
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Figure 3.4: Pinhole array holder (left) with reference pin to the spectro-polarimeter interface (slit
location) and visible-light camera holder for channel 1 (right) with reference pin to the spectropolarimeter interface (camera position). Camera holder for channel 2 was similar.

Table 3.2: Measured position of the central pinhole and the center of the CCD detector to reference
pins on their respective holders, compared to the nominal value from design and required tolerance.
Item

Measured value

Design value

Dierence

Tolerance

PHA X-position to pin (−X,−Y)

27.985 mm

28.000 mm

−15 µm

±100 µm

PHA X-position to pin (+X,+Y)

28.044 mm

28.000 mm

+44 µm

±100 µm

PHA Y-position to pin (−X,−Y)

27.996 mm

28.000 mm

−4 µm

±100 µm

PHA Y-position to pin (+X,+Y)

27.975 mm

28.000 mm

−25 µm

±100 µm

PHA Z-position to slit interface

15.039 mm

15.000 mm

+39 µm

±100 µm

PHA tilt around Z-axis

1.60

00

+1.60

±60

Channel 1 CCD center to pin (−Y)

59.988 mm

60.000 mm

−12 µm

±100 µm

Channel 1 CCD center to pin (+Y)

60.001 mm

60.000 mm

+1 µ m

±100 µm

Channel 2 CCD center to pin (−Y)

59.989 mm

60.000 mm

−11 µm

±100 µm

Channel 2 CCD center to pin (+Y)

60.014 mm

60.000 mm

+14 µm

±100 µm

align the holders to the spectro-polarimeter's structure and therefore ensure the alignment of the
pinhole array and of the cameras to the spectro-polarimeter's mechanical axis. This was crucial
for the pinhole array since it had to coincide with the ight slit (i.e. both the position and the
orientation). Table 3.2 summarizes the laser-microscope measurements and compares with the
nominal values.
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3.2.1.2 Improved alignment procedure
Although the method to align the grating X-tilt and Y-tilt is clearly dened by the previously
presented procedure, the alignment of the grating Z-tilt, M3 X-tilt, M3 Y-tilt and camera Zposition only relies on the observed image quality. Adjusting each degree of freedom with the
RMS spot radius of the pinhole array image as the only measure to estimate the quality of the
spectro-polarimeter alignment can be inecient and time-consuming. Knowledge about how each
degree of freedom aects the image quality was required to diagnosis which optical elements had
to be adjusted. Hence, a more detailed alignment plan was created for adjusting these four degrees
of freedom.
The rst improvement on the initial procedure was for the grating Z-tilt alignment in visiblelight. The grating Z-tilt was the only degree of freedom aecting the dispersion direction (i.e.
wavelength direction), as it rotates the grating's ruling direction. Noting that the dispersion
direction had to be perpendicular to the slit direction, an improved procedure was designed. This
experiment aimed to measure experimentally both the dispersion direction and the slit direction
with respect to the camera (i.e. pixel grid) in order to adjust the grating Z-tilt until obtaining a 90◦
angle between both the directions. On one hand, measuring the slit direction can be performed by
illuminating the slit with a monochromatic He-Ne laser, resulting in an image of the slit formed onto
the cameras. On the other hand, the dispersion direction can be determined by illuminating the
pinhole array with white-light. The image formed onto the cameras were composed of ve lines, one
for each of the ve pinholes, with white-light being diracted along the dispersion direction. The
Z-position of the cameras are adjusted on both the measurements to obtain the nest dispersion
lines and slit width. The grating Z-tilt can be then aligned from these two measurements, even with
the M3s unaligned yet. Figure 3.5 provides a visual explanation for the grating Z-tilt alignment
procedure.

Figure 3.5: Explanation on the grating Z-tilt alignment. The grid shows the CCD pixels. The
black line is the image of the slit as observed with the He-Ne laser. The dashed red lines show
the diraction direction as measured with the pinhole arrays illuminated with white-light. For an
arbitrary grating Z-tilt angle, the diraction direction forms an angle θ with the slit direction. Red
solid line shows the diraction direction for an aligned grating Z-tilt, with angle θ = 90◦
The second improvement was to provide quantitative knowledge on the M3 X-tilt and Ytilt alignment based on the shape of the observed spot. The misalignments of the M3s induce
optical aberrations that deform the spot shape in a characteristic manner. These aberrations
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can be observed by defocusing the cameras, using the Z-position adjustment mechanism. By
taking several images at dierent focus position, the sign of the aberrations can be determined and
therefore provides an indication on which M3 tilts has to be adjusted. Optical simulations were
used to model the spectro-polarimeter conguration and conrmed this procedure.
On one hand, the M3 Y-tilt can be determined by observing the symmetry around the central
pinhole. In a perfectly aligned conguration, pinhole spots at the top of the slit are symmetric with
the spots at the bottom of the slit. Figure 3.6 shows the defocused spots (−0.6mm) for various
M3 Y-tilt, clearly showing the symmetry imbalance along X-axis. This can be also observed with
the RMS spot radius calculated on each spots. It was also also observed that grating Z-tilt has a
similar eect as the M3 Y-tilt.
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Figure 3.6: Simulated pinhole array spots for various M3 Y-tilt for a xed defocus of −0.6mm.
The RMS spot radius calculated from the simulation for each spots is included. Diraction limit
eects were not included.
On the other hand, the M3 X-tilt introduces astigmatism in the image. This is particularly
seen in the central pinhole: the image shape changed from a shape elongated along the Y-axis to a
shape elongated along the X-axis across the focus position, as shown by Figure 3.7 for various M3
X-tilt. Note that both X-tilt and Y-tilt of the M3 are also shifting the image position on the camera
detector: a large tilt can move the image of some pinholes outside of the CCD detector. This was
not an issue for the purpose of the alignment if only one pinhole was located outside the camera.
After the alignment, the nal position of the ight cameras was adjusted in the X-direction and
the Y-direction by fabricating a custom shim plate.
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Figure 3.7: Simulated central pinhole spots for various M3 X-tilt and various defocus values around
the best focus position. The RMS spot radius calculated from the simulation for each spots is
included. Diraction limit eects were not included.

In conclusion, simulation provided a robust guideline for the M3s alignment: at rst the Y-tilt
should be adjusted in order to obtain symmetric of the spot shape around the central pinhole.
Then, X-tilt should be adjusted to minimize the astigmatism at the central pinhole.

3.2.2 Alignment of the alignment grating X-tilt and Y-tilt.
After installing the alignment grating, the theodolite was aligned to be perpendicular to the mirrortarget surface, attached on the spectro-polarimeter interface plate and representing the mechanical
axis of the system, passing by the center of the slit. The mirror-target was removed and the tilts
of the grating around the X-axis and Y-axis were measured. Considering the design of the grating
holder and the thickness of the shims available, the grating holder was shimmed to be aligned with
the theodolite direction (i.e. spectro-polarimeter mechanical axis). Table 3.3 reports the measured
tilts. Note that with this method, the theodolite actually measured the position of the center
of curvature of the grating because the theodolite is focusing at the center of curvature of the
grating in order to get the zeroth-order reection from the grating's spherical surface. During this
measurement, the distance between the theodolite and the grating was measured (∼3250 mm),
and the distance theodolite to grating's center of curvature was estimated to be around 1500 mm,
after subtracting the grating curvature radius (1743 mm). Considering these distances, the actual
tilts of the grating could be estimated from the theodolite measurements.
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Table 3.3: Alignment of the alignment grating X-tilt and Y-tilt with respect to the mechanical axis
(mirror-target). The angles marked with the (T) symbol are measured in the coordinate system
of the theodolite. The shift is given along the corresponding axis.
Measurement

X-axis

Y-axis

Mirror-target (mechanical axis)

+00◦ 000 00” (T)

+00◦ 030 12” (T)

Grating tilt (nominal)

+00◦ 010 02” (T)

+00◦ 050 14” (T)

Grating tilt (after shimming)

−00◦ 000 20” (T)

+00◦ 020 54” (T)

Dierence (after shimming)

−00◦ 000 20” (T)

−00◦ 000 18” (T)

Center of curvature shift

−131 µm

+146 µm

Final grating tilt

+00◦ 000 09”

−00◦ 000 08”

As a result, the alignment grating X-tilt and Y-tilt were aligned to the mechanical axis well
below the required tolerance.

3.2.3 Alignment of the visble-light grating Z-tilt
The grating Z-tilt was aligned to obtain the dispersion direction perpendicular to the slit direction.
The slit direction was measured on the CCD detectors using a He-Ne laser: the monochromatic
light made a sharp image of the slit with no dispersion in the wavelength direction. The dispersion
direction, which is directly related to the grating Z-tilt, was measured after replacing the slit by
the pinhole array and the He-Ne laser by a white-light lamp. The image formed onto the cameras
revealed the dispersion direction for the ve pinholes. Figure 3.8 shows an example of the slit and
dispersion direction images.

Figure 3.8: Example of the grating Z-tilt alignment. Left shows the slit imaged on channel 1
camera with the He-Ne laser. Right shows the ve images of the pinhole array on channel 1
camera with white-light illumination. The vertical line shows the dispersion direction. Same
images were recorded for channel 2.
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The grating Z-tilt was adjusted using a rotating micrometer, with graduation in degree. The
micrometer rotation was transferred to the grating rotation around the Z-axis with a mechanical
jigs. Hence, both rotations were not directly proportional. The dispersion direction was estimated
for the central pinhole using multiple Gaussian tting along each dispersion line to get the position,
and Figure 3.9 shows the resulting angle dierence between the slit and the dispersion direction for
dierent positions of the micrometer. The best position of the micrometer was estimated where the
angle dierence to 90◦ (i.e. angle dierence minus 90◦ ) was closest to zero for both the channels.
After setting the micrometer to this position (i.e. micrometer at 203◦ ), nal measurement were
taken which provided an angle dierence to 90◦ of −6.70 for channel 1 and +3.90 for channel 2.
The nal alignment were worse than the value measured during the micrometer scan, which might
be due to the accuracy of the micrometer (i.e. repeatability of the measurements). Nevertheless
this value was still within the tolerance for the grating Z-tilt alignment, and therefore acceptable.

Figure 3.9: Results of the angle dierence between the slit and the dispersion direction as a function
of the micrometer position. 90◦ were removed from the angle dierence, given in arcmin. Blue line
is for channel 1 and red line is for channel 2.
.

3.2.4 Alignment of the M3 X-tilt and Y-tilt
With the alignment grating fully aligned (X, Y and Z tilts), the next step was to align both the
M3s, which was performed using the pinhole array and a He-Ne laser. The laser was installed with
a focusing lens to increase the intensity of the light on the pinholes and images of the pinholes were
observed onto the cameras. However, although the transmitted light was dominated by diraction
due to the diameter of the pinholes (φ = 10 µm), the alignment of the laser to the mechanical axis
and the F number of the lens used was important for the alignment of the spectro-polarimeter.
The position of the laser illumination onto the pinhole array was adjusted using the 6-axis table,
and its alignment quality was controlled by observing the uniformity of the spectro-polarimeter's
pupil illumination by highly defocusing the cameras. The alignment of the spectro-polarimeter
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was conducted after obtaining a uniform illumination of the pupil for the central pinhole. At rst,
the Y-tilt on channel 1 was adjusted. the defocus was set at approximatively −0.6mm from the
possible best focus position (roughly estimated visually with a focus scan) and defocused images
were recorded for the nominal shims (referred as 00 tilt). Then, the M3 mirror was shimmed to
change the Y-tilt to a +10 , −10 and −20 tilts. Images were taken for a xed defocus of the cameras,
controlled by the adjustable jig's micrometer. The measured spots were displayed as shown in the
left part of Figure 3.10 for channel 1 and compared to the prediction from the simulations. From
these images, the spots for a Y-tilt of −10 appeared to be the most symmetric around the central
pinhole, as the others show a strong inclination of the central pinhole spot. Note that the pixel
grid direction can be approximated to the X-axis due to the careful alignment of the camera's jig
(see Section 3.2.1.1). The same method was applied for channel 2, where the spots were measured
for a 00 , −10 and −20 tilts. Spot images for channel 2 are shown in the right part of Figure 3.10,
and also indicated the best alignment of the M3 Y-tilt for a −10 tilt.

Figure 3.10: Spot images for the Y-tilt alignment of the M3s, showing channel 1 (left) and channel
2 (right). Horizontal shows the various Y-tilt values, and vertical shows the dierent pinholes.
Note that the image of the pinhole at the edge was outside of the CCD for some M3 tilt values.
Then, the X-tilt for both the channels' M3s was adjusted. The aim was to remove astigmatism
at the center of the eld of view. Images were recorded for ve dierent defocus positions, around
the possible best focus and at −0.6mm, −0.3mm, +0.3mm and +0.6mm, by adjusting the camera's
Z-position. This measurement method was applied to various X-tilt of the channel 1's M3: 00 , −1.20 ,
−2.40 , −3.00 and −3.60 . The spot diagram showing the shape of the central pinhole through the
focus is shown in the left part of Figure 3.11. The astigmatism is minimum for a X-tilt between
−2.40 and −3.00 , revealing a symmetric spot shape in the X-direction and in the Y-direction through
the focus. The last value was selected as the best alignment. For channel 2, the M3 X-tilt was
adjusted ve times, at 00 , −1.20 , −1.80 , −2.40 and −3.60 as shown in the right part of Figure 3.11,
and the best X-tilt alignment was selected at −1.80 .
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Figure 3.11: Spot diagram for the X-tilt alignment of the M3s, showing the central pinhole spot
of channel 1 (left) and channel 2 (right). Horizontal shows the defocus distance from the possible
best focus position (0mm) and vertical shows the various X-tilt values.

3.2.5 Alignment of the cameras Z-position
The nal step to complete the alignment of the spectro-polarimeter in visible-light was to nd the
best focus position for the cameras. The alignment was performed by scanning the focus position
using the micrometer on the camera's adjustable mechanism. Images of the spots were recorded for
each micrometer position, resulting in eleven images per cameras. Figure 3.12 shows an example
of focus scan for the three central pinholes. On each spot of the central pinhole, a 2D Gaussian
function was tted. The form of this function is given by:
!!
(x − x0 )2 (y − y0 )2
z = Aexp −
+
(3.1)
2σx2
2σy2
The σx and σy gives a measure of the spot elongation in the X-direction and Y-direction, respectively. A Gaussian radius" was computed as the root sum square of the two sigmas. Although
this radius" is an approximation, it provided an estimation of the global size of the spot. The
best focus position for each camera was then determined by nding the micrometer position which
minimized the Gaussian radius" of the central pinhole spot, as shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.12: Focus scan example for channel 2, with ve positions along the focus. Middle row
shows the central pinhole whereas top and bottom rows show the pinholes at the edge of the slit.
Each box is 21x21 pixels (i.e. 92x92 microns)

Figure 3.13: Defocus versus spot radius for a focus scan in channel 1 (solid) and in channel 2
(dashed). Spot radius is estimated as the Gaussian radius" of the central pinhole. Defocus is
measure as micrometer rotation of the camera adjustment mechanism. Crosses show the measured
values, for each rotation.
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3.2.6 Final spots with visible-light cameras
The nal spots obtained at the best focus position after alignment of the optics are shown in Figure 3.14. The RMS spot radius for each of these spots was computed using the formula introduced
for the telescope alignment (Section 2.4). The noise level on each spot was estimated from the
surrounding and subtracted. Results are reported in Table 3.4. Note that some pinhole images
were located outside of the CCD detectors, but this was not relevant since the nal position of the
camera was adjusted for the ight cameras. The nal spots demonstrated that the alignment in
visible-light was successful, as the resulting RMS spot radius at the edge of the slit was smaller
than the required tolerance of 13.5 µm.

Figure 3.14: Spots recorded at the best focus position with the VL cameras. Pixel grid is shown
(4.4 µm).

Table 3.4: RMS spot radius for the nal spots of the ve pinholes. N/A indicates a pinhole image
outside of the CCD detector.
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3.2.7 Final spots in visible-light with ight cameras
The visible-light cameras with 4.4 µm pixels were replaced by the ight cameras with 13.0 µm pixels,
and the focus of these cameras was also adjusted using the scanning method described previously.
Figure 3.15 shows the resulting focus scan for both the channels. The accuracy achieved was
limited by the larger pixel size: the restricted sampling compared to the visible-light cameras case
aected the accuracy of the 2D Gaussian tting.

Figure 3.15: Defocus versus spot radius for the focus scan with the ight cameras, for channel 1
(solid) and channel 2 (dashed).
Nevertheless, the best focus position could be estimated. Spots at this location are shown in
Figure 3.16. In this case, due to the larger size of the detector format, the ve pinholes could be
observed in the channel 2. However, the bottom pinhole remained marginally outside the channel
1 detector. The RMS spot radius was computed for these spots as well, and results are reported
in Table 3.5. The RMS spot radius appeared larger in this conguration, which was also due to
the limited sampling size of the pixel aecting the calculation accuracy. The 4.4 µm/pixel camera
should be used for judging the alignment quality in visible-light.
Table 3.5: RMS spot radius for the nal spots of the ve pinholes.

−200”

−100”

0”

+100”

+200”

Channel 1 RMS spot radius (µm)

16.0

19.6

13.0

13.3

N/A

Channel 2 RMS spot radius (µm)

16.8

16.1

14.1

12.5

13.2
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Figure 3.16: Spots recorded at the best focus position with the ight cameras. Pixel grid is shown
(13 µm).

3.3 Alignment in vacuum
3.3.1 Alignment of the ight grating X-tilt and Y-tilt
Similarly as for the alignment grating, the Lyman-α grating X-tilt and Y-tilt were adjusted using
a theodolite, aligned with the center of the mirror-target. Table 3.6 reports the measured tilt.
The actual tilts of the grating were calculated considering the distance from the theodolite to the
grating, measured ∼3800mm for this conguration. The Lyman-α grating X-tilt and Y-tilt were
aligned to the mechanical axis below the required tolerance.
Table 3.6: Alignment of the Lyman-α grating X-tilt and Y-tilt with respect to the mechanical axis
(mirror-target). The angles marked with the (T) symbol are measured in the coordinate system
of the theodolite. The shift is given along the corresponding axis.
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Measurement

X-axis

Y-axis

Mirror-target (mechanical axis)

+00◦ 000 00” (T)

+00◦ 290 52” (T)

Grating tilt (nominal)

+00◦ 000 41” (T)

+00◦ 290 09” (T)

Grating tilt (after shimming)

+00◦ 000 14” (T)

+00◦ 290 24” (T)

Dierence (after shimming)

+00◦ 000 14” (T)

−00◦ 000 28” (T)

Center of curvature shift

+278 µm

+139 µm

Final grating tilt

−00◦ 000 08”

−00◦ 000 16”

3.3. Alignment in vacuum

3.3.2 Alignment of the grating Z-tilt
Due to an issue on the surface gure of the o-axis parabolic mirrors, the mirrors were replaced
by new ones. More details are given in Appendix C. However, because of time-constraints on
the instrument schedule, the new-M3s could not be properly aligned in visible-light. Instead, they
were installed with the same tilt adjustment as measured for the old-M3s. Indeed, the bonding
process to the M3's holder was performed with a similar technique for both the old-M3s and the
new-M3s. Therefore, the tilt measured for the old-M3s adjustment was assumed to be caused by
the instrument's structure, and applied equally to the new-M3s.
The grating Z-tilt alignment for the Lyman-α grating was conducted under vacuum condition,
with a deuterium lamp illuminating the pinhole array. This deuterium lamp provided its strongest
emission at the deuterium Lyman-α wavelength (121.534nm) but emission at the hydrogen Lymanα (121.567nm) was also visible. A focusing MgF2 lens was used mimic the telescope F/9.68 and
focus the light onto the pinhole array. Therefore, the spot created by the light-source at the pinhole
array could not properly illuminate all ve pinholes: when aligned to the central pinhole, only the
three central pinholes received enough light. In addition, multiple other weak emission lines could
be seen, probably due to additional residual elements inside the deuterium lamp.
The grating Z-tilt was adjusted using a motorized rotating mechanism operated remotely from
the outside of the vacuum chamber, and the best position was selected by checking the shape of
the defocused spots at the 0” and ±100”. Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 present the measurements
recorded for a camera defocus ∼1mm from the best focus position, for dierent grating Z-tilt
and for channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. The grating Z-tilt is expressed in steps, which
corresponds to the rotating motor incrementation. By considering the rotating mechanism used,
40 steps corresponds to ∼30 .

Figure 3.17: Lyman-α grating Z-tilt adjustment with new-M3s for channel 1. +X-axis is toward
the top and +λ toward the left. Spots are displayed in a 17x17 pixels box (221x221µm).
In channel 1, the spot at 0” was aligned with the X-axis for +40 steps, whereas it is closer
to −120 steps for channel 2. The larger dierence was due to the residual misalignment of the
new-M3s: one single solution of the grating Z-tilt could not be found. Nevertheless, the average
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Figure 3.18: Lyman-α grating Z-tilt adjustment with new-M3s for channel 2. +X-axis is toward
the top and +λ toward the right. Spots are displayed in a 17x17 pixels box (221x221µm)
position was selected for the grating Z-tilt: −40 steps. The error induced on each channel was ∼60
(80 steps), which was still within the tolerance for the grating Z-tilt (±7.50 ). In addition, with the
new-M3s, the spatial blur completely disappeared from the spots.
Finally, the position of the central pinhole spots was used to estimate the misalignment of the
new-M3s compared to the old-M3s. Table 3.7 shows the image shift as measured on the cameras
for both the channels. Considering the pixel size (13 µm) and the distance between the mirror and
the camera (827.5 mm), the tilts of the mirrors can be estimated. Note that a image shift in the
X-direction is caused by a M3 tilt around the Y-axis, and vice-versa.
Table 3.7: Position of the central pinhole spot on the cameras for the old-M3s and new-M3s, and
resulting tilt of the new-M3s.
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Channel 1 X

Channel 1 Y

Channel 2 X

Channel 2 Y

Old M3s

207 pixels

496 pixels

206 pixels

175 pixels

New M3s

182 pixels

514 pixels

244 pixels

206 pixels

Dierence

−25 pixels

18 pixels

38 pixels

31 pixels

New M3's tilt

−1.40

−1.00

+2.10

−1.70

3.3. Alignment in vacuum

3.3.3 Final spot at Lyman-α
The nal position of the cameras was determined by scan the focus position, with images taken
every 50 steps of the adjustment mechanism. The resulting spots are shown in Figure 3.19 for
channel 1 and Figure 3.20 for channel 2. The sharpness of the deuterium Lyman-α double-peak
emission was chosen as criterion for determining the best focus position: both peaks should be
seen clearly while minimizing the dispersion in the spatial direction. From the spots, it clearly
appears that the position at −1900 steps for channel 1 and at 2500 steps for channel 2 provided
the sharpest double-peak features.

Figure 3.19: Focus scan for channel 1's CCD, showing the central pinhole spot for various incrementation of the adjustment mechanism. +X-axis is toward the top and +λ toward the left. Spots
are displayed in a 21x21 pixel box (273x273µm)

Figure 3.20: Focus scan for channel 2's CCD, showing the central pinhole spot for various incrementation of the adjustment mechanism. +X-axis is toward the top and +λ toward the right.
Spots are displayed in a 21x21 pixel box (273x273µm)
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Determining the spectral and spatial resolutions at best focus by using the deuterium or hydrogen Lyman-α spots was not possible since both emission are intrinsically broad. Instead, a small
emission line at ∼121.709nm was selected, as shown in Figure 3.21. The spots of this weak line
at the best focus position are shown in Figure 3.22 for both the channels. The RMS spot radius
calculation to estimate the spot size could not be used because the multiple emission in the wavelength direction aected the estimation accuracy. Therefore, spectral and spatial proles of the
spots were taken and a Gaussian function was tted to estimate the Full-Width-Half-Maximum
(FWHM , approximatively twice the RMS spot radius). Results from the tting are shown in
Table 3.8, including the corresponding spatial and spectral resolutions after multiplication with
the plate scale (0.0048 nm/13 µm in wavelength and 1.11”/13 µm along the slit).

Figure 3.21: Wavelength proles from channel 1 (top) and channel 2 (bottom). The horizontal
axis shows the wavelength sampling, normalized to the deuterium Lyman-α wavelength. The two
vertical dash lines shows ±3 pixels around the line.

Figure 3.22: Spots for the weak line at 123.285nm, for channel 1 (left) and channel 2 (right). Boxes
are 21x21 pixels (273x273µm) with spatial and spectral sampling calculated from the plate scale,
and the dashed lines show the where the FWHM tting was performed.
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Table 3.8: Results for the spatial and spectral resolutions, estimated as the FWHM, for the spots
at 121.709nm
FWHM along X

Spatial FWHM

FWHM along Y

Spectral FWHM

Channel 1

22.3 µm

1.9”

24.8 µm

0.009 nm

Channel 2

22.9 µm

2.0”

22.0 µm

0.008 nm

The spatial and spectral resolutions were conrmed to be within tolerance at the center of
the eld of view, even with the residual misalignment of the new-M3s. The spatial and spectral
resolutions were not measured at the edge of the eld of view because no data were recorded for an
illumination centered on the top or bottom pinhole. Nevertheless, an estimation was determined
using the results from the visible-light alignment: the ratio between the RMS spot radius at
the edge and at the center of the eld of view was applied on the results from Table 3.8. The
results when combined with the telescope performances (see Chapter 2) are shown in Table 3.9
and compared with the requirement.
Table 3.9: Resulting RMS spot radius for both channels spatial and spectral resolutions when
combining the telescope and spectro-polarimeter performances at the edge of the slit. The corresponding resolution is given in bracket.
Channel 1

Channel 2

Channel 1

Channel 2

Spatial

Spatial

Spectral

Spectral

Telescope

8.0 µm (1.9”)

8.0 µm (1.9”)

-

-

Spectro-polarimeter

16.1 µm (2.7”)

16.8 µm (2.9”)

17.9 µm (0.013nm)

16.1 µm (0.012nm)

Combined

17.7 µm (3.0”)

18.4 µm (3.1”)

17.9 µm (0.013nm)

16.1 µm (0.012nm)

Requirement

18.1 µm (3.1”)

18.1 µm (3.1”)

13.5 µm (0.010nm)

13.5 µm (0.010nm)

The optical alignment of the spectro-polarimeter was considered to be successful, although the
spectral resolution achieved at the edge of the slit was slightly larger than the requirement.
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3.4 Conclusion of the spectro-polarimeter optical alignment
The procedure to align the spectro-polarimeter was successfully performed. At rst the o-axis
mirrors tilts were adjusted in visible-light. The X-tilt and Y-tilt for the custom visible-light
alignment grating was adjusted below its requirement with a theodolite. The alignment grating
Z-tilt was measured using white-light to observe the dispersion direction, and adjusted to make a
90◦ angle with the slit direction, observed with a He-Ne monochromatic laser. The M3s tilts were
then aligned by comparing the spot shape with optical simulations, to diagnose the amount of
adjustment required . The resulting RMS spot radius was estimated around 8.0 µm at the center
of the slit and around 11.5 µm at the edge of the slit.
The alignment grating was then replaced by the Lyman-α grating, and only its grating Z-tilt
was adjusted under vacuum using a deuterium lamp to illuminate the pinhole array. Based on the
spot shape observed at the center of the eld of view, the grating Z-tilt could be aligned to optimize
the alignment in both the channels. However, a blur in the spatial direction was also observed
due to the surface gure of both the M3s, which had to be replaced. These new mirrors could not
be re-aligned in visible-light. Nevertheless, the grating Z-tilt was selected to optimize the image
quality on both the channels, and a focus scan was performed to adjust the focus position of the
cameras. The measurements after the alignment conrmed the spatial and the spectral resolutions
at the center of the eld of view, and estimation also conrmed the achieved resolutions at edge
of the slit.
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Chapter 4

Telescope focus position adjustment to
the spectro-polarimeter
4.1 Introduction and methodology
Adjusting the focus position of the telescope with respect to the slit was required to ensure the
image quality on both the slit-jaw camera and the spectro-polarimeter's cameras. The focus adjustment between the telescope and the spectro-polarimeter aimed to compensate for any possible
positional errors along the Z-axis due to the instrument's structure, as well as to remove the
remaining defocus aberration from the optical alignment of the telescope (see Section 2). The
adjustment was performed by inserting shims at the base of the screws attaching the telescope
structure to the spectro-polarimeter interface plate (see Figure 4.3) with a required ±0.1mm accuracy. This ±0.1mm tolerance on the focus position was derived as half the focal depth of the
telescope, calculated considering the telescope F number and RMS spot radius allocated for the
defocus (see Table 2.1) compared to the width of the slit, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Focal depth of the telescope. To ensure the focus position to be within the focal depth,
a ±0.1mm tolerance is required.
The telescope defocus was estimated by measuring the width of the slit imaged on the slit-jaw
camera. Because injecting a perfectly collimater beam to the φ270mm aperture telescope is not
trivial, a double-pass conguration was used instead: a white-light lamp (i.e. optical bre with
diverging lens at its end) was inserted by the access door of the rocket-skin to illuminate the
back-side of the slit, as shown in Figure 4.2. The light transmitted by the slit passed through the
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telescope, exiting by the entrance aperture as a collimated beam and was reected back inside the
telescope using a large at mirror (φ600mm, RMS WFE 15nm). The reected image of the slit
was measured on the slit-jaw camera by slightly tilting the large at mirror.

Figure 4.2: Experimental conguration for the telescope focus measurement.
Due to diraction by the slit, some light directly propagated inside the slit-jaw optics and a
direct image of the slit was observed on the slit-jaw images. Because of the cold mirror" coating
on the primary mirror, the intensity of the reected image of the slit was much dimer than the
direct image of the slit. The intensity of the light-source was increased to observe the reected
slit, which resulted in a saturated image of the direct slit. Therefore, two measurements were
recorded for each shim thickness tested: one with the reected slit and with the saturated direct
slit images, and one with the unsaturated direct slit images. Figure 4.4 shows an example of these
two measurements.
The slit width was estimated by measuring the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
slit by tting a simple Gaussian function across the slit. For a given shim thickness, each set of
measurement was composed of ∼100 images. For each image, the tting was performed at every
pixel along the slit, resulting in ∼400 values for the FWHM. The average of the measured FWHM
values was taken as the FWHM for each image, and the standard deviation was computed to
estimate the measurement error. It was observed that the vibrations from the environment (e.g.
ground, building itself or other instruments around the experiment) greatly aected the measured
FWHM: vibrations of the at mirror surface during the exposure time (290ms) were blurring"
the image of the reected slit, resulting in a larger FWHM measured. Hence, the exposure with
minimum FWHM value out of all the ∼100 images recorded during each set of measurement was
selected, as a way to minimize the eect of the vibration and to obtain consistent estimation of
the FWHM. This method was valid since no physical eect can possibly decrease the reected slit
FWHM (i.e. improve the image quality). Nevertheless, even the image with minimum FWHM
might still have been aected by some vibrations: this method only minimized the probability and
amplitude of the eect.
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Figure 4.3: Pictures taken during the experiment: experimental conguration with the telescope
located in front of the large mirror (a), telescope attached to the spectro-polarimeter and aligned
with pin gauge (b), close-up to the pin gauge used and screws where the shimming was performed
(c) and light-source bre inserted through the rocket skin's top-door (d).

Figure 4.4: Example of slit-jaw images with the reected slit and saturated direct slit (left) and
with the direct slit unsaturated (right).
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4.2 Results from the measurements
The set of measurements recorded for various shim thickness are reported in Table 4.1. As previously mentioned, the FWHM value for the reected slit was taken from the image with minimum
average FWHM across the data set, and the error was calculated as the standard deviation from
all the tted FWHM values along the slit for this given image. This estimation of the error account
for the error in the tting process along the slit, but not for the vibration eect. The same method
was also performed for the direct slit, which appeared to be unaected by vibration. This is easily
understandable, as the light directly propagated from the slit to the slit-jaw camera, both of which
are attached on the same structure. The results of the FWHM for the reected slit are plotted in
Figure 4.5: a clear minimum of the FWHM can be seen for a 700 µm shim thickness.
Table 4.1: Summary of the telescope focus adjustment: reected and direct slit FWHM for various
shim thickness.
Shim thickness (µm)

FWHM reection (µm)

FWHM direct (µm)

500 (Nominal)

38.9 ± 2.5

22.8 ± 1.2

300

61.1 ± 3.1

23.7 ± 1.2

600

32.5 ± 1.2

23.1 ± 1.2

700

30.0 ± 1.0

22.9 ± 1.2

680

30.7 ± 0.9

24.1 ± 2.0

700

30.5 ± 1.0

22.9 ± 1.2

800

33.8 ± 2.9

23.2 ± 1.2

730

31.1 ± 1.2

22.4 ± 1.1

The measured FWHM for the direct slit (∼23.5 µm) can be interpreted as a combination of the
slit width (i.e. 18.4 µm) and of the slit-jaw optics performance. Considering this, an estimation of
the reected slit FWHM was computed as the convolution between the direct slit FWHM and the
telescope point spread function (PSF). The PSF was calculated with optical simulations using the
measured wavefront error shown in Chapter 2), which included the eect of the mirror's surface
gure deformation and the eect of diraction by the entrance aperture at the light-source peak
wavelength. The light-source LED spectrum was provided by the manufacturing company and
is shown Figure 4.6. The light-source peak intensity was estimated around 460nm, which was
selected for the PSF calculation as an approximation of the lights-source spectrum.
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Figure 4.5: Reected slit FWHM versus shim thickness.

Figure 4.6: Spectrum of the LED light-source (blue) as provided by the manufacturer. X-axis shows
the wavelength and Y-axis the intensity. Black curve shows the spectrum of a 100W halogen.
Figure 4.7 shows the PSF of the telescope used for the calculation, displayed in normal and
logarithmic scales. Only the central part (i.e. 26 µm side box corresponding to twice the RMS
spot radius derived in Chapter 2) of the PSF was used for the convolution with the direct slit (i.e.
Gaussian prole with 23.5µm FWHM), as the far-wings of the PSF caused problems in the FFT
calculations. This central part of the PSF contained more than 75% of the encircled energy, and
was convolve twice with the direct slit to simulated the double-pass conguration. A Gaussian
function was tted across the convolved slit and the resulting FWHM was estimated at 29.9µm.
This is consistent with the measured FWHM for 700 µm shims, indicating that the telescope is
well focused in visible-light.
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Figure 4.7: Top-left: PSF of the telescope, calculated from the optical model of the telescope
including the surface gure deformation of the mirrors and the eect of diraction, at 460nm.
Top-right: PSF displayed in logarithmic scale. Red box indicates the central part of the PSF
used for the convolution. Bottom-left: direct slit with 23.5µm FWHM, including the slit width
(18.4µm) and the eect of the slit-jaw optics. Bottom-right: convolution of the direct slit with
twice the reduced (red box) telescope PSF.
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4.3 Focus position at Lyman-alpha
An additional 100 µm shim was inserted to account for the focus shift created by the MgF2 halfwaveplate's refractive index, which changes from visible to Lyman-α as shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: RMS spot radius versus focus position at thecenter and edge of the eld of view, with
and without the waveplate (WP) and at Lyman-α and He-Ne wavelengths.
In total, 800 µm shim thickness were inserted between the telescope and the spectro-polarimeter
to adjust the telescope focus on the slit at Lyman-α. For reference, several measurements of the
reected slit FWHM with the 800 µm shims were recorded, as reported in Table 4.2. The reference
FWHM, computed as the average of the measurements, is 32.8±1.4µm. Considering the slope
from Figure 4.5, the ±100µm tolerance on the focus position is translated to approximatively
30 µm (lower-boundary, for ∼700 µm shim) and 39 µm (upper-boundary, for ∼900 µm shim) in
term of the reected slit FWHM. In conclusion, the focus position of the telescope can be ensured
if the FWHM of the reected slit is within these two boundary-values. This was checked during the
pre-ight preparation (rocket integration, transportation, vibration tests) and results are presented
in Chapter 7.
Table 4.2: Summary of the telescope focus adjustment: reected and direct slit FWHM for various
shim thickness.
Measurement

FWHM reection (µm)

FWHM direct (µm)

#1

31.9 ± 0.9

23.0 ± 1.2

#2

32.4 ± 1.2

22.9 ± 1.3

#3

33.1 ± 2.1

23.4 ± 1.2

#4

33.6 ± 1.2

23.1 ± 1.3
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4.4 Conclusion
The method developed to estimate the telescope focus quality by measuring the width of the
reected slit, observed by the slit-jaw camera in a double-pass conguration, was successful. The
shim thickness for the best focus adjustment of the telescope to the slit was measured at 700 µm in
visible-light, and an additional 100 µm shim was inserted to account for the focus shift produced
by the MgF2 half-waveplate at Lyman-α. The reected slit FWHM for 800 µm shim thickness
was measured at 32.8±1.4µm. The telescope focus was conrmed during the pre-ight preparation
of the instrument by using the same measurement method and results were compared with the
measured FWHM with 800 µm shim thickness. These results are presented in Chapter 7.
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Alignment of the PMU half-waveplate
5.1 Introduction
The Polarization Modulation Unit is responsible for ensuring the polarization modulation by rotating the MgF2 half-waveplate with a constant speed (full rotation in 4.8s) and triggers the
spectro-polarimeter camera for exposure every 300ms. The rst trigger always happen after stabilization of the rotation speed and at a xed angular position of the PMU, recorded by an encoder.
The Stokes Q and U modulation presented in Section 1.3.3 requires the principal-axis of the halfwaveplate to be aligned with the +Q (i.e. X-axis in the mechanical coordinate system) when the
rst trigger for exposure occurs. Hence, to ensure a good polarization modulation and reach the
accuracy needed for Hanle eect, the half-waveplate has to be carefully aligned inside the PMU.
The tolerance for the polarization angle detection was dened as ±0.5◦ (see Section 6.1 for more
details). Hence, as the polarization angle is aected by twice the error on the half-waveplate orientation, the tolerance for the alignment of the half-waveplate principal-axis was set to ±0.2◦ . The
principal-axis angle, hereafter called waveplate angle, was measured and adjusted experimentally,
and the methodology is explained in the following. Note that the term principal-axis is used to
described both the fast-axis and the slow-axis of the half-waveplate, as their are no distinctions
required between both in the studied case.

5.2 Experimental setup
The waveplate angle detection and adjustment had to be performed with Lyman-α light in order
to simulate the ight conguration. The UVSOR facility synchrotron beam provided a quasi-pure
Lyman-α line, and has the other advantage of also being strongly linearly polarized. Nevertheless,
two polarization cleaners (i.e. coated mirror at Brewster's angle) were used to ensure the linear
polarization of the beam. The beam-line used during the experiment included an adjustable
grating system (i.e. monochromator) upstream of the experiment chamber which allowed for a
precise wavelength selection by modifying the grating's orientation.
The experiment setup, shown in Figure 5.1, was rst aligned in front of the beam by selecting the
zeroth order light from the diraction grating inside the synchrotron's monochromator and looking
at the white beam spot projected onto both SSD. The half-waveplate was then integrated inside
the PMU, and the PMU was positioned between both polarization cleaners. For the measurements,
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Figure 5.1: Experimental conguration with the dual polarization cleaners.
the monochromator's grating was set to the Lyman-α wavelength and a vacuum was created inside
the experiment chamber.
The time duration of the measurements was chosen to be 120 seconds and SSD sampling rate
to be 1000Hz. During the rst 30-40 seconds, the PMU started to rotate in order to stabilize its
rotation speed to 4.8s. After stabilization, the PMU used an infrared detector (i.e. encoder) to
locate the reference position, which was a hole in the PMU rotation disk as shown in Figure 5.2.
The PMU started to send an exposure signal every 0.3s after detecting the reference position. The
modulation signal started after the rst exposure signal was triggered, as shown in Figure 5.3.
Note that the exposure trigger signal was 4V during the rst 38s, until the PMU rotation speed
was stabilized. Around fteen modulations (i.e. waveplate rotations) were recorded on each measurement, and a tting routine was used on the modulation signal to determine the waveplateâs
initial angle.
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Figure 5.2: The Polarization Modulation Unit (PMU) with the infrared detector and reference
holes.

Figure 5.3: Left: Exposure trigger signal around the rst trigger. Right : Modulation signal on
the Signal SSD.

5.3 Infrared background issue and results
Some issues required xing beforehand: electrical noise due to an unclean electrical ground resulted
in a noisy modulation signal and the waveplate angle could not be determined accurately. Also, the
infrared emission from the PMU detector was reected by the chamber's wall back onto the SSD,
corrupting the modulation signal, and both the PMU and SSDs had to be baed with aluminium
sheets (see Figure 5.4) in order to reduce the infrared background amplitude in the modulation
measurements.
After xing these issues, measurements were performed ten times with the experiment setup.
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Figure 5.4: Aluminium sheets covering both PMU and SSDs to reduce infrared background.
The infrared background was also measured for both SSDs by rotating the PMU and closing the
beam line to get only the infrared signal from the PMU inside the chamber. This background
also presented a sort of modulation due to the PMU rotation, but with a dierent period as the
modulation signal. As shown in Figure 5.5, the pattern for the infrared background was always
the same during each measurements.

Figure 5.5: Two separate measurements of the infrared background for the monitor SSD showing
similar uctuations.
This infrared background data was averaged for both the SSDs, and respectively subtracted
from each of the SSDs measurements. The signal SSD was also normalized with the monitor SSD
to remove the beam uctuation. Finally, a cosines function was tted onto the modulation signal.
Results from these measurements are summarized in Table 5.1, and the initial angle was estimated
at around +0.66◦ . The sign represents the direction with respect to the principal-axis, in this case
anti-clock-wise as the PMU is rotating clock-wise.
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Table 5.1: Principal-axis angle of the half-waveplate from the vertical direction before adjustment.
Measurement

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

Angle (◦ )

0.65

0.69

0.65

0.68

0.62

0.52

0.66

0.69

0.81

0.71

The half-waveplate orientation was corrected by this angle without removing it from the PMU
holder, using a specially designed jig. Ten additional measurements were performed after aligning
the half-waveplate to conrm the initial position of its principal-axis at the rst exposure time.
Following the same infrared background subtraction and normalization of the signal SSD with the
monitor SSD, the modulation measurements were tted and the angle was determined. Results
are reported in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Principal-axis angle of the half-waveplate from the vertical direction after adjustment.
Fitting on measurement #5 didn't work, resulting in an abnormal 0.00◦ angle.
Measurement

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

Angle (◦ )

0.11

0.04

0.08

0.12

N.A.

0.02

0.10

0.07

0.03

0.17

The average angle tted from Table 5.2 gives an initial angle of +0.08◦ ±0.05◦ for the halfwaveplate principal-axis angle with respect to the +Q direction. The error was estimated as the
standard deviation of the nine measurements, and the remaining angle including the error is within
the required ±0.2◦ tolerance required.

5.4 Conclusion on the PMU half-waveplate alignment
The half-waveplate initial angle was successfully determined experimentally and the half-waveplate
adjusted inside the PMU within the 0.2◦ accuracy needed for the ight. The modulation data
recorded during this experiment is important for the development of the instrument since it ensured the quality of the polarization modulation. This experiment also pointed out the possible
contamination of the measurement by the PMU infrared detector. However, baes inside the
spectrograph should reduce this eect in the ight instrument.
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Pre-ight polarization calibration of the
instrument
6.1 Introduction and requirements
A polarization calibration of the instrument is required to ensure the required 0.1% polarization
accuracy for the Hanle eect detection in the Lyman-α line core. Polarization calibration are
performed not only for ground-based (e.g. Vacuum Tower Telescope at Tenerife observatory, [44])
but also for space-borne (e.g. SpectroPolarimeter onboard Hinode spacecraft, [45]) instruments,
and the methodology for the polarization calibration of spectro-polarimeter has been well established in the visible and infrared. However, as previously mentioned only few instruments were
attempted to perform polarimetry in the VUV (e.g. SUMI sounding rocket, [29] and UVSP, [28])
and no instrument had ever attempted to achieved below the 0.1% polarization accuracy in this
wavelength range, making CLASP a unique but also challenging instrument to calibrate.
The demodulation scheme by combining several consecutive exposures shown in Section 1.3.3
was derived using the Mueller matrix of the instrument. This formalism assumes an ideal halfwaveplate and polarization analyzers and doesn't account for other source of articial polarization
(e.g. possible inuence of the coating). A more realistic formalism to represent the inuence of
the instrument onto the measured polarization is by using the response matrix X ([46]), dened
as S0 =XS where S is the incoming polarization signal expressed with its Stokes vector and S0 is
the measured one, as shown in Equation (6.1), normalized by the instrument's throughput x00
for simplicity. Each term of the response matrix X correspond to how much the measured Stokes
parameters are aected by the dierent incoming Stokes parameters. Hereafter, the measured
polarization will always be denoted by an apostrophe.
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(6.1)

The optical design of the spectro-polarimeter was optimized to measure the linear polarization
(i.e. Stokes Q0 and U 0 ): the PMU half-waveplate cancelled out Stokes V on every half-rotation.
Hence, the bottom row of Equation (6.1) can be neglected for the response matrix, which reduces
to a 4x2 matrix.
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(6.2)

The terms of the response matrix can be separated in four pairs : the x01 and x02 are called
spurious polarization terms as they represent an oset from the true polarization signal (I→Q0 and
I→U 0 cross-talks). The x11 and x22 terms represent the scale factor in the polarization amplitude,
and the x12 and x21 terms the azimuth error of the linear polarization (i.e. polarization angle or
Q→U 0 and U →Q0 cross-talks). Finally, the x31 and x32 are the V →Q0 and V →U 0 cross-talks.
Because the solar Lyman-α intensity is expected to be much larger than the polarization signal
([19]), the x10 , x20 and x30 terms from Equation (6.2), which symbolize cross-talks from Q, U and
V to I 0 , could be neglected for the ight observation. However, these terms might be signicant
during the polarization calibration where the input polarization is almost perfectly polarized, and
therefore have to be checked experimentally during the calibration.
The tolerance on each of these parameters was already determined in [38] and is recalled in
Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Tolerance for the response matrix elements. Requirements are taken from [38].
Name

Spurious polarization

Scale factor

Azimuth error

Requirement

0.017%

2%

0.5◦

Matrix elements

x01 and x02

x11 and x22

Tolerance (±)

1.7 ×

10−4

2×

10−2

x12 and x21
1 × 10−2

The x31 and x32 terms from Equation (6.2) can be important because the Stokes V signal might
aect the measured Q0 and U 0 , even though the baseline for the ight demodulation is to stack
multiple rotations of the PMU half-waveplate, which should cancel out such cross-talks. Since the
contribution of the Zeeman eect to the Lyman-α Stokes V signal is expected to be <1%, only
the magnitude (i.e. value) of the x31 and x32 terms had to be checked experimentally. Hence the
tolerance on these terms is quite dierent than for the other matrix elements, where the accuracy is
required. A magnitude <1% is required for the V cross-talks to induce a negligible error compared
to error on the spurious polarization (10−4 level, see Table 6.1), and was conrmed experimentally
(see Section 6.4.3). Following this approximation, the response matrix of the instrument can be
reduced to:



Q0 /I 0

U 0 /I 0



 
 0 
 1
q
x01 x11 x21  
q
≡
=
u0
x02 x12 x22
u

(6.3)

The response matrix of the entire CLASP instrument includes both the telescope and the
spectro-polarimeter parts. However, owing to its axisymmetric design, the polarization response
of the telescope is expected to be negligible compared to the tolerance. Non-uniformity in the
reectivity of the mirror coating are the major source of spurious polarization induced by the
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telescope. [38] estimated that the induced spurious polarization in Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 created by the
telescope assembly for on-axis and o-axis rays illuminating the slit at 0” and ±200” is at the 10−5
level. This is one order of magnitude smaller than the tolerance for the spurious polarization.
Therefore, the response matrix of the spectro-polarimeter is assimilated as the response matrix
of the entire instrument, and the polarization calibration was performed only for the spectropolarimeter.

6.2 Lyman-Alpha light-source
The matrix elements from the reduced response matrix can be determined by introducing a perfectly polarized light into the spectro-polarimeter and measuring the outputted polarization signal.
For this purpose, a light-source unit able to provide a known polarization state at the required
wavelength was needed.

6.2.1 Design of the light-source unit
The conceptual drawing of the custom Lyman-α light-source designed for the calibration is presented in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Conceptual drawing of the light-source design, as attached to CLASP spectropolarimeter. The rotating motor housing the half-waveplate or the quarter-waveplate can be removed from
the light-source chamber.
This light-source is composed of a Deuterium lamp, a focusing MgF2 lens and two polarizers.
The strongest line of the lamp was the D Lyman-α line at 121.534nm, but also provided emission
of the H Lyman-α at 121.567nm. The F number of the system was tuned to t the telescope
F/9.68 by placing an aperture mask with central obscuration in front of the lens (φ = 55.4mm)
for a resulting F/9.66. The two polarizers are at mirrors at Brewster's angle (68◦ ), with the same
high-reectivity coating as the two ight polarization analyzers inside of the spectro-polarimeter.
The Deuterium lamp was attached to a 3-axis manipulator, not only for focusing but also for
adjusting the position of the illumination on the slit. The light-source vacuum chamber was
attached to the spectro-polarimeter part as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Left panel shows the Lyman-α light-source chamber with Deuterium lamp attached on
CLASP spectropolarimeter. Middle panel shows the inside of the light-source chamber, with the
MgF2 lens and the two polarizers. Right panel shows the polarization input of the light-source to
CLASP depending on its orientation. The subscripts refers to the orientation of the light-source.
Following this notation, the light-source position in the right panel would be +U45◦ , and −Q90◦
for the middle panel.

6.2.2 Optical and polarimetric performances
Figure 6.3 shows typical images taken by the slit-jaw and spectro-polarimeter cameras when the
light-source illuminates the center of the slit are presented in Figure 6.3. Note that, even at best
focus, the light-source spot is still large, covering more than half of the 5mm-long slit. This is due
to the size of the lamp electrode (2.5mm) and to the optical aberrations of the lens. Multiple weak
emission lines are seen in the spectro-polarimeter images, probably coming from residual elements
in the Deuterium lamp.

Figure 6.3: Typical images recorded by the slit-jaw (left) and spectro-polarimeter (channel 1:
middle, channel 2: right) CCDs. The light-source illumination was adjusted at the center of the
slit. Only a restrained portion of the spectro-polarimeter's detectors are used (560x384 pixels).
Color scaling was adjusted to emphasise the intensity of the D and H Lyman-α lines.
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The polarization performances of the reection by the dual polarizers were studied with optopolarimetric calculations, using Jones calculus to estimate the outputted polarization. The Spolarization and P-polarization reectivity (Rs and Rp) of the SiO2 +MgF2 coating were measured
at the synchrotron facilities for the Lyman-α wavelength and at various angles of incidence (shown
in Figure 6.4, and were taking into account for the calculation. Indeed, due to the MgF2 converging
lens, the rays across the pupil have dierent angles of incidence onto the polarizers. This eect
is visually shown in Figure 6.5, where it is separated into the two extreme cases at the edge
of the pupil: the meridional rays, which are contained in the plan perpendicular to the polarizer
orientation and the sagital rays which are contained in the plan parallel to the polarizer orientation.

Figure 6.4: Rs (left) and Rp (right) as a function of angle of incidence (AOI) at Lyman-α wavelength for the SiO2 +MgF2 coating, measured from six witness samples.

Figure 6.5: Close-up of the converging beam double-reection by the two polarizers of the lightsource. The angle α is the Brewster angle (68◦ ) and β is F number angle (2.99◦ )
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In the light-source conguration, the marginal rays can be dened as the meridional rays (YZ
plan) and the sagital rays (XZ plan). The meridional rays are contained in the same YZ plane as
the chief-ray, but have dierent angle of incidence on the polarizers due to the converging beam
F number. Therefore, these meridional rays have a dierent Rs and Rp compared to the chief-ray
and a gradient of polarization forms in the plane dened by these rays and the polarizers normal
(Y direction in the Figure 6.5). On the other hand, the angle of incidence of the sagital rays is
inclined with respect to polarizer's surface in a way which rotates the s-p axis, resulting in an
rotated polarization direction with respect to the polarizer orientation.
The result at the pupil can be calculated, creating a map of the polarization after the reection
by the second polarizer for the ray's passing through the center of the slit, as shown in Figure 6.6.
The aperture mask placed on the lens was considered in the calculation but the small spider-holder
of the central obscuration was neglected. Note that the polarization gradient in the Y direction is
very small due to the double reection by the polarizers.

Figure 6.6: Stokes I , Q/I and U/I across the light-source pupil after the reection by the second
polarizer.
In an ideal case with perfect optics, the spot created by the light-source is expected to be
point-like, and the polarization of the spot is the averaged polarization over the pupil. In this
situation, the U/I (in this conguration) created by the sagital rays is cancelled out. In reality,
the light-source spot is more complicated than that since the lamp electrode is not a point-like
source and optical aberration from the lens also aects the image. Fully understanding how the
optics aect the distribution of polarization across the spot is hard, but the polarization at the
pupil indicates that the average polarization amplitude is >99.85%. The 1.5×10−3 dierence from
the perfectly polarized state could aect the estimation of the scale factor terms and were taken
into account in the nal error estimation. On the other hand, the polarization angle is mostly
cancelled out as the spot averages the polarization across the pupil, but a residual gradient along
the spot might still remained.
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In addition, although the polarization might be quite uniform across the center of the spot,
the inclination angle of the light rays is aected by the light-source optics: rays illuminating the
top/bottom of the spot should have a dierent inclination angle compared to rays illuminating the
center of the spot.

6.2.3 Alignment of the light-source optics
The previous calculations of the polarization at the pupil are valid only if both polarizers are
exactly parallel with each other, which was controlled using theodolite measurements as shown in
Figure 6.7. The reference was set using a small mirror bond onto the light-source interface plate.
The angle θ and χ from Figure 6.7 around the X-axis and the Y-axis were measured as:
0
θX
= 68◦ 000 2900

χ0X = 67◦ 590 5200

θY0 = 00◦ 110 1900

χ0Y = 00◦ 120 4800

(6.4)

The relative tilt between both polarizers was very small: only 3700 around X axis. Tilt dierence
around the Y-axis was measured at 10 2900 , but the Y-axis of the polarizers was tilted from the Y
axis of the LS reference mirror in this measurement. Additional measurements were performed to
estimate the tilt of the polarizers around their Y-axis, hereafter Y0 , since such tilt could induce
azimuthal error in the calibration. An alignment cube (i.e. small cube with precise 90◦ angle
and reecting faces) was positioned on the light-source base plate at the base of each polarizers
and the theodolite was used to measure the angle between each polarizers with respect to the
base-plate, giving an information about the tilt around the Y-axis of the polarizers: θY 0 = +10 2200
and χY 0 = +10 1300 . The measured tilt of the polarizers was introduced in the opto-polarimetric
calculation, and the resulting inuence on the polarization input was conrmed to be negligible.
An auto-collimator was used to measure the alignment of the light-source's polarizers to the
interface plate. The auto-collimator was positioned on the left side of the light-source in Figure 6.7
and created a collimated beam in the +Z direction, used to illuminate a at mirror placed on
the interface plate. Part of the collimated beam was illuminating the at mirror after going
through the two polarizers, whereas the remaining part of the collimated beam was going strait
to the at mirror. Images of both the emitted and reected beams were imaged onto the autocollimator display and the angle between the polarizer and the at mirror could be deduced from
the distance between the two reected spots. The alignment of both polarizers to the interface
plate was measured at −10 100 around X axis and +40 1000 around Y-axis. Such X-tilt and Y-tilt
of the polarizer's alignment represent a slight change the chief-ray's angle onto the slit and their
eect on the polarization input of the light-source is negligible.
Finally, the mechanical accuracy of the pins used to align the light-source to CLASP spectropolarimeter includes an additional ±∼20 error on the Z-tilt of the polarizers when attached to the
spectro-polarimeter. Such possible misalignment of the light-source can only create a polarization
change of sin ±20 =±5×10−4 in the input.
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Figure 6.7: Angle measurement with theodolites (dotted lines with arrows) on the light-source
polarizers with respect to the light-source interface plate.

6.2.4 Change of the polarization input
Two dierent methods were possible to change the orientation of the linear polarization input:

• Direct method: The polarization input can be changed by rotating the light-source (i.e.
Deuterium lamp and polarizers) with respect to the spectro-polarimeter. The orientation
of the light-source was controlled by mechanical pins, with a previously derived ∼20 rotational error around the Z axis. Because this method requires no optical element after the
polarizers, no additional uncertainty on the polarization input is introduced. But it has the
inconvenience to break the vacuum condition and alignment whenever the polarization input
is changed. Rotating the light-source is also useful for conrmation of a possible polarization
gradient of the light-source over the illumination (see Section 6.3.4). The right panel in Figure 6.8 shows examples of various conguration with a rotated light-source. The subscript
for −U135◦ and −U315◦ inputs refers to the orientation of the light-source, one being rotated
by 180◦ with respect to the other but both having the same −U polarization state input to
the spectro-polarimeter.
• Waveplate method : A half-waveplate, hereafter called LS half-waveplate, is installed in
the light-source and positioned after the two polarizers. The orientation of the waveplate's
principal axis and its retardance δ (182◦ ±3◦ ) were conrmed at the synchrotron facility beforehand. The polarization input can be changed by rotating the waveplate under vacuum
with a motor. This half-waveplate is an additional optical element which could cause uncertainty in the input polarization signal, but had the advantage of performing all required
polarization states without changing the light-source chamber conguration.
Because both methods have pros and cons, both were performed for the polarization calibration.
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Figure 6.8: Left panel shows the dierent polarization states input to the spectro-polarimeter
when changing the orientation of the light-source. Right panel shows the rotating motor with
half-waveplate installed, used to change the polarization states without changing the orientation
of the light-source. The alignment jigs with pin gauges used to set the half-waveplate fast-axis
angle to the initial known position is also shown.

6.3 Preliminary investigation on the calibration measurements
6.3.1 Denition of the notation
The polarization states are dened by their Stokes parameters, in the coordinate system introduced
in Figure 1.11 from Section 1.3.3. Assuming a perfect polarized light from the light-source, the
+Q, +U , −Q and −U inputs are given as (I, Q, U, V )> = (1, 1, 0, 0)> , (1, 0, 1, 0)> , (1, −1, 0, 0)>
and (1, 0, −1, 0)> in the Stokes formulas. The light-source orientation is indicated with a subscript
with the angle of the light-source polarizer axis, e.g. +Q0◦ input, as shown previously in Figure 6.8.
An additional notation is introduced to identify the retrieved Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 depending on the
polarization input:

• For a ±Q input, the measured Q0 /I 0 is called major term" as its value should be close to ±1,
and the measured U 0 /I 0 is called minor term", as its should be close to zero.
• Oppositely, for a ±U input, the measured Q0 /I 0 is the minor term" and the measured U 0 /I 0
is the major term".
Although this notation might seem obscure at this point, it will come handy when discussing the
measurements.
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6.3.2 Measurement sequence
The measurement sequence performed with each method were dierent:

• The measurements performed with direct method for various orientation of the light-source
were recorded for one hour each. This correspond to approximatively 12000 exposures, or
3000 modulations, or 750 complete PMU rotations. Measurements were performed for the
light-source in +Q0◦ , +U45◦ , −Q90◦ and −U135◦ positions. Additional measurements at
+Q180◦ and −Q270◦ were also recorded for comparison.
• The measurements with the waveplate method were recorded for fteen minutes for each orientation of the LS half-waveplate, which correspond to slightly more than 180 complete PMU
rotations. A full rotation of the LS half-waveplate was performed for a given orientation of the
light-source, resulting in 16 LS half-waveplate orientations. Hence, a measurement with the
LS half-waveplate for a xed orientation of the light-source was composed of 16 measurements
of fteen minutes acquisition each, with four times (+Q,+U ,−Q,−U ) inputs. Measurement
were performed for the light-source in +Q0◦ , +U45◦ , −Q90◦ and −U315◦ positions, and also
in −Q270◦ position for comparison to the measurement in −Q90◦ position.
The detailed results and analysis on these measurements will be presented in Section 6.4.

6.3.3 Non-uniformity of the PMU half-waveplate
For every set of four exposures, the polarization signals Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 were retrieved using the
demodulation scheme previously introduced in Equation (1.4) from Section 1.3.3. Note that this
demodulation scheme is shown for the four rst exposures of a given PMU rotation: (D1 , D2 ,
D3 , D4 ), but also applies to the remaining exposures (D5 , D6 , D7 , D8 ), (D9 , D10 , D11 , D12 ) and
(D13 , D14 , D15 , D16 ). However, the measured polarization signal showed periodic uctuations
every PMU rotation at the 10−2 level in both Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 , as shown in Figure 6.9. These
uctuations might be due to local non-uniformity of the PMU half-waveplate retardance and/or
transmissivity and/or rotation speed. To avoid errors from each modulation, the demodulation
was carried out for a complete PMU rotation instead of for each individual modulation.

Figure 6.9: Example of Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 demodulated for each modulation, for a +Q input. Vertical
dash line marks each full rotation of the PMU (i.e. four modulations).
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6.3.4 Polarization gradient along the slit

Figure 6.10: Example of Intensity (left), Q0 /I 0 (middle) and U 0 /I 0 (right) along the slit derived
after demodulation for channel 1 (top row) and channel 2 (bottom row). In this example, the input
from the light-source position and half-waveplate was +Q0◦ . Three measurements are presented
with dierent positions of the illumination along the slit: in red at the bottom (−200”), in green
at the center (0”) and in red at the top (+200”) of the slit. A gradient of polarization in both
Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 can clearly be seen, and is following the intensity distribution.
Figure 6.10 reveals a polarization gradient along the slit. These trends were consistently observed for the four orientations of the light-source performed during the waveplate method measurements at the center of the slit.
The quantitative shape of this gradient of polarization can be reproduced by considering that
the rays forming the light-source spot onto the slit have a dierent average angle of incidence
depending on their location along the slit, due to the light-source optics. These angles of incident
are then transferred to the spectro-polarimeter's polarization analyzers and create a gradient of
polarization. This eect is similar to the discussion in Section 6.2.2: since the slit is perpendicular
to the orientation of the analyzer for channel 1, only a change of the angle of incidence is happening
and a gradient of polarization is formed by the Rs and Rp dependency (Figure 6.4). For channel
2, the ray's angles are rotating the s-p coordinate system on the analyzer, creating a dierent
gradient of polarization.
The observed polarization proles along the slit were calculated (Figure 6.11) by considering
a +Q input beam, assuming an illumination at the center of the slit and a ray angle distribution
along the slit with ±2.9◦ (i.e. corresponding to the F number of the light-source), zero being the
center of illumination.
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Figure 6.11: Polarization proles observed along the slit for both channel, for a perfect +Q input
beam (along the slit). Dashed line shows the position of the on-axis ray (i.e. center of the
illumination).

The shape of the major term" gradient for both the channels can be reproduced by these
calculations, with the major term" maximum in channel 1 being shifted from the position of the
maximum intensity (i.e. here the center of the slit). The gradient in the minor term" of channel
2 can also be reproduced with similar order of amplitude (∼10%) considering this distribution
of ray angle along the slit. The calculation couldn't reproduce the small minor term" gradient
observed in channel 1, which can be a residual minor term" gradient created by the light-source
along the polarizer axis (see Section 6.2.2), as its sign was observed to change depending on the
LS orientation. The polarization in the tails of the spot's illumination could not be properly
reproduced, indicating that another eect might operate, possibly a vignetting of the pupil by the
grating clear-aperture for these o-axis rays.
Although the assumption of a ray angle distribution along the spot created by the lens F
number is a simplication of reality, where the extended source of the Deuterium lamp and spherical
aberration of the lens also play a role, this simple model quantitatively indicates that the observed
polarization gradient is an artifact of the light-source rays onto the spectro-polarimeter analysers.
A tilt of all the rays including the chief-ray is introduced when moving the light-source spot
to the edge of the slit. The amplitude of this tilt is ±0.27◦ , considering the focal length of the
light-source MgF2 lens (f=248.5mm, located at 535mm from the slit) and the slit length (l=5mm).
The eect of this tilt of the rays on the light-source polarization is small, as the dual reection
by the polarizers reduces the polarization error introduced by the o-axis incidence. But this tilt
does have an eect on the polarization analyzer inside the spectro-polarimeter. Channel 1 is not
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aected due to its orientation, since the tilt of the rays is contained in the plan perpendicular to
the analyzer orientation (meridional rays) which results only in a negligible change of the major
term". On the other hand, the tilt of the ray's angle is in the plan parallel to the analyzer for
Channel 2, and creates a non-zero minor term" at the illumination center due to the rotating
the s-p coordinate. This eect was calculated as a ±∼0.5◦ shift of the polarization angle at the
center of illumination, directly translated to a ±∼1% shift in channel 2 minor term" when moving
the light-source at the edge of the eld of view. This was observed in Figure 6.10, and indicates
that the gradient of the azimuth error terms in channel 2 from Figure 6.20 is an artifact of the
conguration used during the calibration, and is not expected to occur when the telescope feeds
the spectro-polarimeter in the ight conguration, as the o-axis angle of the telescope are much
smaller (±200” compared to ±0.27◦ ).

6.3.5 Polarization measurement accuracy
The measurement accuracy is mainly limited by photon noise, and should be as low as the tolerance
on the spurious polarization. To improve the photon noise, spectral summing is performed in the
dispersion direction at rst, but only ± 4 pixels around the deuterium Lyman-α line core. There
are two other ways: the summation of the intensity from several PMU rotations (i.e. temporal
summation) and the summation of the intensity of several pixels along the slit (i.e. spatial summation). The appropriate number of PMU rotations and pixels to be summed spatially for reaching
the 10−4 accuracy was estimated from a measurement taken with a +Q input and composed of
180 PMU rotations, as shown in Figure 6.12. The polarization signals were retrieved for dierent
combinations of temporal summation and spatial summation (around the intensity maximum to
limit the eect of the polarization gradient), and the measurement accuracy was estimated by
taking the standard deviation of the retrieved polarization signals. This method is reliable when
a small number of PMU rotation is stacked, as the number of polarization values derived is large.
However, the number of demodulated Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 values is small when the large number of
PMU rotations is stacked, and the standard deviation may not be reliable. As a comparison, the
theoretical accuracy was calculated from the error derived for a single pixel and ve PMU rotations
stacking. Assuming only photon noise, this error was divided by the square root of the number
of pixel summed and by the square root of the number of PMU rotations stacked. Figure 6.12
reveals that stacking more than 50 PMU rotations and spatially averaging 31 pixels bring the
measurement uncertainty at the 10−4 level but strangely only for the major term" (here Q0 /I 0 ),
whereas the accuracy for the minor term" (here U 0 /I 0 ) seems limited at 10−3 regardless of the
intensity summing.
The limited accuracy on the minor term" can be explained by a small change of the exposure
time. Figure 6.13 shows the evolution of both the major term" and the minor term" during
the same measurement, derived for each PMU rotation. No global trend on the major term"
appears whereas the minor term" shows a decreasing trend. These trends indicate that the angle
of the demodulated linear polarization drifts by ∼0.15◦ over 15 minutes. Note that the eect of
such rotation is clearly seen in the minor term" since the slope of the modulation function (see
Figure 1.12 from Section 1.3.3) is steeper at 0◦ .
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Figure 6.12: Evolution of the polarization accuracy on the Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 measurements for
dierent number of PMU rotation stacking and pixel summation in the spatial direction. Solid lines
shows the measurements, whereas dashed lines shows the theoretical estimation of the accuracy,
assuming only photon noise. Color are used for dierent number of pixel summed around the
location of the intensity maximum: 1 pixel (black), 7 pixels (purple),13 pixels (blue), 19 pixels
(green), 25 pixels (orange) and 31 pixels (red). Q0 /I 0 was major term" and U 0 /I 0 minor term"
as input for this measurements was +Q0◦ .
The bottom panels of Figure 6.13 show the dierence between the measured average exposure
time and the nominal average exposure time per PMU rotation (300 ms) for both the channels,
and it is found that the average exposure time decreases over time during the 15 minutes of the
measurement, by up to 11.2 µs for the last PMU rotation (i.e. 16 ×0.7 µs exposure time dierence
per exposure). If this change of the exposure time is caused by the synchronization error between
PMU trigger and camera exposures, the trend seen in the minor term (i.e. rotation of demodulated
linear polarization signal) can be explained. Such synchronization error causes a misalignment
between the direction of the principal axis of the PMU half-waveplate during the exposure and
the PMU mechanical axis, which accumulate over time. The rate of the de-synchronization" for
the 15 minutes period can be estimated as half of the maximum shift of the average exposure time
dierence, 5.6 µs. The drift of the polarization angle after 15 minutes becomes ∼0.15◦ (2 x 5.6 µs
x ∼180 PMU rotation x 360◦ / 4.8 s), which is consistent with the rotation of the demodulated
linear polarization by 0.15◦ .
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Figure 6.13: Q0 /I 0 (left) and U 0 /I 0 (middle) retrieved for each PMU rotation. Right shows the
mean exposure dierence for each PMU rotation, during a 15 minutes measurements. In this
example, input was +Q.
To wrap-it-up, Figure 6.12 suggested that the 10−4 accuracy of the major term" can be safely
reached by stacking 180 PMU rotations and spatially averaging over ±15 pixels around the intensity
maximum. However, it appeared that the accuracy on the minor term" cannot be reduced below
10−3 .
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6.3.6 Cross-talks from Q and U to I 0
The contamination from Q and U to I 0 can be important in the polarization calibration case where
almost ∼100% of the light-source intensity is polarized. For example, in case of a +Q input, the
measured x01 term should be multiplied by a factor (1 + x10 ).
Determining x10 and x20 values can be done by checking the intensity changes between two
measurements with opposite polarization, +Q and −Q for x10 , or +U and −U for x20 . Indeed,
from Equation (6.1), one can directly obtain:

I 0 = I + x10 Q + x20 U

(6.5)

The light-source intensity, i.e. input Stokes I, is unknown. However, the assumption of a
perfectly polarized light gives Q = +I for a +Q input, and Q = −I for −Q input. Hence, the
following system of equations can be written for these two inputs:
0
I+Q
= I(1 + x10 )
0
I−Q
= I(1 − x10 )

(6.6)

0
With I±Q
being the measured intensity for a ±Q input. After trivial algebra, x10 can be
obtained as:
!
0
I+Q
R−1
x10 =
, where R = 0
(6.7)
R+1
I−Q

The same equation is also valid for x20 and ±U inputs.
The amplitude of the cross-talks to I 0 were conrmed by using the waveplate method measurement with light-source in +Q0◦ input and the resulting x10 and x20 parameters were estimated
to be of the order of 10−2 for both the channels, whereas x30 was neglected as the amount of
circular polarization produced by the light-source is negligible. These cross-talks from Q and U to
I 0 induce a 1% error on each matrix elements which, depending on the value of the matrix element,
can be critical when compared to their respective tolerance. This error was taken into account for
the nal error estimation of the spurious polarization, scale factor and azimuth error terms.

6.3.7 Error due to the PMU rotation non-uniformity
The rotation speed of the PMU is expected to be constant. However, systematic uctuation were
recorded by the PMU driver, which produce systematic error on the half-waveplate angle at each
exposure, as shown in Figure 6.14. This angle error on each exposure can be taken into account
when integrating the Mueller equation from the initial angle of the half-waveplate (i.e. including
the corresponding angle error) βi to the nal angle βf (see Appendix A), and results in dierent
scaling factors on the modulated Q and U of each exposure. The demodulated polarization signal
was calculated for the mean angle error using a given PMU rotation (i.e. 16 images) taken with
the light-source with +Q0◦ input. Similar calculations were also conducted for a PMU rotation
with a +U45◦ input. The results were slightly dierent than from the simple demodulation scheme
presented in Equation (1.4) but this error is already included in the elements of the response matrix.
However, possible uncertainty of the angle error on each exposure (i.e. error bar in Figure 6.14)
can produce an additional error on the estimated polarization signal. This σmodulation error might
be important and had to be quantied.
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Figure 6.14: Average angle error on the PMU half-waveplate due to the non-uniform rotation
speed, per full PMU rotation. Data from the PMU driver were recorded for 180 PMU rotation
shows by the grey curves, and the error bar shows the standard deviation of the angle error at
each point.

The σmodulation was estimated using a Monte-Carlo (MC) method: the polarization signal was
demodulated by varying the angle error on each exposure for multiple trials. The angle error on
each exposure was taken from the PMU driver data: assuming random uctuation of the angle error
is not correct because the consecutive angle errors are correlated (i.e. within the time-scale of the
PMU feed-back loop). Hence, the angle error of 16 consecutive exposures was selected randomly
along the 160 PMU rotation considered from the PMU driver data, eectively increasing the
number of possibilities from 160 (i.e. PMU rotation only starting at D1 ) to more than 2700 while
keeping the correlation between the dierent angle error. The polarization signal was demodulated
for each of these 2700 possibilities (i.e. N =2700).
The nal σmodulation was calculated as the standard deviation out of the N polarization signal
obtained with the MC method. The results per PMU rotation are dependent on the measured q 0
and u0 , and are shown in Figure 6.15. The σmodulation decreases as the square-root of the number
of PMU rotation stacked when demodulating, as the angular error of the PMU tends toward
the mean angle error. In case of the polarization calibration, although the σmodulation for a full
polarized is close to 1.5%, 180 PMU rotation were summed for each measurement, decreasing the
σmodulation to around 0.1%. In addition, since the response matrix elements were derived from
16 measurements taken at each of the four dierent light-source orientations in the wavelpalte
method, the residual eect of the σmodulation is already included in the error from the tting (see
Table 6.3). However, in case of the direct method, the error on the polarization amplitude might
be larger, explaining the 0.1% dependence of the input polarization amplitude on the light-source
orientation (see Section 6.4.1). This error is expected to be of limited importance during the ight,
where the input polarization is weakly polarized (<5%), although it might have to be considered
when using a limited number of PMU rotations.
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Figure 6.15: Estimated σmodulation per PMU full rotation, as a function of the measured Q/I and
U/I . The two contour lines shows where the σmodulation is 0.1% (outer) and 0.01% (inner).

6.4 Experimental results of the polarization calibration
6.4.1 Measurement with direct method
Measurements were performed with the light-source in +Q0◦ , +U45◦ , −Q90◦ and −U135◦ inputs.
In addition, two others measurements were performed at +Q180◦ and −Q270◦ for comparison with
measurements at +Q0◦ and −Q90◦ , as a way to exclude inuence of the light-source orientation
on the measurements. Each measurement was performed with illumination at the center of the
slit and composed of ∼720 PMU rotations. The polarization signal was demodulated after the
temporal, spatial and spectral summation as discussed in Section 6.3.5 (Figure 6.16).
Figure 6.16 clearly shows that the accuracy on the major term" is better than on the minor
term", as previously indicated by Figure 6.12. By considering a perfect input from the light-source,
the matrix elements can be analytically calculated from Equation (6.1) as:

x01 =
x02

0
0
q+Q
+ q−Q

2
u0+U + u0−U
=
2

x11 =
x12 =

0
0
q+Q
− q−Q

2
u0+Q − u0−Q
2

0
0
q+U
− q−U
2
u0+U − u0−U
=
2

x21 =
x22

(6.8)

0
The notation used should be read as q+Q
being the measured Q0 /I 0 for a +Q input to the
spectro-polarimeter. The perfect input is an assumption, but the estimation of the light-source
performances are ensuring its validity and deviation from a perfect input would only aect the
scale terms (i.e. diattenuation of the light-source's polarizers) and the azimuth terms (i.e. tilt of
the light-source's polarizers). Note that the spurious polarization terms could also be derived from
an other expression, using the minor term". However, this was intentionally put aside since the
minor term" showed a larger uncertainty.
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Channel 1 Qʼ/Iʼ

Channel 1 Uʼ/Iʼ

Channel 2 Qʼ/Iʼ

Channel 2 Uʼ/Iʼ

+Q 0°
+Q 180°
-Q 90°
-Q 270°
+U 45°
-U 135°

Figure 6.16: Summary of the demodulated Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 from the measurements without the
LS half-waveplate, derived every 180 PMU rotations. Vertical dashed line shows every 180 PMU
rotations. First point of each plot is derived for the rst 180 PMU rotations stacked, second points
for the 180 PMU rotation between the 180em and 360em PMU rotations, etc. The spot was located
at the center of the slit.
The combination of opposite polarization inputs shown in Equation (6.8) can be performed
straightforwardly using the measurements with +U45◦ and −U135◦ inputs for x02 , x21 and x22 .
However, multiple combinations are possible using the +Q0◦ , +Q180◦ , −Q90◦ and −Q270◦ inputs
for x01 , x11 and x12 . The results of the possible four combinations are reported in Table 6.2 after
averaging the polarization signal over the 720 PMU rotations.
As a result, an inconsistency larger than the tolerance (8 × 10−4 , calculated as the maximum
deviation from the average) in the spurious polarization term x01 can be observed in Table 6.2.
This is unexpected since the measurements at +Q0◦ and −Q90◦ are thought to be equivalent to
the measurements at +Q180◦ and −Q270◦ , respectively. On the other hand, the scale factor and
azimuth error terms x11 and x12 errors are ∼10−3 for the dierent orientation of the light-source,
which is acceptable compared to the tolerance. Note that errors for x02 , x22 and x21 cannot be
discussed since only one pair of measurements was performed. A change in the major terms"
amplitude depending on the light-source orientation could create an articial error on the spurious
polarization, since those terms are derived from two major terms" taken with dierent lightsource orientations. However, as previously discussed, a simple tilt of the light-source around the
propagation axis of the light between two measurements should not induce a signicant dierence
in the major terms". Therefore, it was not possible to conclude on the nature of the spurious
polarization error observed from only the direct method measurements.
The same measurements were also conducted at the edge of the slit, by adjusting the position
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Table 6.2: Matrix element derived from the possible combinations of the measurements without
the LS half-waveplate.
Slit center (0”)

Ch1 x01

Ch1 x11

Ch1 x12

Ch2 x01

Ch2 x11

Ch2 x12

+Q0◦ /−Q90◦

0.00155

0.97683

-0.01358

-0.00050

0.97329

-0.00907

+Q0◦ /−Q270◦

0.00070

0.97768

-0.01382

-0.00133

0.97413

-0.01067

+Q180◦ /−Q90◦

0.00237

0.97765

-0.01348

-0.00142

0.97237

-0.00846

+Q180◦ /−Q270◦

0.00152

0.97851

-0.01371

-0.00226

0.97321

-0.01005

Mean

0.00153

0.97767

-0.01365

-0.00138

0.97325

-0.00956

Error (±)

0.00084

0.00084

0.00017

0.00088

0.00088

0.00111

Tolerance (±)

0.00017

0.02000

0.01000

0.00017

0.02000

0.01000

Ch1 x02

Ch1 x22

Ch1 x21

Ch2 x02

Ch2 x22

Ch2 x21

-0.00069

0.97689

0.01397

0.00102

0.97291

0.00879

+U45◦ /−U135◦

of the light-source with the 3-axis manipulator and a similarly large error on the x01 spurious
polarization term was observed as the expected ±10−2 change in channel 2's azimuth error terms
(see Section 6.3.4).
In conclusion, the accuracy on the scale factor and azimuth error terms was measured to be
within the required tolerance with the direct method. However, the accuracy on the spurious
polarization derived for dierent orientations of the light-source was around 10−3 and was not
acceptable for the instrument requirement.

6.4.2 Measurement with the waveplate method
6.4.2.1 Measurement ow and results
Figure 6.17 summarized the measurements performed with the waveplate method, taken for four
orientations of the light-source, each with complete rotation of the LS half-waveplate. The Q0 /I 0
and U 0 /I 0 signals were obtained from the measurements after demodulation and are shown in
Figure 6.18 as a function of the LS half-waveplate angle.
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Figure 6.17: Flow chart summarizing the measurements performed with the LS half-waveplate.

Figure 6.18: Summary of the measurement with the LS half-waveplate, as a function of the LS
half-waveplate position. Solid line is for channel 1 and dashed line is for channel 2. Blue color
shows the measurement for the LS in +Q0◦ position, green for the LS in +U45◦ position, orange
for the LS in −Q90◦ position and red for LS in −U315◦ position.
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6.4.2.2 Methodology to estimate the matrix elements
A least square tting was used to estimate the response matrix by taking into account all the
measurements. However, as seen previously, the accuracy on the minor terms" is limited to 10−3
and this could aect the 10−4 accuracy needed on the spurious polarization. But on the other hand,
these measurements cannot be ignored because they are important for determining the azimuth
error terms x21 and x12 .
The solution was to use a two-steps least square tting method. In this method, the input
polarization from the light-source was a xed parameter assumed to be perfect, but the eect of
the LS half-waveplate also had to be taken into account as it aected the input polarization before
entering the spectro-polarimeter. It was possible to estimate the LS half-waveplate retardance
from the measurements recorded with various light-source congurations and the estimated value
of 184.4◦ ±0.4◦ was consistent with the previous result (182◦ ±3◦ ) measured prior to the polarization
calibration at a synchrotron facility. This method is detailed in Section 6.4.2.3).
In the rst tting, the equations were combined to remove the spurious polarization terms, as
shown in Equation (6.9). The two top equations are for the rst row of the response matrix, and
the two bottom equations for the second row. The subscript annotation indicates the polarization
state input into the spectro-polarimeter, which were input as xed parameters after considering
the LS half-waveplate retardance. The tting used both the minor" and the major" terms from
the measurements to determine the scale factor and azimuth error terms.
0
0
q+Q
− q−Q
= x11 (q+Q − q−Q ) + x21 (u+Q − u−Q )
0
0
q+U
− q−U
= x11 (q+U − q−U ) + x21 (u+U − u−U )

(6.9)

u0+Q
u0+U

− u0−Q
− u0−U

= x12 (q+Q − q−Q ) + x22 (u+Q − u−Q )
= x12 (q+U − q−U ) + x22 (u+U − u−U )

The second tting used only the measured major term" to obtain the spurious polarization
terms from Equation (6.10), which is derived directly from Equation (6.3). The scale factor and
azimuth error terms derived from the rst tting were used as xed parameters in the second
tting, leaving only the spurious polarization as a free parameter.
0
q+Q
= x01 + x11 q+Q + x21 u+Q
0
q−Q
= x01 + x11 q−Q + x21 u−Q

(6.10)

u0+U
u0−U

90

= x02 + x12 q+U + x22 u+U
= x02 + x12 q−U + x22 u−U
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6.4.2.3 Estimation of the LS half-waveplate retardance
As mentioned in the previous section, the input polarization to the spectro-polarimeter is a xed
parameter for both ttings. To estimate it, the perfect input from the light-source is a good
assumption. However, the eect of the LS half-waveplate also has to be taken into account, as
it aected the input polarization before entering the spectro-polarimeter and can create articial
spurious polarization.
Indeed, a deviation from the perfect retardance of the LS half-waveplate (δ =180◦ ) could aect
the estimation of the spurious polarization terms depending on the position of the light-source and
on the LS half-waveplate orientation. This can be understood as the spurious polarization terms are
0 ,q 0 ) pair of measurements for the x
0
0
derived from the (q+Q
01 term and from the (u+U ,u−U ) pairs
−Q
of measurements for the x02 term. In a conguration with the light-source at +Q0◦ , the LS halfwaveplate would aect the inputs in dierent ways depending of the position of its principal-axis:
+Q input would not be aected by the LS half-waveplate because the principal-axis is aligned with
0
the polarization direction, i.e. full transmission. On the other hand, q−Q
would be multiplied by
cos δ due to the angle between the LS half-waveplate principal-axis and the polarization direction
of the light-source (±45◦ ). Finally, the angle between the half-waveplate's principal-axis and the
polarization direction is the same for both u0+U and u0−U positions (±22.5◦ both) and therefore the
factor aecting both of them is the same: (1 − cos δ)/2. Hence, the x02 terms would not be aected
by the LS half-waveplate retardance, as the same factor aecting both measurement would cancel
0
out. However, x01 would be aected, as the retardance of the waveplate aects dierently the q+Q
0
and q−Q measurements.
The LS half-waveplate retardance was determined from the measurements recorded with the
waveplate method in +Q0◦ and +U45◦ congurations, by applying the two-steps tting method for
various value of the LS half-waveplate retardance. Changing the retardance imply changing the
input polarization state (xed parameter of each tting), and therefore having dierent eect on
the resulting spurious polarization terms depending on the light-source orientation, as previously
explained. Results can be seen in Figure 6.19, where for the +Q0◦ position, the x02 term appears
to be almost insensitive to the LS half-waveplate retardance, only varying at the 10−5 level. On
the other hand, the x01 terms have a much higher dependency with the retardance. As expected,
this eect is opposite when the light-source is in the +U45◦ position, with x01 being insensitive
and x02 being aected by the retardance. With these measurements, it is possible to estimate the
LS half-waveplate retardance by reading the retardance when the matrix elements is dependant
for the value of this matrix elements when it is unaected. For example in Figure 6.19, x01 term
for channel 1 is unaected by the LS halfwaveplate retardance when the light-source is in +U45◦
position, with average value around 2.19×10−3 . The retardance of the LS half-waveplate can be
obtained by reporting this value in the x01 measurement with light-source in +Q0◦ position, giving
δ around 184.1◦ . Similarly, the measurements at +U45◦ gives around δ =184.8◦ , leading to the LS
half-waveplate retardance estimated at 184.4◦ ±0.4◦ .
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Figure 6.19: Resulting spurious polarization terms after tting when the input polarization varied
by changing the retardance of the LS half-waveplate. Light-source positions were +Q0◦ and +U45◦ .
Red solid lines indicated when the matrix elements are determined independently of the halfwaveplate retardance, with dashed line indicating their value on the corresponding matrix elements
dependant on the half-waveplate retardance.

6.4.2.4 Matrix elements
Results for the four positions of the light-source were obtained using the two-steps tting method
and are shown in Table 6.3. The error was estimated as the maximum deviation from the average
value. The azimuth terms have a larger variation than the other terms, probably because these
terms are more sensitive to the misalignment of the input polarization (e.g. position of the halfwaveplate's principal-axis) between two measurements due to the positional accuracy of the LS
rotating motor. Nevertheless, the variation of all matrix elements were well within their respective
tolerances, except for the spurious polarization term for Stokes Q in channel 2, x01 , which was
slightly larger.
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Table 6.3: Response matrix elements at the center of the slit derived with the two independent
least square tting method for four positions of the light-source. Top table is for channel 1 and
bottom table is for channel 2. Error was derived as the maximum dierence from the average
value.
Channel 1

x01

x11

x21

x02

x12

x22

Light-source +Q0◦ input

0.00198

0.97639

0.01238

-0.00046

-0.01182

0.97618

Light-source +U45◦ input

0.00219

0.97649

0.00890

-0.00037

-0.00846

0.97620

Light-source −Q90◦ input

0.00223

0.97735

0.00836

-0.00030

-0.00812

0.97708

Light-source −U315◦ input

0.00204

0.97573

0.00599

-0.00040

-0.00667

0.97555

Mean

0.00211

0.97649

0.00891

-0.00038

-0.00877

0.97625

Error (±)

0.00013

0.00086

0.00347

0.00008

0.00305

0.00082

Tolerance (±)

0.00017

0.02000

0.01000

0.00017

0.01000

0.02000

Channel 2

x01

x11

x21

x02

x12

x22

Light-source +Q0◦ input

-0.00203

0.97123

0.00757

0.00042

-0.00707

0.97103

Light-source +U45◦ input

-0.00232

0.97027

0.00534

0.00051

-0.00496

0.96998

Light-source −Q90◦ input

-0.00198

0.97103

0.00807

0.00037

-0.00777

0.97091

Light-source −U315◦ input

-0.00211

0.97073

0.00059

0.00055

-0.00115

0.97037

Mean

-0.00211

0.97081

0.00539

0.00046

-0.00524

0.97057

Error (±)

0.00021

0.00055

0.00480

0.00009

0.00409

0.00059

Tolerance (±)

0.00017

0.02000

0.01000

0.00017

0.01000

0.02000

The response matrix was also derived at the edges of the slit from two measurements in the
light-source congurations +Q0◦ and +U45◦ . Average matrix elements as a function of slit position
(bottom, center and top) are shown in Figure 6.20. Measurements at the edge of the slit were
essentially consistent with those at the center of the slit, within their respective tolerance. The
azimuth error terms for Channel 2 show a consistent gradient signicantly larger than the previously derived measurement error (±10−2 compared to ±10−3 ), even though this gradient is still
within the ±10−2 tolerance. This was expected to be articially created by the light-source optics
(see Section 6.3.4).
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Figure 6.20: Matrix elements along the slit for channel 1 (top two rows) and channel 2 (bottom
two rows). Horizontal dash lines shows the respective tolerance of each matrix elements, centred
on the measurement at the center of the slit. Vertical line shows the error, derived only for the
measurement at the center of the slit.
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6.4.2.5 Eect of the light-source orientation
The eect of the light-source orientation onto the spurious polarization was checked by taking
an additional measurement with the light-source in −Q270◦ and comparing it to the measurement
taken with light-source at −Q90◦ . For this measurement, only half-rotation of the LS half-waveplate
was performed. Figure 6.21 shows the result of the measurement at −Q270◦ , compared with
the corresponding measurement at −Q90◦ . The matrix elements derived for the measurement at
−Q270◦ are shown in Table 6.4, as well as those for light-source at −Q90◦ position, recomputed for
only the corresponding half-rotation.

Figure 6.21: Comparison of Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 for the measurements with light-source in −Q90◦
position (orange) and −Q270◦ (purple), for channel 1 (solid line) and channel 2 (dashed line), at
the center of the slit.

Table 6.4: Response matrix elements at the center of the slit derived for the measurements taken
with light-source at −Q90◦ and −Q270◦ .

x01

x11

x21

x02

x12

x22

Channel 1 LS −Q90◦ input

0.00228

0.97716

0.00733

-0.00030

-0.00663

0.97689

Channel 1 LS −Q270◦ input

0.00226

0.97596

0.00926

-0.00033

-0.00876

0.97579

Channel 2 LS −Q90◦ input

-0.00209

0.97101

0.00654

0.00044

-0.00579

0.97082

Channel 2 LS −Q270◦ input

-0.00191

0.97223

0.00262

0.00042

-0.00215

0.97205
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Table 6.4 conrms that the position of the light-source does not inuence the spurious polarization signicantly. On the other hand, scale factor terms are aected at the 10−3 level by the
orientation of the light-source. Azimuth error terms are also changed by 2×10−3 , which is within
its tolerance and the previously derived accuracy. In conclusion, these measurements with waveplate method conrmed that the large error on the spurious polarization measured with the direct
method were created articially by a change of the major terms" depending on the light-source
orientation.

6.4.3 Measurement with the LS quarter-waveplate
Cross-talks from Stokes V were checked by replacing the LS half-waveplate by a quarter-waveplate.
The light-source was installed in a +Q0◦ conguration, and the quarter-waveplate's principal-axis
was oriented at +45◦ and −45◦ from the light-source polarization direction in order to input Stokes
+V and −V , respectively. The measured Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 showed a periodicity every half-rotation
of the PMU half-waveplate, with amplitude around 5 × 10−3 . These uctuations were due to the
PMU half-waveplate properties (i.e. residual modulation of Stokes V every half-rotation if δ is
not exactly 180◦ ). Averaging for a complete PMU rotation cancels this residual modulation, and
combining both measurements at +V and −V removes the inuence of the spurious polarization,
only leaving the cross-talks V →Q0 in Q0 /I 0 and V →U 0 in U 0 /I 0 . The matrix elements x31 and x32
were derived at the center and edges of the slit by applying with the same spatial and temporal
integrations as for the LS half-waveplate measurements, and are shown in Figure 6.22. Stokes V
cross-talks were measured below 10−2 , which meet the required tolerance. Note that the absolute
sign of the x31 and x32 terms is unknown because the dierence between the fast-axis and slow-axis
of the quarter-waveplate was not made experimentally beforehand.

Figure 6.22: x31 and x32 matrix elements along the slit for channel 1 and channel 2. Horizontal
dash lines shows the respective tolerance of each matrix elements, centered on the measurement
at the center of the slit.
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6.4.4 Final response matrix
The nal response matrix at the center of the slit for both the channels was created by combining
results from both measurement methods. The spurious polarization terms were taken from the
measurements with the waveplate method, as they could be determined within the tolerance only
from this method. The scale factor and azimuth error terms were taken from the direct method
results, to avoid additional error due to the LS half-waveplate. The number of digit was rounded
to the same order as the measured error.



XChannel1
XChannel2

x01
=
x02

x01
=
x02


0.0021
0.978 0.014
=
−0.0004 −0.014 0.977
 

x21
−0.0021 0.973 0.009
=
x22
0.0005 −0.010 0.973

x11 x21
x12 x22
x11
x12





(6.11)

A summary of the achieved accuracy at the center of the slit compared to the tolerance is given
in Table 6.5. In this estimation, the measurement errors derived from the waveplate method were
taking into account. This is a safe overestimation of the error on the scale factor and azimuth
error terms from the direct method, as this measurement error also includes the eect of the LS
half-waveplate. For each term, the error due to the cross-talks from Q and U to I 0 was calculated
as 1% of the corresponding matrix elements value, as discussed in Section 6.3.6. The uncertainty
on the polarization input due to the light-source orientation were estimated from the measurement
performed with two opposite orientation of the light-source (see Section 6.4.2.5), for the scale
factor and azimuth error. Finally, the possible error on the light-source degree of polarization (i.e.
deviation from a perfectly polarized state, based on the pupil calculation) were also considered for
the scale factor. The total error was computed as the root sum square (RSS) of all the components.

6.4.5 Discussion on the measured response matrix
In an ideal case with a perfect response matrix, the spurious polarization terms and azimuth
error terms should be zero, i.e. no cross-talks between Stokes parameters, and the scale factor
terms should be unity, meaning a perfect transmission of the polarization amplitude. However,
the response matrix elements shown in Equation (6.11) are dierent from a theoretically perfect
response matrix.

6.4.5.1 Scale factor terms
The scale factor terms can be partially explained with the same explanation as shown in Section 6.3.6: a non-zero Rp at the Brewster's angle would decrease the amplitude of the polarization
signal. The estimation doesn't fully account the observed scale factor terms (only ∼0.98), but
additional possibilities such as diattenuation at the mirror's coatings or non-180◦ retardance of the
PMU half-waveplate are also included in the measured scale factors.

6.4.5.2 Azimuth terms
The azimuth error terms were measured around 1.3×10−2 for channel and slightly smaller for
channel 2, with opposite signs for x21 and x12 . Although the uncertainty is close to 5×10−3 and is
probably due to misalignment of the LS half-waveplate and/or polarizers, the values of both x21 and
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Table 6.5: Achieved accuracy on each matrix elements at the center of the slit.
Channel 1

x01

x02

x11

x22

x12

x21

Measurement

1.3×10−4

8.0×10−5

8.6×10−4

8.2×10−4

3.1×10−3

3.5×10−3

Light-source orientation

−

−

∼10−3

∼10−3

∼2×10−3

∼2×10−3

Light-source input

−

−

1.5×10−3

1.5×10−3

−

−

x10 /x20 error

2.1×10−5

3.8×10−6

9.8×10−3

9.8×10−3

1.4×10−4

1.4×10−4

Total (RSS)

1.3×10−4

8.9×10−5

1.0×10−2

1.0×10−2

3.7×10−3

4.0×10−3

Tolerance

1.7×10−4

1.7×10−4

2.0×10−2

2.0×10−2

1.0×10−2

1.0×10−2

Channel 2

x01

x02

x11

x22

x12

x21

Measurement

2.1×10−4

9.0×10−5

5.5×10−4

5.9×10−4

4.1×10−3

4.8×10−3

Light-source orientation

−

−

∼10−3

∼10−3

∼2×10−3

∼2×10−3

Light-source input

−

−

1.5×10−3

1.5×10−3

−

−

x10 /x20 error

2.1×10−5

3.8×10−6

9.7×10−3

9.7×10−3

1.0×10−4

1.0×10−4

Total (RSS)

2.1×10−4

9.8×10−5

9.9×10−3

9.9×10−3

4.6×10−3

5.2×10−3

Tolerance

1.7×10−4

1.7×10−4

2.0×10−2

2.0×10−2

1.0×10−2

1.0×10−2

x12 is similar for each measurement with opposite signs, which might indicate that some residual
azimuthal error is present in the system. This can be explained considering a misalignment of the
fast-axis for the PMU half-waveplate with respect to the +Q direction. Indeed, the orientation
of the PMU half-waveplate's principal-axis was adjusted experimentally to be parallel with the
Stokes +Q direction, which is the position where the rst exposure always starts. However, the
residual angle error on the fast-axis was measured a +0.08◦ after adjustment. This residual was
smaller than the tolerance (±0.2◦ ) for the PMU half-waveplate alignment but could still produce
systematic azimuthal error in the measurements.
A misalignment of the PMU half-waveplate's principal-axis with respect to the +Q direction can be represented as a small angle shift ∆ in the Mueller equation of the instrument (see
Equation (A.4) and Equation (A.5) from Appendix A). Considering the retardance of the PMU
half-waveplate δ as 180◦ , the Stokes Q, U and I can be obtained from the Mueller equations as:
h
i
Q0 = Q cos 4∆ + U sin 4∆
h
i
U 0 = − Q sin 4∆ + U cos 4∆

(6.12)

Equation (6.12) shows that the measured Stokes I is not aected by a misalignment of the
PMU half-waveplate. However, a cross-talks between Stokes Q and U is introduced. Taking
∆ = +0.08 ± 0.05◦ , and considering a perfect polarized input of the light-source to the spectropolarimeter, the measured Q0 /I 0 would be proportional to cos 4∆ ∼ 1 and U 0 /I 0 to − sin 4∆ ∼
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−0.006 which is comparable to the measured U 0 /I 0 for a +Q input. In addition, the sign of minor
term" term for the dierent possible input (+Q, +U , −Q and −U ) nicely match the observations.

6.4.5.3 Spurious polarization terms
Explaining the measured spurious polarization is not obvious. The polarization calibration revealed that a larger spurious polarization level, with ∼2× 10−3 and ∼5×10−4 for x01 and x02 ,
respectively, are produced in the spectro-polarimeter. This magnitude is larger than the spurious
polarization from design, expected to be null. Opposite signs were observed in both channels,
which can be explained by the demodulation scheme if spurious polarization is aecting the intensity recorded by the exposures in the same way for both the channels: the resulting sign of
the spurious polarization would be opposite since the demodulation scheme has opposite signs
between channel 1 and channel 2. The intensity on each exposure might be aected by possible
non-uniformity (retardance, thickness, transmittance and/or dust) of the PMU half-waveplate. In
order to conrm such possibility, the response matrix was evaluated not for the full rotation of
the PMU half-waveplate, but for every quarters independently, by using the data set taken by
the waveplate method in +Q0◦ conguration (Table 6.6). This shows that the spurious polarization terms are highly dependent on which quarter of the PMU half-waveplate is used. Both scale
factors and azimuth errors are also aected. These changes indicate non-uniformity of the PMU
half-waveplate, which might have a net eect on the spurious polarization when averaging for a
full rotation.

6.5 Conclusion on the pre-ight polarization calibration
An end-to-end polarization calibration of CLASP spectro-polarimeter was performed to derive the
response matrix. This investigation revealed many important features for polarization calibration in VUV which are summarized here in the hope of providing a guideline for future spectropolarimetric mission in the VUV.
Having a complete understanding of the light-source used for the calibration is important: even
with its fairly simple design, the light-source used for the calibration had a complicated polarization
input, with dependency on the illumination position along the slit due to the chief-ray tilt and
with an unknown dependency on the light-source orientation. Using a rotating motor to set the
orientation of a half-waveplate is a suitable solution since the light-source orientation can be kept
unchanged. However, the retardance of such half-waveplate is a crucial parameter for reducing the
errors in the spurious polarization. Precise measurement of the retardance before the calibration
is preferable but it is also possible to determine the retardance in the calibration by taking at
various orientation of the light-source. A careful estimation of the errors in the demodulated Q0 /I 0
and U 0 /I 0 measurements is also important, since they directly aect the accuracy on the response
matrix elements.
In conclusion, the polarization calibration for the CLASP spectro-polarimeter was successfully
conducted. The response matrix of the instrument was determined within the required accuracy
(except for one spurious polarization term with an error marginally larger than the tolerance),
with an accuracy on the spurious polarization accuracy close to the 10−4 level. Reaching such
unprecedented precision should ensure CLASP to obtain polarization measurements below the
0.1% accuracy for the rst time in VUV range. CLASP was successfully launch on September 3rd
2015, and the response matrix was compared to the results of the in-ight polarization calibration.
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Table 6.6: Response matrix elements for the measurement at the center of the slit with +Q0◦ input
of the light-source and LS half-waveplate.
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Channel 1

x01

x02

x11

x22

x12

x21

Modulation 1

-0.00151

0.97334

0.05466

-0.00210

-0.00941

0.98000

Modulation 2

0.00344

0.98130

-0.00048

-0.00076

0.00053

0.97409

Modulation 3

0.00525

0.98130

0.00202

0.00143

-0.01592

0.97277

Modulation 4

0.00080

0.97942

0.02017

-0.00044

-0.02262

0.97784

Mean

0.00200

0.97884

0.01909

-0.00047

-0.01186

0.97784

Error (±)

0.00351

0.00550

0.03557

0.00190

0.01239

0.00383

Channel 2

x01

x02

x11

x22

x12

x21

Modulation 1

0.00129

0.96795

0.00062

0.00202

-0.00427

0.97502

Modulation 2

-0.00317

0.97620

-0.00537

0.00067

-0.00497

0.96907

Modulation 3

-0.00523

0.97424

0.01503

-0.00115

-0.01068

0.96749

Modulation 4

-0.00105

0.96655

0.01989

0.00010

-0.01821

0.97255

Mean

-0.00204

0.97124

0.00754

0.00041

-0.00953

0.97103

Error (±)

0.00333

0.00497

0.01291

0.00161

0.00868

0.00399

Chapter 7

Optical checks of the instrument
7.1 Purpose of the optical checks
Optical checks were conducted at several key-points of the ight preparation, as a way to ensure the
optical alignment and performances of the instrument. After the optical preparation and calibration of the instrument at the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ, Mitaka, Japan),
vibration tests on the scientic payload attached to a dummy avionic section were conducted at the
Institute for Space and Aeronautic Science (ISAS, Sagamihara, Japan). The instrument was then
shipped to the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC, Huntsville, USA) for the integration of the
electronics with the ight avionic section. Upon completion, the instrument was nally shipped
to the White Sand Missile Range (WSMR, New Mexico, USA) for the nal rocket preparation,
where an additional vibration test was performed before ight. The optical checks consisted of
two parts: a measurement of the telescope focus position and a measurement of the image quality
for the spectro-polarimeter, both of which were conducted several times in-between the previously
cited vibration tests and transportations.

7.2 Checking the telescope focus
The telescope focus check measurements followed the same method as described in Section 4.1,
where an optical bre was introduced from the top access-door of the rocket-skin, to illuminate
the back-side of the slit with white-light. The image of the slit was recorded on the slit-jaw camera
after reection by a at mirror located in front of the telescope aperture, and the width of the
slit was measured to estimate the telescope focus position. Table 7.1 summarizes the various
measurements performed for this optical check.
Because some measurements were conducted outside Japan, the large at mirror (φ600mm)
could not be transported and a smaller mirror (φ150mm) was used instead. As the full aperture
of this mirror couldn't cover the entire entrance aperture of the telescope, its position in front
of the entrance aperture was kept the same throughout the dierent optical check measurements.
The conguration with the small mirror is shown in Figure 7.1. Since the vibration environment
at MSFC and WSMR was unknown, the duration of the reected slit measurement was extended
to 15 minutes acquisition, to further decrease the inuence of the vibration on the measured
FWHM. Results of the measurements are summarized in Table 7.2. The telescope focus position
was conrmed to be within the ±100µm tolerance after the vibration tests and shipments, as the
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Table 7.1: Summary of the optical checks performed for the telescope focus.
Optical checks

Note

#1

Pre-vibration test at ISAS

#2

Post-vibration test at ISAS

#3

After delivery at MSFC

#4

After delivery at WSMR

#5

Post-vibration test at WSMR

reected slit FWHM was measured between 30 µm and 39 µm (see Section 4.3). In addition, the
nal measurement was similar to the FWHM for the nominal 800 µm shim (FWHM 32.8±1.4µm).
Finally, the direct slit measurement showed no signicant changes, implying that the performances
of the slit-jaw optics were not signicantly aected either.
Table 7.2: FWHM of the reected slit and of the direct slit for the dierent optical check measurements.
Optical checks

FWHM reection (µm)

FWHM direct (µm)

#1

34.3 ± 1.8

23.5 ± 1.1

#2

32.1 ± 1.4

23.2 ± 1.1

#3

33.9 ± 2.6

23.6 ± 1.1

#4

33.9 ± 1.7

22.8 ± 1.1

#5

32.8 ± 1.7

23.5 ± 1.3

Figure 7.1: Experimental conguration with the small mirror (on the left) located in front of the
telescope aperture (on the right) for the telescope focus check, at MSFC.
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7.3 Checking the spectro-polarimeter image quality
7.3.1 Methodology
The second optical check aimed to conrm the image quality of the spectro-polarimeter. A Lymanα collimator was attached to the telescope part of the rocket skin, as shown in Figure 7.2. A
deuterium lamp (similar as in Section 6) was used to provide Lyman-α light, with the strongest
intensity in the deuterium Lyman-α line at 121.534nm, a weaker emission in the hydrogen Lyman-α
at 121.567nm, and numerous weak emission lines from other elements.

Figure 7.2: Conguration for the spectro-polarimeter optical check, with the Lyman-α collimator
attached to the instrument.
The conguration provided a collimated Lyman-α beam illuminating the slit after passing
through the telescope, and the optical performance of the spectro-polarimeter could be measured
by estimating the width of the slit image for a given spectral line. However, both the deuterium
Lyman-α line and the hydrogen Lyman-α line are intrinsically broad and therefore not suitable for
estimating the performances. For this purpose, two sharper and weaker emission lines, hereafter
referred to S1 and S2, were selected on each side of the Lyman-α wavelength, as shown in Figure 7.3.
The measurements for checking the spectro-polarimeter image quality were carried as reported
in Table 7.3. The collimator had two possible congurations: focused and defocused, depending
on how the spot created by the deuterium lamp was focused onto the slit. This was controlled
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Figure 7.3: Prole along the wavelength direction, with the deuterium Lyman-α, the hydrogen
Lyman-α and the two S1 and S2 lines.

by adjusting the position of the pinhole located after the deuterium lamp using shims. Both
measurement modes were used, and although the illumination pattern on the slit changed between
the focused and the defocused congurations, no signicant dierences on the measured slit width
were observed. During these measurements, the width of the slit image for the S1, S2 and deuterium
Lyman-α lines were estimated with a Gaussian tting. The FWHM was estimated independently
for ten pixels along the slit direction, at three positions along the slit: 0” (i.e. center of the slit)
and ±100”. The FWHM for the three positions along the slit was calculated as the averaged value
out of their ten respective tted values, and the standard deviation was used to estimate the tting
error.
Table 7.3: Summary of the optical checks performed on the instrument.
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Optical checks number

Collimator mode

Note

#1

Defocus

Pre-vibration test at ISAS

#2

Defocus

Post-vibration test at ISAS

#3

Defocus

After delivery at MSFC

#4

Focus

After delivery at MSFC

#5

Defocus

Launch practice #1 at MSFC

#6

Defocus

Launch practice #2 at MSFC

#7

Focus

After channel 2 CCD replacement at MSFC

#8

Focus

Pre-vibration test at WSMR

#9

Focus

Post-vibration test at WSMR

7.3. Checking the spectro-polarimeter image quality

7.3.2 Results
The results for the spectro-polarimeter optical checks are shown in Figure 7.4 for channel 1 and in
Figure 7.5 for channel 2. The measured FWHMs for the dierent optical check measurements show
some uctuations with larger error bars, probably because some ttings did not properly converged.
Nevertheless, the dierences in FWHM from the optical alignment at NAOJ until prior to launch
at WSMR is ±5µm at maximum. Compared to the ∼0.009 nm spectral resolution measured after
the spectro-polarimeter alignment on the S1 line (FWHM 24.3 µm for channel 1 and 22.7 µm for
channel 2, see Section 3.3.3), an increase of ∼5µm in FWHM corresponds to a ∼0.011 nm spatial
resolution. This spectral resolution was slightly larger than the 0.010 nm requirement, but was
accepted for the ight.

Figure 7.4: Measured FWHM of the deuterium Lyman-α (top), S1 (middle) and S2 (bottom)
lines at −100” (left), 0” (middle) and +100” (right) for channel 1, for the various optical check
measurements performed prior to launch. Error bars are calculated as the standard deviation of
the ten tting at each position along the slit.
The position of the slit image on the cameras was also checked during the measurements, and
results are reported in Figure 7.6. A shift of the image position was noticed during the various
optical check measurements. The measurement showed similar amplitude of the position shift,
with opposite sign in both the channels: the dierent vibration tests and transportations might
have aected a common optical to both the channels (e.g. the diraction grating). Measurement
#6 is an exception because channel 2's camera was replaced due to an electronic problem, and the
shift in position of the image also included misalignment of the camera after re-attachment.
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Figure 7.5: Measured FWHM of the deuterium Lyman-α (top), S1 (middle) and S2 (bottom)
lines at −100” (left), 0” (middle) and +100” (right) for channel 2, for the various optical check
measurements performed prior to launch. Error bars are calculated as the standard deviation of
the ten tting at each position along the slit.
The amplitude of the image position shift was larger along the Y-axis, but almost cancelled
out in the overall optical check measurements. On the other hand, the shift in the X-direction
was smaller but kept adding up over time. In average, the resulting image shift from the optical
alignment of the spectro-polarimeter until prior to launch was around ∼20 pixels (i.e. ∼260µm)
for both the channels, and the expected image shift due to the launch vibration were estimated
at ∼30 pixels along the Y-axis and ∼5 pixels along the X-axis, based on the measurements taken
before and after the vibration tests. These measurements ensured the position of the image to be
within the CCD detector throughout the ight: the position of the image measured prior to ight
was conrmed to have enough clearance in both the X-direction and the Y-direction.
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Figure 7.6: Shift of the image position with respect to the initial position (measurement #1) for
channel 1 (left) and channel 2 (right), along the X-axis (top) and Y-axis (bottom).

7.4 Conclusion
Optical checks were conducted to monitor the optical performances of the instrument during the
ight preparation, especially after the dierent vibration tests and transportations. As a result,
the telescope focus was successfully conrmed to be within its ±100µm tolerance, and the spectral
resolution of the spectro-polarimeter was measured to be around its 0.010 nm requirement. The
position of the slit image on the cameras was also conrmed to have enough clearance to be within
the CCD detector even after the expected launch vibrations. These measurements ensured the
healthiness of the instrument and its performances prior to launch.
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Flight results
8.1 Summary of the ight observations
CLASP was launched on September 3rd 2015 from White Sands Missile Range (New Mexico, USA)
onboard a Black Brant IX rocket as shown in Figure 8.1. The ight duration was approximatively
15 minutes, from take-o to landing, with apoapsis ∼270km. Observations were conducted above
the atmosphere: the disc center was initially observed for ∼15s after the door opened. Then,
after re-pointing and stabilization of the instrument, the observations close to the limbs (i.e. main
science target) were performed during ∼240s. Dark current images were also recorded during the
ight, before the door opened and after the door was closed. Figure 8.2 shows an example of the
typical measurements recorded during the ight with the slit-jaw and spectro-polarimeter cameras
at disc center and close to the limb.

Figure 8.1: The Black Brant IX rocket carrying the CLASP instrument during lift-o.
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Figure 8.2: Typical images recorded during the ight with the slit-jaw camera (left), channel 1
camera (middle) and channel 2 camera (right) for the spectro-polarimeter at the disc center (top
row) and close to the limb (bottom row). Intensity is shown in logarithmic scale.
The location of the instrument pointing was conrmed after the ight by co-aligning the images observed by the slit-jaw with full-disc observation from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA onboard SDO spacecraft, [47]), using the 30.4nm band as shown in Figure 8.3. The solar
coordinates were taken as (X,Y), where the X-axis is toward the solar-west and the Y-axis toward
the solar-north. In the disc center observations, the center of the slit was locate at (−16.300 ,−12.100 )
from the actual solar disc center, whereas for the limb observations, the coordinates of the center
of the slit were (+465.600 , −627.100 ).
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Figure 8.3: Co-alignment of CLASP observations with AIA. CLASP observations are shown in
grey-color scaling, with contours co-aligned with the AIA 30.4nm images, shown in red-color scaling.

8.2 Conrmation of the achieved spatial and spectral resolutions
The spatial resolution achieved by CLASP during its ight was checked by comparing with the
AIA 30.4nm co-aligned observations. For this analysis, the disc center observations were used
since the entire eld of view and slit was illuminated and three regions were selected along the slit,
around its center and edges: ∼60”×∼60” for the slit-jaw and ∼40” along the slit for the spectropolarimeter. The AIA data were convolved with various PSF, taken as a Gaussian function (1D
for the spectro-polarimeter and 2D for the slit-jaw) and with increasing FWHM (i.e. resolution).
The origin of the coordinate system used for the spatial data is the center of CLASP slit.

8.2.1 Slit-jaw spatial resolution
Figure 8.4 shows an example of the CLASP and AIA data comparison for various convolution
between AIA and PSFs. Note that the intrinsic resolution of AIA is around 1.5”. Hence, the nal
resolution was calculated as the root sum square of the PSF FWHM and 1.5”.
The correlation between the CLASP data and the AIA data with various spatial resolution
was calculated using the Spearman rank correlation coecient on the 2D regions. This coecient
indicates the degree of correlation between two datasets by considering the rank of each value (i.e.
sorted from maximum to minimum within each dataset). Hence, it is unaected by the dierent
amplitude of the values between the datasets. A coecient of 1 indicate a perfect correlation,
whereas 0 is no-correlation between the dataset and −1 is a perfect anti-correlation. As a results,
the best correlation between both the observations is for a spatial resolution of 4.3”, 3.7” and
4.6”, respectively at the top, center and bottom of the slit. This spatial resolution is derived
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from the comparison with AIA is a upper limit to the achieved spatial resolution: a closer look at
ne-structures revealed that the actual spatial resolution is probably ∼ 1” better than the derived
numbers, as shown in Figure 8.6. However, only focusing on small structures provides inconsistent
results since both wavelength are dierent: some features appear sharper in CLASP whereas some
others are shaper in AIA, and only selecting apparently similar features in both the instruments
would be biased since the observations don't provide information on the underlying physics of the
line formations. On the other hand, comparing a larger area as previously performed indicates the
correlation between both the instrument for the extended structure (moss and bright patches) and
partially lose the resolution of the small-scale features.
Hence, the actual spatial resolution is most probably between the pre-ight expectation and the
upper limit dened from the observation, which is within the range of the expected performances
for the telescope and slit-jaw optics.

Figure 8.4: CLASP SJ observations at disc center, compared with co-aligned AIA 30.4nm convolved
with various PSF FWHM.
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Figure 8.5: Spearman rank correlation coecient between CLASP and AIA for various PSF
FWHM. Dash line shows the position of the maximum.

Figure 8.6: Detail comparison between CLASP SJ observations at disc center compared with coaligned AIA 30.4nm convolved with various PSF FWHM at the top of the slit. Color scaling is
dierent than for Figure 8.4.
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8.2.2 Spectro-polarimeter spatial resolution
Similarly as for the slit-jaw, the Lyman-α intensity observed by the spectro-polarimeter was compared to the corresponding intensity from AIA 30.4nm. Figure 8.7 shows an example of these
intensity proles from channel 1 and 2, compared to the AIA proles for various convolution with
PSF. The intensity proles were normalized by their respective maximum values.

Figure 8.7: CLASP Lyman-α intensity at disc center, in blue for channel 1 and in red for channel
2, compared with the corresponding AIA 30.4nm intensity convolved with various PSF FWHM in
green.
The normalized intensity proles were compared by calculating the standard deviation of their
dierence: a smaller variation indicates a better correlation between the proles. The spatial
resolution for channel 1 was estimated around 4.5”, 3.5” and 4.6”, respectively at the top, middle
and bottom of the slit. For channel 2, the achieved spatial resolution 3.9”, 2.7” and 4.8” (top,
middle and bottom of the slit). The better spatial resolution observed in channel 2 can be seen
when carefully examining the images. Note that. similarly as for the slit-jaw, this estimation of the
spatial resolution is a upper-limit of the instrument's performances. The actual spatial resolution
achieved is probably ∼ 1” better.
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Figure 8.8: RMS residual between CLASP (channel 1 in blue, channel 2 in red) and AIA for various
PSF FWHM. Vertical dash lines indicated the location of the minimum.

8.2.3 Spectro-polarimeter spectral resolution
Obtaining a conrmation for the spectral resolution was more dicult since no coordinate observations covered a similar spectral window and also because the Lyman-α prole is intrinsically
broad. The solution adopted was to compare the geocorona absorption observed by CLASP with
the absorption recorded by the OSO8/LPSP instrument in 1975 in a Quiet Sun region ([23]). The
geocorona absorption is due to the hydrogen present in Earth's corona, absorbing the Lyman-α
radiation only in the very core of the line (i.e. at exactly the Lyman-α wavelength). The OSO8
observations were carried out with a 0.002nm spectral resolution, which precisely sampled the
geocorona absorption (see Figure 1.6). CLASP intensity proles were taken at the top, middle and
bottom of the slit by averaging several pixels along the slit. These proles were selected to match
the peak separation observed in the OSO8 observations. This is important since some proles observed by CLASP shows a larger spectral separation between the Lyman-α double-peak, probably
due to thermic and dynamic eects. The OSO8 prole was convolve with various PSF FWHMs:
examples are shown in Figure 8.9)
The standard deviation of the dierence between normalized proles was used to quantied
the correlation between the proles for various PSF FWHM. Note that only the region between
the two peaks was used for the comparison. As a result, the achieved spectral resolution was
estimated at 0.010nm, 0.008nm and 0.011nm for channel 1, at the top, middle and bottom of the
slit. Similarly, the spectral resolution for channel 2 was around 0.010nm, 0.009nm and 0.011nm.
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Figure 8.9: CLASP Lyman-α intensity proles at disc center, in blue for channel 1 and in red for
channel 2, compared with the OSO8 proles, convolved with various PSF FWHM in green. Black
dash lines shows the region used for the comparison.

Figure 8.10: RMS residual between CLASP (channel 1 in blue, channel 2 in red) and OSO8 proles
for various PSF FWHM. Vertical dash lines indicated the location of the minimum.
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8.2.4 Comparison with pre-ight expected spatial and spectral resolutions
for the spectro-polarimeter
The estimated spatial and spectral resolutions achieved during the ight are essentially consistent
with the expected resolutions from the telescope and spectro-polarimeter alignment (see Chapter 3), as summarized in Table 8.1. The upper-limit for the spatial resolution is slightly larger
than the expectation, and a dierence between both the channels can be seen: this might be due
to additional small misalignments of the optics during the ight, and is still within the requirement
of <10”. In addition, the estimation of the achieved resolutions are also limited by the sampling
size of CLASP data (i.e. 13.0 µm pixel size): the FWHM of the spot is only slightly larger than
twice the pixel size.
Table 8.1: Comparison between the expected and achieved spatial and spectral resolutions for the
spectro-polarimeter.
Spatial resolution

Spectral resolution

Expected

Achieved

Expected

Achieved

Channel 1 at +200”

3.0”

<4.5”

0.013nm

0.010nm

Channel 1 at 0”

2.7”

<3.5”

0.009nm

0.008nm

Channel 1 at −200”

3.0”

<4.6”

0.013nm

0.011nm

Channel 2 at +200”

3.1”

<3.9”

0.013nm

0.010nm

Channel 2 at 0”

2.8”

<2.7”

0.008nm

0.009nm

Channel 2 at −200”

3.1”

<4.8”

0.013nm

0.011nm
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8.3 In-ight polarization calibration
The disc center was observed to provide the data for an in-ight calibration of the polarization.
Because of symmetry, the atomic-level polarization vanishes at µ=1. However, more realistic
three-dimensional calculation suggested that the local anisotropy of the radiation eld due to the
chromosphere temperature and density of solar atmosphere's topology irregularities can also create
scattering polarization locally ([27]), even at disc center. Nevertheless, cancellation of the atomiclevel polarization and the Hanle eect are expected by spatially averaging the polarization signals
measured at various location around the disc center. By doing so, the spurious polarization level
of the instrument can be estimated from the measurement at disc center, for both the channels
Spectro-polarimetric observations were only recorded for ∼15s, with three complete PMU rotations (i.e. 48 images) having a stable pointing. After correcting for dark current, gain and
orientation (i.e. tilt of the slit/dispersion direction with respect to the camera pixel grid), the
Stokes parameters I 0 , Q0 and U 0 were demodulated from the 48 images. The demodulation scheme
used for the in-ight data is shown in Equation (8.1) for channel 2 (minus sign for channel 1),
which is dierent from the one used in Chapter 6. This demodulation scheme minimizes the possible spurious polarization on U 0 /I 0 caused by the dI /dt if the intensity of the observed source
uctuates during the modulation, which was observed to be signicant in the ight case. Note
that the polarization coordinate system is still dened as in Chapter 6, with +Q along the slit.
Figure 8.11 shows the demodulated Stokes parameters at disc center. Coherent patches of linear
polarization can be seen in the Lyman-α wings, indicating that the zero scattering polarization
assumption does not hold: the measured linear polarization might be produced by local anisotropy
due to the three-dimensional nature of the solar atmosphere.
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Figure 8.11: Stokes I 0 (raw and log), Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 demodulated with 3 PMU rotations at disc
center for both the channels.

Figure 8.12: Stokes I 0 , Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 proles for a full slit spatially summed, for both the
channels. Horizontal black dashed line shows the location of the zero in Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 . Horizontal
red dashed line shows the expected spurious polarization oset from the pre-ight calibration.
Vertical black solid line shows the line-core (i.e. ±0.02nm around the line-center). Error bars
indicate the noise (1-σ ), including both the photon noise and the read-out noise, and are shown in
blue on the polarization signals.
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Spatial binning along the slit was required to cancel out the local anisotropy of the Sun. This
summation was also needed to reduce the noise due to the low number of photons measured during
the short observing time. Figure 8.12 shows the Lyman-α prole for a full slit summation (i.e. 360
pixels, except for the very edge of the slit) in both the channels. The Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 are shown
with the corresponding noise (i.e. one σ error-bars, composed of both the photon noise and the
read-out noise from the cameras). The noise is smaller in the line core (i.e. 0.01%), and larger in
the wings due to the low intensity (i.e. 0.05%). A clear polarization signal remains in the wings,
much larger than the noises. The polarization signal for the summed line-core, hereafter dened
as the band ±0.02nm from the line-center (i.e. central minimum in intensity), is close to the zero
polarization level (below ±0.05%). This result is dierent from the spurious polarization oset
derived from the pre-ight polarization calibration, as shown by the horizontal red dashed lines in
Figure 8.12 (see Section 6.4).
This rst result indicated a smaller than expected spurious polarization level of the instrument.
However, although the uctuations from solar origin might be mostly cancelled out by a full slit
summation, a proper quantication of the error for the line-core is required. The standard deviation
was used to estimate the solar uctuations along the slit, and is displayed onto the histograms of
the polarization signals for the integrated line-core in Figure 8.13. The error on the polarization
due to the solar uctuations σ for the full slit was around 0.20%.

Figure 8.13: Histogram of the Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 polarization signals along the slit for both the
channels for the integrated line-core. Wavelength summing was performed at ±0.02nm around
the line-center. The ±σ from the standard deviation are shown by two vertical dashed red lines
around the average value (vertical solid red).
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The evolution of the solar uctuations σ as a function of the number of pixel spatially summed
was conrmed experimentally: for each number of pixel summing npixel , npixel were randomly
selected, summed (for the three Stokes parameters) and removed from the slit until the remaining
number of slit was smaller than npixel . The standard deviation was used to calculated the variation
(σt ) of the Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 calculated from this pixel summing along the slit. This process
 was
P
repeated N = 100 times, and the solar uctuations σ for each npixel was calculated as
N σt /N .
Results are shown in Figure 8.14 and are consistent when compared to the theoretical prediction
assuming the solar uctuations σ decreases as the square root of the number of pixel summed (i.e.
√
npixel ).

Figure 8.14: Evolution of the solar uctuations σ as a function of the number of pixels summed
spatially. The X-axis shows the number of pixels summed (npixel ). Black solid line shows the σ
calculated as the averaged σt (i.e. out of N = 100 values). For each npixel , the σt were obtained
with the standard deviation of pixels randomly selected and summed along the slit. This process
was repeated N times. The red dashed line shows the theoretical decrease of σ , taken as the σ for
√
npixel = 1 divided by npixel . Horizontal dashed line shows the 0.017% accuracy required on the
spurious polarization.
The nal spurious polarization level for the full slit summation measured during the ight at
disc center are reported in Table 8.2, with error calculated as the standard deviation along the slit
divided by the square root of the number of pixel summed. Note that this error also includes the
photon noise and read-out noise, as it is derived from the data. Based on the tolerance from the
pre-ight polarization calibration (Chapter 6, [38]), the accuracy on the spurious polarization is
required to be <0.017%, which was satised as shown by Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2: Final spurious polarization level for the ight, estimated as the full slit summation of
the line-core. The 1-σ error is calculated as the standard deviation along the slit divided by the
square root of the number of pixels.

Q0 /I 0 (%)

U 0 /I 0 (%)

Channel 1

-0.015 ± 0.012

0.003 ± 0.014

Channel 2

-0.019 ± 0.012

0.033 ± 0.014

Although the solar uctuations could not be properly cancelled with a smaller than ∼120 pixels
summing, an estimating of the spurious polarization at dierent location along the slit was still
performed. The slit was spatially summed every 60 pixels, creating six regions along the slit.
The standard deviation was used to estimate the corresponding solar uctuations σ from each
region. Figure 8.15 shows the polarization proles along the slit, revealing variations larger than
the errors. Q0 /I 0 for both the channel, as well as U 0 /I 0 for channel 2, show a non-linear trend
(i.e. local peak) which might indicate that the solar uctuations could not be fully removed within
the corresponding region of the slit. Hence, the remaining polarization signal might come from
the solar structures and not from the instrument's spurious polarization. From this gure, no
clear conclusion can be drawn about a possible gradient of the spurious polarization along the slit,
although it seems within a ±0.1% range from the derived value in Table 8.2. No signicant changes
were expected along the slit from the pre-ight calibration and this was re-discussed in Section 8.4,
where the explanations of the dierence between in-ight and pre-ight spurious polarization level
are presented.

Figure 8.15: Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 polarization signals along the slit, averaged every 60 pixels. The red
error bar shows the standard deviation of these values (1-σ ), calculated as the standard deviation
on each 60-pixel regions.
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8.4 Dierences with the pre-ight calibration
Table 8.2 clearly revealed a smaller spurious polarization level compared to the one from the
pre-ight calibration, where a shift by ±0.2% in Q0 /I 0 and by ∓0.05% in U 0 /I 0 were expected,
for channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. After further investigation, a possible origin for this
discrepancy was pinpointed to an erroneous treatment of the spurious intensity, i.e. the x10 and
x20 terms in the response matrix, in opposition to the spurious polarization. These terms represent
the cross-talks from Stokes Q and U to Stokes I 0 , as recalled by Equation (8.2).

 
 0 0  0 
x01 x11 x21
1
Q /I
q

q
≡
(8.2)
= x02 x12 x22
U 0 /I 0
u0
u
1 + x10 q + x20 u
In the analysis of the pre-ight calibration data (see Chapter 6), these terms were considered as
an additional error on the spurious polarization, scale factor and azimuth error terms and were only
roughly estimated using the intensity recorded for dierent polarization inputs (see Section 6.3.6).
These terms were neglected during the tting of the response matrix elements, and only considered
as a xed error afterwards. However, another interpretation can be drawn when considering these
terms directly multiplying the measured polarization. Equation (8.3) illustrates this idea: one
can easily see that the measured polarization can be greatly aected by the incoming polarization
(i.e. q or u), especially during the pre-ight calibration in which the polarization input was almost
perfectly polarized. This eect also depends on the sign of the polarization input and produces a
dierence in the measured polarization for opposite input polarization, for example the measured
q 0 for a +Q and −Q input. In the previous analysis of the pre-ight calibration data, dierences
of the measured polarization for opposite input polarization were observed and were interpreted
as the spurious polarization, but might actually have been produced by the spurious intensity.
 
 0 
 1
x01 x11 x21  
q
q
(1 + x10 q + x20 u) 0 =
(8.3)
u
x02 x12 x22
u
The spurious intensity had to be more precisely determined from the pre-ight calibration
measurements. The simplest way is to get these terms from the intensity dierence among the
dierent polarization inputs. However, using this method from two dierent measurements was
not suitable for a precise estimation of these terms since the input intensity from the light-source
also uctuates between measurements. The stability of the light-source intensity was measured
to decrease by ∼2% over a one hour period of the light-source being on. As the measurements
with opposite polarities (i.e. ±Q and ±U ) were recorded 30 minutes apart, a ∼1% error can be
expected on these matrix elements. Therefore, a more suitable method was required for estimating
the x10 and x20 terms using the measurements from the pre-ight calibration.
For this purpose, a new least-square tting method was applied on the waveplate method
measurements (see Section 6.4.2). The two rows of matrix element were tted as shown in Equation
(8.4). The input polarization states q and u were taken a xed parameter during the tting and
were calculated considering a perfect input from the light-source, changed depending on the LS
half-waveplate orientation with a retardance δ=184.4◦ (see Section 6.4.2.3).

q0 =

x01 + x11 q + x21 u
1 + x10 q + x20 u

u0 =

x02 + x12 q + x22 u
1 + x10 q + x20 u

(8.4)
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As seen during the pre-ight calibration, the accuracy on the major terms" was better than the
accuracy on the minor terms" by one order of magnitude (see Section 6.3.5). However, applying
the tting to only the major terms" measurements raised some issues. At rst, the x10 and x20
terms are present in both the equations and therefore the tting has to be performed on both the
equations simultaneously. For a given measurement, if q 0 is the major terms", u0 is the minor
terms" by denition, and oppositely. Additionally, because the spurious intensity have a similar
eect as the spurious polarization (i.e. oset of the polarization level), tting by only using the
major terms" for each equation independently does not work: the tting process cannot converge
due to these two competing parameters.
Hence, both the major terms" and the minor terms" from each measurement have to be used
in both the equations simultaneously. For this purpose, the merit function χ2 to be minimized by
the tting was dened as shown in Equation (8.5).
2

χ =

16
X
n=1

wn (qn0

2

− fq0 (qn , un )) +

16
X

wn0 (u0n − fu0 (qn , un ))2

(8.5)

n=1

In this equation, qn0 and u0n correspond to the measured Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 for the nth measurements out of the 16 measurements performed for a given orientation of the light-source (i.e. full
rotation of the LS half-waveplate). fq0 (qn , un ) refers to the estimated Q0 /I 0 calculated using the
left expression in Equation (8.4), for a given input (i.e. qn and un , depending on the light-source
position and LS half-waveplate orientation) and set of parameters x01 , x11 , x21 , x10 and x20 . On
the other hand, fu0 (qn , un ) is the estimated U 0 /I 0 calculated from the right expression in Equation
(8.4), for the parameters x02 , x12 , x22 , the same parameters x10 and x20 and the same xed input
qn and un . Finally, wn and wn0 are weighting factors depending on whether which of qn0 or u0n is the
major terms" in the nth measurements. Gaussian weighting (i.e. instrumental) was considered,
dened as 1/σ 2 with σ being the accuracy of the major" and minor" terms (i.e. 10−4 and 10−3 ,
respectively, from Section 6.3.5). This weighting system favorizes the major terms" measurements
while still including the inuence of the minor terms" measurements in the χ2 calculation. The
eight parameters (i.e. namely x10 , x20 , x01 , x11 , x21 , x02 , x12 and x22 ) were obtained by minimizing the merit function using the four sets of 16 measurement taken with the light-source in
+Q0◦ , +U45◦ , −Q90◦ and −U315◦ congurations (Section 6.2.4). The global minimum of the eightdimensions hyperspace was found using a gradient-expansion algorithm to compute a non-linear
least squares tting of the χ2 . The tting initial guesses were set to zero for the x10 , x20 , x01 and
x02 terms, and to their values derived by the last analysis for the scale factors and azimuth error
terms (see Section 6.4.4).
The tting converged to similar parameters for the four sets of measurements at the center
of the slit, as shown in Table 8.3. The results showed non-zero spurious intensity terms, and
indicated a much smaller spurious polarization level than from the previous tting method applied
in Chapter 6. Additionally, the scale factor and azimuth error terms were obtained with similar
amplitudes as previously derived. Note that the 0.017% on the spurious polarization terms was not
reached, probably due to cross-talks between the (x10 & x20 ) and the (x01 & x02 ) terms, as they
both a similar eect on the measured polarization and are competing parameters in the tting.
Nevertheless, this result seems to indicate a spurious polarization level smaller than 0.1%, and a
non-zero x10 and x20 terms.
The larger amplitude of the x10 term compared to the x20 term can be quantitatively understood from the equations from the Mueller matrix of the instrument, as shown by Equation
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(A.4) and Equation (A.5) from Appendix A. In these equations, the intensity measured on each
exposure is aected by a contribution from Stokes Q if the retardance of the PMU half-waveplate
is not exactly 180◦ . This contribution only comes from Stokes Q due to the orientation of the
polarization analyzers with respect to the polarization coordinate system, has an opposite sign for
each channel and is not modulated by the PMU rotation. Hence, this contribution should cancel
out when demodulating the measured Q0 and U 0 , but does aect the measured I 0 . A simple estimation using these equations shows that the measured x10 term can be explained by considering
a retardance δ for the PMU half-waveplate equal to 176.3◦ , although this value is slightly smaller
than the measured retardance, including error (i.e. 178.8◦ ±1.3◦ ).
Table 8.3: Response matrix elements at the center of the slit, derived by minimizing the merit
function shown in Equation (8.5). Top table is for channel 1 and bottom table is for channel 2.
Error was derived as the maximum dierence from the average value. LS refers to Light-source.
Channel 1

x10

x20

x01

x02

x11

x22

x12

x21

+Q0◦ input

-0.0022

0.0005

-0.0002

0.0000

0.9764

0.9762

-0.0118

0.0124

+U45◦ input

-0.0019

0.0008

0.0004

0.0004

0.9765

0.9762

-0.0085

0.0089

−Q90◦ input

-0.0022

-0.0001

0.0001

-0.0004

0.9773

0.9771

-0.0081

0.0084

−U315◦ input

-0.0018

0.0005

0.0003

0.0000

0.9757

0.9755

-0.0067

0.0060

Mean

-0.0020

0.0004

0.0002

0.0000

0.9765

0.9763

-0.0088

0.0089

Error (±)

0.0002

0.0005

0.0003

0.0004

0.0009

0.0008

0.0031

0.0035

Channel 2

x10

x20

x01

x02

x11

x22

x12

x21

+Q0◦ input

0.0018

-0.0002

-0.0003

0.0002

0.9712

0.9710

-0.0071

0.0076

+U45◦ input

0.0027

-0.0002

0.0003

0.0003

0.9703

0.9700

-0.0050

0.0053

−Q90◦ input

0.0022

-0.0009

0.0002

-0.0005

0.9710

0.9709

-0.0078

0.0081

−U315◦ input

0.0025

-0.0004

0.0003

0.0002

0.9707

0.9704

-0.0012

0.0006

Mean

0.0023

-0.0004

0.0001

0.0001

0.9708

0.9706

-0.0052

0.0054

Error (±)

0.0005

0.0005

0.0004

0.0005

0.0005

0.0006

0.0040

0.0048
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The relevancy of the set of matrix elements shown in Table 8.3 was tested by changing the
weights applied on the tting to Poisson weights (i.e. statistical) dened as 1/σ , and to removing
the weights (i.e. wn and wn0 equal to unity). The results for both the ttings provided exactly the
same values for the eight matrix elements, indicating that this set of parameters is statistically
relevant. As comparison, the same ttings were performed by forcing the x10 and x20 to be zero
(i.e. similar to the last analysis of the pre-ight polarization calibration). The resulting matrix
elements for the Gaussian weighting were consistent with the results from Chapter 6. However,
results on the spurious polarization terms diverged signicantly for the Poisson weights and without
weighting, as shown in Figure 8.16. The scale factor and azimuth error terms were derived with
similar values for all three types of weighting. This result indicates that the solution of the tting
when forcing the x10 and x20 to be zero is less stable than when using the x10 and x20 terms.

Figure 8.16: Derived x10 , x20 , x01 and x02 for three dierent weightings of the tting, with (solid
lines) and without the x10 and x20 terms (dashed line, i.e. set to zero) for both the channels. Color
indicates the light-source orientation for each measurement: +Q input (blue), +U input (green),
−Q input (yellow) and −U input (red).
After ensuring its validity, the same tting method with Gaussian weights was applied to the
waveplate method measurements recorded at the top and bottom of the slit, with light-source
in +Q0◦ and +U45◦ congurations. Note that only a half-rotation of the LS half-waveplate was
performed for the data set taken with the light-source in +U45◦ conguration (i.e. eight measurements). Results from both light-source orientation were average, and shown in Figure 8.17.
Variations along the slit are around 0.1% for the x10 , x20 , x01 and x02 terms, which is of the same
order as the measurement error determined for the eight-parameters tting. The trends shown in
Figure 8.17 indicated a gradient of the x01 terms in both the channels, which cannot be seen from
the in-ight measurements shown in Figure 8.15.
Based on the error estimations, a possible gradient of the spurious polarization terms along the
slit is smaller than ±0.1%, from the bottom to the top of the slit. On the other hand, the scale
factor and azimuth error terms were estimated with similar amplitudes as previously derived in
Chapter 6, with a gradient in the azimuth error terms for channel 2 due to the light-source optics
as discussed in Section 6.3.4.
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Figure 8.17: Evolution of the response matrix elements along the slit for both the channels. Vertical
red line shows the error derived at the center of the slit presented in Table 8.3 (±1-σ ).
In summary, a more appropriate interpretation of the spurious intensity was considered, giving
a more correct response matrix for the instrument. This newly derived response matrix was conrmed to better t the instrument than the previously derived response matrix from Chapter 6 by
applying a dierent least-square tting method to the pre-ight polarization calibration measurements recorded with the waveplate method. These results indicated that the spurious intensity
can aect the polarization level depending on the degree of polarization input to the instrument,
and also conrmed a spurious polarization level smaller than 0.1%. However, the 0.017% accuracy
on the spurious polarization could not be ensure because both the major terms" and the minor
terms" had to be used for the least-square tting. This was due to a limitation of the polarization calibration measurements because the eect of the x10 and x20 terms was underestimated
when designing the pre-ight polarization calibration experiment: only the spurious polarization,
scale factor and azimuth error terms were considered to be relevant. Nevertheless, the results
from the newly derived response matrix elements still provided an interpretation for the spurious
polarization levels measured during the ight and ensured the 0.1% polarization accuracy of the
instrument.
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8.5 Correction of the polarization signal and error tranfer
The response matrix of the instrument X was nally determined within its required accuracy
by combining the results from the new analysis of the pre-ight calibration with the spurious
polarization obtained in-ight, as summarized in Equation (8.6).



 

1
−0.0020 0.0004
0
0.0002 0.0005
X1 = −0.00015 0.9765 0.0089 ± 0.00012 0.0020 0.0040
0.00003 −0.0088 0.9763
0.00014 0.0037 0.0020

 

1
0.0023 −0.0004
0
0.0005 0.0005
0.0054  ± 0.00012 0.0019 0.0052
X2 = −0.00019 0.9708
0.00033 −0.0052 0.9706
0.00014 0.0045 0.0019

(8.6)

The response matrix elements can be used to correct the measured polarization signals q 0 and
in order to retrieve the polarization signals observed by the instrument q and u. The equations
linking these quantities were derived from S0 =XS considering S 0 =(1, Q0 /I 0 , U 0 /I 0 )> =(1, q 0 , u0 )>
and S =(1, q, u)> as:

u0

h
− (q 0 − x01 ) −
q=h

(u0 −x02 )(x20 q 0 −x21 )
(x20 u0 −x22 )

i

i
0 −x )(x q 0 −x )
12
20
21
(x10 q 0 − x11 ) − (x10 u (x
0
20 u −x22 )
i
h
0
0
10 u −x12 )
− (u0 − x02 ) − (q −x(x0110)(x
0
q −x11 )
i
u= h
0 −x )(x u0 −x )
(x
q
20
21
10
12
(x20 u0 − x22 ) −
0
(x10 q −x11 )

(8.7)

The error on the corrected q and u was estimated taking into account the measurement error
on the measured q 0 and u0 , as well as the error on each of the response matrix elements from
Equation (8.6) using the error transfer formula shown in Equation (8.8) for q , and similarly for u.
v
!2
u
uX ∂q
σq = t
σi
where xi = q 0 , u0 , x10 ... and σi = σq0 , σu0 , σx10 ...
(8.8)
∂xi
i

The partial derivatives of the two equations were calculated for all ten components. These
partial derivatives express the importance (i.e. sort of scaling factor) of the corresponding error
depending on the polarization signal measured. The partial derivatives of the corresponding Stokes
parameter (e.g. δq/δq 0 for σq ) and spurious polarization (e.g. δq/δx01 for σq ) are the most dominant
factors when considering a weakly polarized input (i.e. <10%), with values close to unity. Hence,
the root sum square of the error on the Stokes parameters and the error on its corresponding
spurious polarization matrix elements can be used as good approximation for the error transfer.
However, for a larger polarization amplitude, the contributions from the partial derivative from
the spurious intensity and scale factor increases. An example for the partial derivatives for the
observed q as a function of the measured q 0 and u0 is shown in Appendix D.
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Figure 8.18: Demodulated polarization signal (left column) and corrected polarization signals
(right column) as a function of wavelength for both the channels. The corresponding intensity
prole is shown in the background to provide the location of the double peak and line-center. Blue
error bars show the photon noise and read-out noise on the demodulated proles. Red error bars
show the combined error on the corrected proles.
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For demonstrating the achieved accuracy after correction, the polarization signals were demodulated from the limb observations by stacking 50 PMU rotations (i.e. 240s observation) and
summing almost the entire slit (340 pixel) closer to the limb, from µ∼0.02 to µ∼0.53. A careful
coalignment between the two channels was performed using interpolation to reach a subpixel precision. The correction was applied on polarization signals using the equations described previously.
Figure 8.18 shows the demodulated and corrected proles for both the channels. Note that the
increase of the Q/I signal in the wings is positive since the +Q direction is dened as along the
slit and the slit was positioned perpendicularly to the limb. The eect of the correction on the
demodulated polarization signal is small because the response matrix of the instrument is close to
the identity matrix: changes in the line-core are ∼0.02% and mainly due to the spurious polarization oset. On the other hand, the dierences in the wings are ∼0.1% due to the increase in
polarization signal. Figure 8.19 shows the achieved accuracy on the corrected signal (i.e. error bars
in Figure 8.18), using the error transfer method described previously to combine the photon noise,
read-out noise and error on the response matrix. The achieve accuracy is mainly inuenced by the
photon noise, as its wavelength dependence indicates, but also by the accuracy achieved on the
spurious polarization terms. Performing spectral summing could reduce the uncertainty further.
Moreover, the accuracy on channel 2 is slightly worse than on channel 1 due to a dierence in
throughput between both the channels (i.e. dierent quantum eciency of the CCDs). Note that
the photon noise for Q/I and U/I is also slightly dierent since both polarization signals were not
derived from exactly the same exposure (see demodulation scheme in Equation (8.1)) and therefore
their respective intensity was slightly dierent.

Figure 8.19: Accuracy achieved on the corrected Q/I and U/I as a function of wavelength for
channel 1 (blue curve) and channel 2 (red curve). The horizontal dashed line shows the 0.017%
accuracy level.
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The accuracy of the correction can be estimated by comparing the polarization signals recorded
in both the channels. Figure 8.20 shows a comparison between the corrected polarization signals
in both the channels at the line-core. Dierences remain between both the channels, and can be
seen from pixel to pixel in the wavelength direction. Their amplitude can be sometimes larger than
the recorded spurious polarization, both pre-ight and in-ight, and might be due to additional
to spurious polarization created by dI /dt. Nevertheless, the proles on both the channels overlap
within a 2-σ accuracy. In addition, combining the polarization signals from both the channels
might improve the overall polarization accuracy achieved by the instrument.

Figure 8.20: Comparison between corrected Q/I and U/I for channel 1 (blue) and channel 2 (red)
at the line-core. The thick-line shows the recorded polarization signal, with dash-lines showing the
1-σ , 2-σ and 3-σ contour, with σ taken from Figure 8.19.

8.6 Conclusion
An in-ight polarization calibration of the instrument was performed using the observations conducted at the center of the solar disc. Non-zero polarization signals were observed in the line-wings
during this 15s observation, indicating that local anisotropy creates scattering polarization even at
disc center. A statistical approach was considered to eectively cancel out the polarization signals
due to the solar structures by summing signal from pixels randomly selected along the slit. This
method allowed to remove the polarization signals originated from the Sun and to estimate the
spurious polarization levels of the instrument (i.e. the measured Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 corresponding
to the response matrix x01 and x02 terms, respectively), for both the channels. These terms were
estimated to be below 0.05%, which was much smaller than the expected spurious polarization
from the pre-ight calibration.
Investigations were conducted to understand the discrepancy between the measured spurious
polarization terms during the pre-ight and in-ight calibration, and pointed out a misinterpretation of the spurious intensity terms. These terms were though to only imply an additional error
on the other matrix elements (i.e. spurious polarization, scale factor and azimuth error terms) but
were actually osetting the measured polarization in a similar fashion as the spurious polarization,
but depending on the degree of polarization of the incoming light. The response matrix elements
were re-estimated with the x10 and x20 terms taken into account using a least-square tting on
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the pre-ight polarization calibration measurements performed with the waveplate method. This
newly derived response matrix was conrmed to be a better t for pre-ight measurements compared to the previously estimated response matrix, and indicated a spurious polarization level
smaller than 0.05%. However, the 0.017% accuracy on the spurious polarization could not be
reach, probably because the (x10 & x20 ) and the (x01 & x02 ) terms were competing parameters
in the tting. The scale factor and azimuth error terms were also conrmed with similar amplitude as previously derived. These results from the pre-ight calibration measurements matched
the spurious polarization level estimated with the in-ight data. In addition, the larger x10 term
compared to the x20 term could be quantitatively understood from the equations extracted from
the Mueller matrix of the instrument if the PMU half-waveplate retardance diers from 180◦ .
The impact of the spurious intensity terms was not understood properly during, but also before,
the pre-ight calibration. Therefore, the experiment was only designed to estimated the spurious
polarization, scale factor and azimuth error terms, and not for accurately estimating these two
terms. The lessons learned from this is that additional measurements should be performed for
future similar pre-ight calibration. For example, using unpolarized light to directly measure the
spurious polarization level. This could pass by the eect of the x10 and x20 terms and, combined with the measurement performed with fully polarized light, providing a clear determination
between both these terms and the spurious polarization terms.
In conclusion, the spurious polarization derived from the in-ight data with a 0.017% accuracy
(1-σ ) was included in the nal response matrix of the instrument, used to correct the ight observations performed at the limb. The other parameters (spurious intensity, scale factor and azimuth
error terms) estimated from the pre-polarization calibration data were also included in the nal
response matrix, shown in Equation (8.6) with the number of digit corresponding to the required
accuracy on each term and in the polarization coordinate system where +Q is along the slit. This
response matrix was tested for the correction of the polarization signals recorded during the observations at the solar limbs, using a proper error transfer method, and the resulting polarization
signals between both channels overlap with a 2-σ accuracy, with σ around 0.015%. The eect of
the spurious intensity was negligible during the ight since the signal was weakly polarized, and
the achieved accuracy was mainly dominated by the error due to photon-noise and on the spurious
polarization terms of the response matrix. This analysis ensured the 0.1% polarization accuracy
of the instrument. The spatial and spectral resolutions of the instrument were also conrmed to
be within the scientic requirements and expected performances from the pre-ight experiments
by comparing with observations from other instruments.
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Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis resulted in a successful optical alignment and polarization calibration of the instrument. Innovative methods were developed to conduct the required experiments
on the VUV-optimized instrument:

• The telescope was aligned with a He-Ne laser even though the narrow band ltering coating
on its primary mirror only reected around 3.5% of visible-light (Chapter 2.
• The spectro-polarimeter's o-axis mirrors were aligned in visible-light using a custom-made
alignment grating to minimize the activities under vacuum, only nally aligning the ight
grating Z-tilt and cameras focus position at Lyman-α (Chapter 3).
• An experiment was successfully designed and conducted to adjust the telescope focus position
with respect to the slit by measuring the width of the slit after reection in a double-pass
conguration (Chapter 4).
• The alignment was controlled during the rocket-integration and vibration testing with two
specic tests to measure the telescope focus position to the slit and the spectro-polarimeter
spectral resolution (Chapter 7)
• An unprecedented polarization calibration at Lyman-α was performed under vacuum to
estimate the spectro-polarimeter's response matrix (Chapter 6). This response matrix, composed of the spurious polarization (x01 and x02 ), scale factor (x11 and x22 ) and azimuth
error (x21 and x12 ) terms, was crucial to ensure the 0.1% polarization sensitivity of the instrument. Extensive investigations were conducted to estimate the errors on the polarization
measurements and the inuence of the Lyman-α light-source used for the calibration onto the
resulting matrix elements. As a result, after carefully analysing the numerous measurements
performed during the calibration and developing a novel method to minimize the errors from
the polarization measurements, the response matrix was derived within its required tolerance.
These experiments ensured the instrument's spatial and spectral resolutions of the instrument,
as well as its polarization accuracy. CLASP was successfully launched on September 3rd 2015 and
performed its scientic observations: at the solar disc center during ∼15s and close to the limb
(i.e. main science target) during ∼240s. The disc center observations were used to provide an
in-ight polarization calibration on the spurious polarization terms of the response matrix, as the
solar polarization from scattering processes was cancelled out by spatially averaging enough pixel
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along the slit at µ = 1 (Chapter 8). The measured spurious polarization level was smaller than the
expectation from the pre-ight calibration. Hence, the pre-ight polarization calibration measurements were re-investigated to understand the origin of the discrepancy and to provide a consistent
response matrix. It appeared that the eect of the cross-talks from the observed linear polarization
(i.e. Stokes Q and Stokes U ) to the measured intensity (i.e. Stokes I 0 ) was misunderstood. During
the pre-ight calibration, these two terms of the response matrix were neglected, as their eect was
thought to only implied an additional error on the other matrix elements (i.e. the spurious polarization, scale factor and azimuth error terms), which was quantied by roughly estimating the x10
and x20 terms. However, it turned out that these two terms can signicantly modify the measured
intensity and therefore the measured polarization signal (i.e. Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 ) in case of an highly
polarized input, which was the case during the calibration:. the Lyman-α light-source provided a
∼100% polarized input. This eect happen to have a similar eect as the spurious polarization,
osetting the measured polarization signal for opposite polarization input (i.e. ±Q and ±U ). The
measurements from the pre-ight calibration were recomputed, taking these two additional terms
into account during the tting, and the resulting response matrix was consistent with the spurious
polarization level measured during the in-ight polarization calibration. However, the accuracy
achieved on the spurious polarization with this method did not match the tight 0.017% tolerance,
probably because both the x10/20 and the x01/02 terms were competing in the tting. Nevertheless,
this response matrix from the pre-ight measurements, combined with the spurious polarization
terms derived from the in-ight calibration, successfully ensured the 0.1% polarization accuracy
of the instrument. Finally, the spatial and spectral resolutions achieved during ight were conrmed to be consistent with the pre-ight expectation from the optical alignment by comparing
the observations with other instruments.
The lessons learned during the preparation of the instrument are invaluable for the future
experiments in the vacuum ultraviolet. This work successfully demonstrated that a polarimetric
instrument in VUV is feasible, with an optical alignment almost entirely performed in visible-light.
Experimental solutions were developed to pass-by the issues encounter during the preparation and
achieved the requirements, which might be used as a guideline for the next VUV instrument.
In addition, the optical alignment revealed an important issue on the o-axis mirrors' surface
gure (i.e. periodic pattern), indicating that the requirement on the surface gure periodicity
at various scales has to be controlled carefully to ensure a ne spatial and spectral resolution in
VUV. Concerning the polarimetric capabilities, an unprecedented 0.1% polarization accuracy was
achieved at Lyman-α, and the polarization calibration drastically improved the knowledge on the
spectro-polarimeter performances, but also on the Lyman-α light-source used for the calibration.
Although the initial results from the pre-ight polarization calibration provided erroneous spurious
polarization terms to the response matrix, the issue was solved using the in-ight polarization
calibration and conrmed by re-analyzing the pre-ight measurements. This misinterpretation
revealed the importance of the x10 and x20 matrix elements, which were neglected during the preight polarization calibration: the experiment conguration and measurements performed were not
designed for properly determined these two terms. Nevertheless, the correct response matrix could
still be estimated, although the tight accuracy on the spurious polarization could not be reached.
This pointed out a aw in the polarization calibration procedure, that could be easily resolve by
adding an additional measurement to input almost unpolarized light into the spectro-polarimeter
to directly measure the spurious polarization terms, by-passing the eect of the x10 and x20 terms.
Such measurement could be performed by removing the two polarizers of the light-source and
adjusting the Deuterium lamp position. The light-source half-waveplate could also be used for
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changing the input in case the Lyman-α light was still weakly polarized. CLASP is proposed for
a second ight, scheduled for 2018. The observed wavelength was changed to the magnesium II
h&k lines around 280nm, implying to change the spectro-polarimeter's grating and the mirrors'
coatings. Apart of those changes, the instrument preparation will be similar to the work presented
in this thesis, which should therefore provide a useful guideline for CLASP2.
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Appendix A

Mueller matrix of the instrument
The Mueller matrix links the incoming Stokes vector to the measured Stokes vector and can be
calculated for CLASP as MCLASP (α, β, δ) = L(α)R(β, δ), where L(α) is the expression for a linear
polarizer with orientation α shown in Equation (A.1) and R(β, δ) is the expression for a linear
retarder with retardance δ and a fast-axis angle β as shown in Equation (A.2).
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(A.2)

Although the expression for the Mueller matrix MCLASP (α, β, δ) is quite complicated, only the
intensity (i.e. Stokes I ) can be measured by the cameras. Hence, only the rst row of the matrix
is important and the general expression of the intensity as a function of α, β and δ is:

Iα,β,δ
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2
#
i
+ (Q sin 2α + U cos 2α) sin 4β

(A.3)

The expression of the intensity is simplied since α = 90◦ for channel 1 and α = 0◦ for channel
2. The expression also has to be integrated on β , to account for the continuous motion of the PMU
half-waveplate. This is shown in Equation (A.4) and Equation (A.5) with xi the initial angle of
the half-waveplate, and xf its nal angle, for any possible angular position. The factor in front of
the integral is a normalization for the angular movement.
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Assuming a perfect half-waveplate with retardance δ = 180◦ , the expression of the measured
intensity for four consecutive exposures taken every 22.5◦ can be derived as:
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(A.6)

The measured Stokes Q0 /I 0 and U 0 /I 0 shown in Equation (1.4) can be retrieved with a linear
combination of the measured intensity from Equation (A.6). Note that Equation (1.4) is multiplied
by π/2 to cancel the 2/π coming out from Equation (A.6) due to the continuous rotation of the
PMU half-waveplate.
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Appendix B

Zernike polynomials
The Zernike polynomials are mathematical expressions useful for modelling the wavefront error
deformations. The general formula is given by Equation (B.1), where m and n are non-negative
integers with n ≥ m, φ is the azimuthal angle and ρ is the radial distance 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. For simplicity,
Table B.1 shows the expressions for the rst eight polynomials, and are displayed in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Example of the eight rst Zernike polynomial.

Znm (ρ, φ) = Rnm (ρ) cos (mφ) for m ≥ 0
Znm (ρ, φ) = Rn−m (ρ) sin (−mφ) for m < 0
n−m
2

where Rnm (ρ) =

X
k=0

(−1)k (n − k)!
ρn−2k
n−m
k!( n+m
−
k)!(
−
k)!
2
2
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Table B.1: Expression of the eight rst Zernike polynomials.
Radial degree n

Azimuthal degree m

Znm

Aberration name

0

0

1

Piston

1

+1

ρ cos θ

Tip (X-tilt)

1

−1

ρ sin θ

Tilt (Y-tilt)

0

(2ρ2

Defocus

2

+2

ρ2 cos 2θ

Astigmatism 0◦

2

−2

ρ2 sin 2θ

Astigmatism 45◦

3

+1

(3ρ3 − 2ρ) cos θ

Coma X

3

−1

(3ρ3 − 2ρ) sin θ

Coma Y

2
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Appendix C

Surface gure problem on the o-axis
parabolic mirrors.
A periodic pattern was observed in the surface gure of both the o-axis parabolic mirrors, with
±10nm amplitude as shown in Figure C.1.

Figure C.1: Surface gure of channel 1's (left) and channel 2's (right) M3s. The scaling was limited
to ±25nm, meaning some deformations greater than ±25nm are represented as ±25nm. The actual
peak-to-valley for both mirrors was around ±90nm. X-axis is vertical.
This periodic pattern in the vertical direction (X-axis) created a diraction eect, especially for
the shortest wavelength. For this reason, this eect was not seen in the visible-light alignment of the
spectro-polarimeter (632.8nm) but was observed at Lyman-α (121.6nm). The alignment of the Ztilt for the Lyman-α grating was initially performed with these o-axis parabolic mirrors, and spots
are shown in Figure C.2 and Figure C.3 for channel 1 and 2, respectively. The spots are shown for
the various positions of the motorized rotating mechanism (i.e. grating Z-tilt adjustment), clearly
showing the diraction of the light in the spatial direction (X-axis) due to the periodic pattern of
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the surface gures.

Figure C.2: Lyman-α grating Z-tilt adjustment for channel 2. +X-axis is toward the top and +λ
toward the right. Spots are displayed in a 25x25 pixels box (325x325µm)
This diraction eect in the spatial direction was a critical issue for the spectro-polarimeter
spatial and spectral resolutions: new M3s were prepared to replace these mirrors. To avoid surface gure pattern with regular periodicity, the tolerance surface roughness of the new o-axis
parabolic mirrors was dened for various scales: the RMS requirement was imposed and measured with ve dierent spatial sampling x (i.e. measurement every x millimetres): x>20mm,
10<x<20mm, 2<x<10mm, 0.8<x<2mm and x<0.8mm. The surface gure of the new-M3s is
shown in Figure C.4, and the spot observed at Lyman-α during the optical alignment of the
spectro-polarimeter conrmed that the diraction eect in the spatial direction was successfully
removed.
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Figure C.3: Lyman-α grating Z-tilt adjustment for channel 2. +X-axis is toward the top and +λ
toward the right. Spots are displayed in a 25x25 pixels box (325x325µm)

Figure C.4: Surface gure of channel 1's (left) and channel 2's (right) new-M3s. Black ellipsis
shows the mirror's clear apertures.
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Appendix D

Partial derivatives for the reponse
matrix error transfer.
A proper error transfer method was used to combined the error from the photon noise and readout noise on the measured polarization and the error on the response matrix elements into the
nal error on the corrected polarization, as discussed in Section 8.5. This method used the partial
derivatives as a weighting factor accounting for the contribution of each error to the nal error. The
full expressions of the partial derivatives on q are shown in the following. The partial derivatives for
u can be easily obtained with the permutation q 0 ↔u0 , x10 ↔x20 , x01 ↔x02 , x11 ↔x22 and x12 ↔x21 .
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Figure D.1 shows the partial derivatives of the q function for each of the ten components, as a
function of the measured q 0 and u0 . One can see that the δq/δq 0 and δq/δx01 derivatives are close
to unity and almost insensitive to changes in q 0 and u0 . On the other hand, the inuence of the
δq/δx10 and δq/δx11 derivatives increases with q 0 . It is also interesting to notice that the δq/δu0
term is proportional to its corresponding azimuth error term, and the contribution of δq/δx22
scales with u0 .
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Figure D.1: Partial derivatives of the q function with respect to the ten components, as a function
of q 0 and u0 .
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